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Introduction
Coal mining is an industry about which people have
held and still hold a number of misconceptions.

Nuch of this

fact lies purely in lack of understanding for it seems coal
mine'S have al"\vays been slw. nned by the wider corn.munity.
Isolation however is perhaps an aid to historical analysis
for curiosity often prompted investigation even if many of
the views expressed were still prejudiced.

Similarly,

miners, as a group,tended to operate outside the normal
social realms of neighbouring societies.

But although simi-

larities existed between coal mining c01mnunities in a number
of areas such as occupational patterns and basic institutions
associated with the industry,. these settlements cannot be
lumped into one basket.

Coal mining tovms were as different

from one another as any non-mining settlements were different
from others.

This thesis is concerned with such differences.

It is concerned also with the pattern of development of such
a town.

The community, industry and group of people under

observation is that of a small town of Kaitangata.

Nestled

in the hills on the east coast of Otago, next to the Hatau
River (a branch of the Clutha River) it was one of South Otago's first settlements.
and North Englanders the

Populated predominantly by Scots

tm~m

,gre\'1

and developed in response

to the demands of a market for a very important corm110di ty,
coal.

iii
The colonies in the early stages of their development were dependent to a large degree on imports.

This

inevitably meant that they were forced to pay more for their
purchases than they would have had to "at homett.

It was

natural therefore, that they should seek out and find
natural resources, land, coal and timber, to attain some
degree of self sufficiency.

By the 1880's good markets had

been established throughout the country, particularly in the
south where the major urban growth had taken place in response to the gold rushes, and many of these industries were
able to expand.

Kaitangata was one such settlement that

benefitted from this growth.

It established a good transport

link with a large stable market and found an ideal niche
within it, which it retained for many years.

The onflowing

affectsof the stability created by this situation saw the
development of a coal-mining comm1-mity with distinctive
characteristics.

This theme will be examined in the chapters

to follow.
Kai ta.ngata was a unique tovm.

In fact a distinctive

flavour is apparent if one passes through the place even now.
In the historical context also this fact becomes evident.

It

is exhibited most clearly duTing a very critical period in New
Zealand's history.

Between 1908 and 1913 the country exper-

ienced a massive upsurge in industrial unrest.

Foremost

within this context were the 'Red' Feds of the newly formed
Federation of Labour.

The basis of their challenge came

initially from the insti lment amongst a large sector of the
Hew Zealand wol"kforce of a complete dissillusionment with the
I.C.A. Act, which had been passed by the Liberal Government

iv
in 1294.

In the minds of many workers there grew a dissatis-

faction 1:1i tll the ope:-c"ations of the system, its slo>:·mess, and
also a growing resentment over the fact that real wages had
for some time been declining.

vJhile employers and farmers

gre·-:.r prosperous these workers began to feel as though they
had missed out.

Through diverse influences during the latter
1

half of the decade a nne•H consciousness flourished. n

First

and foremost amongst the occupational group in which it
appeared was the rniners.

Out of Blackball and the

Coast Hines can1e the F. 0. 1.

\~lest

During the following years

the stance o£ unions round the country reversed as they
turned and renounced the old system and af.filiated to the
new body.

Kaitangata, a mining settlement, did not.

As

Erik Olssen puts it:
"Kaitangata miners inherited a tradition of
cautious moderation which consorts poorly with
the sterotype of the militant and prolitarian
miner. 11 2
The 'Dusky Diamonds' never went 'red'.
obvious explanation 11 , he later comments.

This fact "has no
Part of this thesis

will atter:1pt to provide some explanation of this

fact.

The

'Hork this entails involves the exploration o£ the diverse
variables, economic, social and cultural that influenced
these miners at nBlack Diamond City" as men were wont to call
it.

1

:Srik Olssen, 'Some ReElections About the Origins of the
Federation of Labour, 1909 - 13, ~· 6.

2

Erik Olssen,

Waihi - The Lagacy of Waihi, p. 9.

"Red"

v
Kaitangata was one of the earliest mining settlements
ln new Zealand, and developed into Otago and Southlands
largest coal rnine.

It had become firr111y established by

1880 as a major industry, so that by the turn of the century
Kaitangata had become a very permanent settlement, exhibitlng quite

11

norma1" demographic characteristics.

In plott-

lng the development of the mines and cornmuni ty through to
1913 it is convenient to break the sequence up into four
phases.

The first, dealt with in the first chapter, is the

discovery of the region, the investigation of the potential
resources of coal, and the problems associated with the
exploitation of the minerals during these years.

The second

phase, ending after the 1879 explosion covers the establishment of a viable industry, the linking of that industry to a
good market and the creation of the basis for a prosperous
mining community.

Following the 'Disaster' Kaitangata

enters its era of g-.cowth.

Chapter four deals with this phase

of major economic development in the mines, ending in 1898
with the a:c'1algamation of the two companies operating in the
settlement into a more capital intensive venture.

The final

phase, dealt with in Chapter five, provides a study of the
first decade and half of the operations of the new company,
and finally draws the whole development of the industry over
the preceeding four decades into a more general perspective.
The following two chapters give a more general account of
both evolution and characteristics of the community and the
social occupational and economic patterns of the miners as a
group of individuals.

Finally the focus is placed upon the

vi
history of the= miners within the field of industrial relations, the patterns that emerge in the history of unionism
and the i:rnmediate factors shaping the participation of the
miners in those organisations.

The final conclusion will

draw all these areas of study together to give some idea of
the variations, influences and the diverse number of other
cultural factors operating and shaping the historical development of the miners of "Black Diamond City", and the way ln
which this shaping occurred.

CHAPTER 1
DISCOVERY, ENTERPRISE UNREALISED
Little exploration of the Holyneux area took place
until the 1840's.

Europeans had been present at a whaling

station established south of the Koau Mouth, but by the end
1

of 1844 it had been abandoned.

It was from this point

that the Clutha region was given increased attention, for
settlement was the theme of this period and the Holyneux
region appeared ideally suited.

Barnicoat

r~narked

in May

1844 that it seemed "more like a country capable of general
2

cultivation, than any I have seen before in N.Z."
between Dunedin and

Mol~1eux

was good, with

abunda~t

The land
wooded

and open slopes, and.open flat land covered with grass or
flax.

Both Tuckett, the surveyor of the New Zealand Company,

appointed by Wakefield in 1844 to find a suitable site for a
3
Scottish settlement,
and c. H. Kettle the principle agent
of the Otago settlement, appointed assistill1t surveyor to the
Company gave a favourable report of the area.

The Matau

River (a branch of the Clutha) appeared navigable even
though a bar at the mouth would prevent large vessels entering, so the area could be opened up with relative ease.

1

A. K. Blackburn, A Dying Ember,
(H.A. Thesis,
University of Otago 1969.), p. 2.

2

Barnicoat's iournal, HS., Hocken, Hay 4 1844, p. 172,
in Blac burn, op. cit.

3

Blackburn, op. cit., p. 2.
F. Waite, Pioneering in South Otago, p. 65.

2

Tuckett and Kettle found the land very suitable for agriculture, not too steep and with good supplies of both timber
4
and water.
The future area of Kaitangata and Inch Clutha
were particularly prominent when it came to such adaim.
Kettle stated:
"The land on the banks of this creek is almost
the finest I have seen and it will soon repay
the future settlers that to remove the logs and
render the place navigable which might bgcome in
after days at a very trifling expense."
The area was indeed to prove a source of wealth for the
future settlers but not on quite the lines Kettle envisaged.
It was Tuckett who first uncovered the key to the success
of Kaitangata.
On Monday May 6, 1844 while walking along the coast
toward Matau with Dr Munro of Nelson and three Maori
assistants Tuckett made a most important discovery.

They

carne upon:
"a black cliff •••• Approaching this cliff, I
found it to be a mass of coal for about one
hundred yards length, in thickness from twelve
to twenty feet, as seen in the face of the cliff
above the sand, and to what depth it exists
beneath the sand I could not ascertain; I should
suppose, from appearagce of coal, adjacent to the
depth of low water. 11
He surmised that this coal would have to be worked inland ••• "
the bed will no doubt be discovered near the bank of the
Molyneux River, which in a direct line inland, is probably
4

Blackburn, op. cit.

pp. 3-4.

5

Kettle, Letter Book of the Princiral Agent c. H.
Kettle, MS., Hocken, Porto New Edinburgh
Apr1l 7 1846, to Col. Wakefield.

6

Tuckett's Diary, App. A in T. M. Hoclcen, Contributions
to Early N.Z. History, p. 216

3

7
not more than four or five miles distant."

This was one

of the seams which was 1a ter V'JOrked at the Kai tangata Hine,
and the attention given to this area for its coal resource
makes this event significant.

An insight into the extent

of the field was given Colonel

\~lakefield

December 1846.

by Kettle in

He recounts of his discovery of a seam in-

land, close to the Molyneux River, "of such thickness as I

8
had never seen before heard of."

He was well aware that

coal was present in the Kaitangata locality for he had been
told by a small station
discovering coal there.

o~mer

Mr Thomas of a young Maori boy

It was acknowledged by both Kettle

and Tuckett that a very large field of coal existed in the
region, and with capital it could.---' be successfully exploited.
Little development took place however due to the
shortgae of capital, although a block of land was reserved
9

for development in the form of coal mining.

Hith the toils

of clearing land and establishing holdings from which some
sort of livelihood might be obtained, thoughts of capital
intensive exploitation of minerals seemed to dwindle and
diminish.

The settlers took coal from outcrops as they

required it, but other than this no more was done.
potential of the area however was not forgotten.

The
Investi-

gative work was carried out on the field and information

7

ibid.

8

Kettle, Letter Book, Dunedin Otakou, Dec. 12 1846 to
Col. \'lakefield

9

M. M. Nimmo, Coal Mining in Otago 1844 - 1908,
(M.A. Thesis, University of Otago 1956), p. 3.

4

from experience in one or two small ventures built an
increased awareness of the mineral value of the region.
On July 3 1858 Mr J. T. Thomson, a civil engineer was
tnstructed by John McGlashan to make a report to the
Provincial Government of Otago on Coal Point.

Investigat-

ing a seam nearer the river Thomson concluded in his report
that the extent and quality of the coal in the area made the fieJd
10
held particularly valuable.
The coal burnt well and was
worth exploiting.

In October of that year it was tested

in the steam boat the "i:lhi te Swan" with favourable results.
Many were now aware of the resource that lay below the
ground and soon attempts were made to tap it.
Late in the year 1858 James G. Lewis, an English
geologist sunk a shaft about four miles south of Coal Point,
11
on the Southern boundary of the Clutha Coalfield.
This
mine worked an 18 ft seam a substantial quantity of coal
extracted initially by a wide, irregular drive from the
12
coast.
Problems with the workings however, particularly
the weak nature of the roof plus the uneconomic methods of
13
haulage forced him to close, probably in December 1858.
Lewis felt nevertheless that he could exploit the resource

10

o.w.

11

This was probably the mine referred to in the Otago
vlitness Jan. l 1858 as the 'Clutha Coal vlorks", in
Nimmo, op. cit., p. 8.
O.P.G.G. Vol. 111 No. 91, Sept. 22 1859, p. 297.

12

A.J.H.R. 1872 D-3., p. 38.

13

0.\·l. Jan l 1858 in Nimmo, op. cit. p. 8.
o:P:G.G. Vol. 111 No. 91, Sept. 22 1858, p. 297

Aug 7 1858, in Nimmo, op. cit. p. 7.

5
provided he had adequate capital.

Investigations on the

coal in his mine led him to believe that the seam of
greatest value lay at a depth which would require consider14
able financial outlay to exploit.
One of the greatest
obstacles as he saw it was providing an adequate means of
transport, and he advocated the establisbment of a railway
from mine to river a move designed to reduce costs substan15
tially.
In his view, with proper management and sufficient money any demand for coal in the long term
met from this field.

co~ld

be

His case, brought before the Provin---

cial Council led directly to the establishment of a select
committee to investigate the potential of the Clutha Coal
16
.field.
In its report the committee's recommendations made
to the Council were to purchase a 7000 acre coal reserve,
with the laying aside of £3000 for the construction of a
railway, a wharf at Dunedin and for other expenses related
to an effective enterprise.

They recommended in addition

the granting of a lease to Lewis.

Acknowledging the prob-

lems associated with his first venture, the economic losses
\
sustained due to the poor quality of coal from the seam,
high freight costs and other1 transport problems, the lack
of facilities in Dunedin, combined with competition from
cheap Newcastle coal and yet realising the value of the

14

O.P.G.G. Vol. LLL No. 98, Dec. 29 1859, p. 327.

15

ibid, p. 328.

16

ibid.

6

field, they deemed it necessary to give sound financial
backing to any future venture in order that these problems
17
might be overcome. The reconunendations were duly adopted,
Lewis being granted a lease of 1275 acres within the
reserve for twenty-one years for an ru1nual rent of £200
in lieu of interest on a £2000 advance for the construction
of a railway.

He was to pay a royalty of 4d. per ton sold

or used for the first two years and thereafter, 8d. per
18
ton.
Hi th this backing Lewis extended his workings to a

- ,..

new incline drive from the bottom of a gully, up which coal
was hauled to a terrace where it was railed on a tramway
about three quarters of a mile to the Clutha River, where
19
a wharf was situated.
The coal was shipped to the mouth
by the

s.s.

Tuapeka which began its service from 1863, and

then transported by coastal steamer to Dunedin.

The Tuapeka

also made runs with coal, up the river to the various
settlements along the way and to the Gold diggings, parti20
cularly Tuapeka.
However demand for the coal was not
great,_ the quantity sold by Harch 1863 being only 201 tons
and the following year 341 tons,again

the same recurring

17

Otago Provincial Council, Votes and Proceedings, Sess.
Vlll, 1858, Appendix. pp. 10-12.

18

'Evidence D.C. taken, by the Select Committee on
Coal Reserves', Otago Provincial Council,
Votes and Proceedings, Sess. XVLLL, 1864, p. 9.
'Report o£ Select Committee on Coal Reserves, ibid,
p. 7·

19

A.J.H.R. 1872 p-3. p. 38.

20

Waite, op. cit. p. 64

7

problems reared their heads.

Local distribution up the

river was retarded by the lack of storage and the poor
condition of the roads.

vlider sale was handicapped by

the absence of steamers, which are prevented entering the
21
The coal was of good
river by the dangers of the mouth."
11

quality, as the evidence given before the committee investigating the venture shows.

However the problems definitely

outweighed any possibility of profit as the Provincial
Government were well aware.

It is clear also that Lewis

reco~1ised

that if more coal could be brought to the market
22
a greatly increased demand would result.
But the
steamers could not run.

Yet despite the possibilities the

Provincial Council deemed it expedient to terminate the
venture in the interests of all concerned.

They even com-

pensated Lewis £500 for relinguishing his lease of the
23
reserve.
The collapse had provided conclusively that current
modes of transport and marketing procedures made such a
venture uneconomic.

Coal could be mined, and was over

following years, for sale ·within the locality.

But that

one obstacle meant that such ventures were circumscribed by
the size of the local market.

In one sense Lewis with his

21

Evidence given by Lewis to Select Committee on Coal
Reserves, O.P.C. Votes and Proceedings, op.
cit. p. 9

22

ibid, p. 10.

23

O.P.C. Votes and Proceedings, Sess. XXI
Nov. 1865, p. 6.

No. 20,

8

enterprising spirit had come before his time.

For

pr~rtir~l

workings within the field were not sufficiently developed to
convince many that definite prospects of financial reward
warranted expenditure of the large

~nount

of capital

required to establish an efficient form of transport.

It

is certain on the other hand that even if the best seam in
the district had been unearthed, such capital could not have
been found.

Any venture of such magnitude would depend

ultimately on

ill~

insitution with a great deal of money at

its disposal, so that it was not till the mid seventies
that the future for the coal trade in Kaitangata seemed
assured.

Once the Colonial Government constructed the main

trunk line, with the very aim of linking areas of natural
resources to markets and allowing industries in consequence
to develop and flourish;

then Kaitangata came alive.

10
CHAPTER 2
THE LINK TO PROSPERITY
Though the Clutha Coal Hine cl.osed the industry in
the region was kept alive albeit on a small scale.

In 1864

work commenced on a seam opened close to the Matau River,
on the \Vest side of the Kaitangata range, two miles north
of Lewis's Hine.

It was in this area that major develop-

ments in the coal industry were later to occur.

Th~s

seam

was worked sporadically over the next few years, the coal
1

being used locally only.

In 1869 a new mine opened on

land ovmed by one of the first settlers in the area.
William Aitchison, born in Edinburgh in 1831, arrived in
New Zealand ten years later and bought land in the Kaitangata
2

vicinity in Harch 1857.

Purchasing two sections of fifty

and seventy acres he had the land prospected in 1858, resulting in the discovery of a seam of good quality rising at an
3

angle of one in forty-two.

This discovery was made in the

gully where the Kaitangata Mine would, in years to come,
operate.

But it remained unutilised for eleven years until

in March 1869 a 11r Love sunk a shaft a distance up from the
forks of the gully, taking out and stacking fifty tons of
4
Aitchison bought the coal and sold it to James
coal.

1

A. K. Blackburn, A

2

c.

1.

Aug. 18 1905, P• 5C. 2.

3

c.

1.

March 11 1875, p. 6C. 2.

4

ibid, p. 6c. 3.
F. \vaite, Pioneering: in South Otago, p. 65.

Dying:Embe~,

p. 24.

11
Davidson for use at his flaxmill situated nearby.

During

the course of that year workings were taken over by Hr

N~

Nuir who put in three or four drives and continued to supply
5
the flaxmill with coal.
\-lith the decline of the flaxmill
however work at the mine slowed.

The following year John

Thompson took out a lease from Aitchison and, finding a seam
of

hitherto unmatched quality, decided to form the first
6
coal company.
vlith a nominal capital of £3000 representing 500 shares of £6 each the company continued mining
during the next two years.

7

During this period the economic

viability of the mine was proved by systematic workings, so
it was decided in 1872 that a new company should be reconstructed from the original with a greater capital basis.
So the first 'Kaitangata Coal Company' came into being.
On December 4, 1872 the application for registration
was made to the Otago Provincial Council.

vli th capital at

£10,000 divided up into 1000 shares of £10 each(£1049 of
which by then had already been paid) the Company stood on a
much firmer footing that its predecessor.

The shareholders

included David Hai tland, James Davidson, vlilliam Aitchison
each with thirty or more shares, with two Kaitangata miners
8

\villiam Bain and John Thompson holding ten shares each.
All the shareholders, came either from Balclutha or locality,

c.

5

~

6

vlaite, op. cit, p. 65.

7

c.

8

O.P.G.G.

op. cit. p. 6

L. op. cit. p. 6
Vol. XVI

c.

1.

2

No. 823, Dec. 4 1872, pp. 513-4.

~

;.

Plate 1

Railway line from the Hine running down
to storage shed and wharf on the river,
(background).

Also the main line running

up to meet it through the town.
(Hoclcen Library).

c.

18 80.

12
Kaitangata and Inch Clutha or Dunedin, being a locally
based venture with active participation of a number of
shareholders in the mine workings.

Manager of the new

company was Robert Grigor, while the Hine Nanager was
\>lilliam Hodge..

The offices were situated in Balclutha
9

s:ome few miles away.

Working with a much great.er capital

base the mine developed at a .faster rate.

The .new company

leased 1000 acres .from \vi.lliam Aitchison, who had subsequently acquired a .further 1410 acres of coal bearing
10
strata on Hount Royal.
The shaft now used was situated
±n the lower part of the gully, with a wooden tramway connecting the mouth with a wharf at the river, a distance o.f
ll
about hal£ a mile.
(see Plate l) The steamers running
up and down the river provided a valuable i.f limited service
in the transportation o.f coal to the smaller markets.

At

the whar£ a shed capable o.f holding 150 tons o£ the :m.:ineral
was constructed, with three shoots .for loading the small
vessels the 'Tuapeka' , 'vlallabi' and 'Lady o.f the Lake'
12
which were able to navigate the river.
Coal was also
transported by horse-dra\'rtl wagons along a road at the side
o.f the water to Balclutha, but traversing swarnp ground it

9

ibid, p. 513

10

C. L.
C. L.

Sept. 17 1874, p. 5
Aug. 18 1905, p. 5

ll

C. L.

Sept. 17 1874, p. 5

12

ibid.
C. L.

c. 7
c. 2.
c.

7.
•

Nov. 19 1874,

p. 5

c.

5.

13
13

often became an impassable mire.
The mine initially worked by the company went into
14
the face at the base of the hill.
Worked by eight
miners the main drive tunnel had been pushed in some 500
yards when it became apparent that the coal could be mined
better at a higher level, so it was abandoned.

Accordingly

the No. 2 mine was opened about 50 ft. further up, a few
yards below the branching of the gully.

An additional

connecting tramway worked by ropes and pullies was laid to.
the top of the existing line, the coal being shot down into
16
trucks and run dmm the easy gradient to the wharf.
By
early 1875 this seam had been worked in about 200 yards with
twelve rooms or chambers each containing one main branching
17
off the drive.
Miners obviously had to be brought in from
outside the district for the company had to constrict four
frurroomed cottages and rent them out to their employees at
18
five shillings per week.

13

C. L. Sept. 17 1874, p. 5C. 4.
C. L. Oct. 29 1874, p. 5 C. 5.

14

c. L. March ll 1875, p. 6, C 2.

15

C. L. Sept. 17 1874, p. 5 C. 7.

16

c. L. March ll 1875, p. 6 c. 2

17

ibid.
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C. L. Sept. 17 1874, p. 5

c. 7
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Expansion however was slow.

By 1875 only twelve

men worked at the face although by that time prospects were
definitely looking better.

The initial optimism of the

company officials proved a little misplaced.

The mine

served primarily the household consumer within a limit of
about ten miles, as well as flax and timber mills which pro19
vided a limited source of stimulus.
The major problem
again, was efficient transport to a large market.

regular
20
steamer was needed to run the coastal trade to Dunedin.

A number of planned expansions in this direction

tely came to naught.

A

unfortuna~

Nevertheless, it was during this period

that Kaitangata coal was proved worth its weight.

Solid

proof however was required if a venture the size'of the
company soon to be reorganised and floated, was to be viable.
Reports were good.

Kaitangata coal was by all accounts

"highly prized-higher ••• than any other coal produced in
21
.
Otago."
Tests done on the steamship 'SS Lady of the Lake'
found that a saving of between £20 and £30 a month could be
made when converting from Newcastle to Kaitangata coal,
despite the fact that a slightly greater amount of the local
22
coal was required to produce the same amount of steam.
The coal even won an award at the Christchurch Exhibition
23
in 1873.
Awareness had doubtlessly grown of the nature

19

Blackburn, op. cit. p. 26.

20

C. L. Sept. 17 1874, p. 5 C. 7.

21

c • ....!!...:. Harch 11 1875, p. 6 c. 2.

22

ibid.

23

C. L. Sept. 24 1874, p. 5 C. 5.
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of 'Kai' coal, it was now necessary to bring the coal to
the markets in sufficient quantities, and moves were afoot
to accomplish this as early as 1873.
In that year a report was made to the Otago Provincial Council on a proposed branch railway to Kaitangata
leaving the Clutha railway at Stirling.

~ro

routes were

suggested : The first left the main line and ran to
Kaitangata in a four mile line and then round to the
Wangaloa district.

This route appeared more viable, as

the second, skirting the lakes from Lovells Flat to
24
Kaitangata was over twice the distance.
No further
action appears to have been taken however.

In June 1874

a Railway Company was formed specifically to construct the
line.

It took up the bit ill1d entered into negotiations with

two leading railway contractors to have the branch line
constructed.

However the Colonial Government felt that it

was not in a position to make the adequate concessions 1rith
regard to rates for coal cartage the company required so
25
the venture was shelved temporarily.
However the directors
of the Kaitangata Railway Company, led by the determined
Alexander Jerusalem Smyth were not deterred.

It was decided

that the first priority was to ascertain the true nature and
extent of the coal held to obtain a dear assessment of the
viability of setting up a railway link with Dunedin.

At

24

Otago Provincial Council, Ordinances 1875, Sess.
XXXIV No. 479.

25

C. L.

Sept. 17 1874, p. 5 C. 6 & 7

16
this stage they were certain, but a quantitative assessment was needed.
"the extent and quality of
with the demand throughout
sufficient warrant for the
the expense which would be

the coal, coupled
the colony, is
company infgrring
entailed."

So in January 1875 an engineer Mr Coyle conducted an exten27
sive and detailed survey for the projectors.
A number of
bores were put dmvn over the area held or leased by the
coal company and after sampling and testing the drillings
he concluded that the field extended right over the pro28
perty and could be worked with minimum costs.
This knowledge simply reinforced what they already
knew.

For a seam of 27 feet had been found in September

1874, being of good hard coal and readily workable, the
company wasting no time in opening it up in readiness for
the enlarged trade expected following the laying of the
29
Within a week a further 1000 shares were issued
line.
in order to acquire the capital for the new developing work
30
to be done.
Indeed optimism and drive was such that in
December 1874 tests were carried out over the area of the
31
proposed line to ascertain the strength of the strata.

26

ibid

27
28
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29
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C. L. Dec. 31 1874, p. 5 C. 1.
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L. Jan 7 1875, p. 5
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At any rate, following the survey it was determined in late
February 1875 that in order to better facilitate the con...;.
struction of the line and utilisation of the mineral
resources the Kaitangata Railway Company and Kaitangata
Coal Company should amalgamate to form the Kaitangata
32
Railway and Coal Company (Limited).
Part of the reason
.for this move was that the railway company, with only
33
thirty-nine shareholders_was in debt.
The officials
were appointed at a special meeting of shareholders in
Dunedin in April.

General Manager o.f the Company was

A. J. Smyth who was also appointed Vice-Chairman of
34
Directors.
James Davidson was elected Chairman of Directors, while Thomas
35
o.f Shareholders.

c. Ritchie of Balclutha became Chairman
William Hodge remained as working

Manager of the mine while Mr Denniston became General Mine
36
Manager.
With a subscribed capital of £25,000 divided into
2500 shares of £10 each by early March over half the
37
shares of the new company had been taken up.
This gives
some indication of the outlook of property people felt the
Company and area possessed.

The shareholders again were

32

c. L. March 11 1875, p. 5 c. 4.

33

c. L. June 23 1876, p. 7 c. 1.

34

C. L. :Hay 13 1875, p. 4 C. 6.

35

c. 1. June 24 1875, p. 6 c. 1.
C. L. Aug. 12 1875, p. 6 c. 1.

36

A. J. H. R.

37
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C. L. March 4 1875, p. 5 c. 4.

1879 H-16, p. 8.
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Plate 2

Kaitangata Railway and Coal Co.(Ltd)
offices in Dunedin.
(Hock en Li bra:ry).

Built late 1870's.
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predominantly of local origins.

Among their number

were

Fred K. Fuell of Kaitangata (Shopkeeper) with 20 shares,
James Davidson of Dunedin (15 shares), David Haitland of
the Clutha area (50 shares), \'lilliam Aitchison (100 shares),
A. J. Smyth (60 shares), Reginald HacDonald of Kait911gata

(50 shares), \villi am Hodge of Kai tangata, Hine Hanager

(later killed in the 1879 explosion) (50 shares) and
William Bain a Miner at Kai tangata ( 14 shares).

38

Right

throughout the time the company operated the mine the shareholders took m1 active interest in the Mine m1d made
regular visits to the'area, a situation which was altered
in X:89B witl1 the takeover of the Company by a predominantly
British owned venture.
During January and February 1875 land was purchased
from the various. owners across whose property .. s the line
would traverse, for an average of £8 per share.

39

Contracts

for bridging_, ditching, fencing and .forming the foundation
had been let before the new company was formed and tenders
40

for the laying were soon called.

It was felt however

tha:t both the two tenders eventually submitted were too
high, the lower being £9000, so the Company resolved to
construct the line itself.

George Grigor, a first class
41

rail and plate layer, was to do the work.
made to begin construction.

Moves were soon

Rails were ordered from England

as were fifty coal wagons and a locomotive.

On Friday June

38

'Hemorandum of Association', op. cit. p. 1 and
'List of Shareholders'. 1896. MS. Hocken.

39

c. L. Jan 21 1875, P• 5 c. 7c. L. March 4 1875, p. 6 c. 3.
C. L. Sept. 9 1875, p. 6 c. 3.

40
41

19

18 the Hon. Sir John Richardson turned the first sod at a
ceremony to mark the beginning of construction, and from·
42
then work began in earnest and at a fast rate.
Around
eighty Chinese labourers did the formation work and completed i.:t, ready for the laying of the line by September.

43

This coincided vnth the opening ceremony of the Dunedin to
44
Ciutha railway, held on the first day of that month.
Meanwhile a bill was being pushed through the legislative channels to authorise the cons.truction and maintenance
of the railway.

"The Kaitangata Railway and Goal Company

/45
Limited Empowering Act, 1875" was passed on 21st September ..
It gave the Company power to construct the line and all
ot.her necessary conveniences connected with it, als.o wharves
and jetties on the Clutha River and laid down regulations
for the proper maintenance and procedures associated with
46
its construction and continued use.
The Act was the fi.rst
of its kind in the colony and it was later deemed expedient
to pass a general act enabling companies to construct their
47
ovm branch railway lines and develop local industries.
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Plate 3

The first engine · employed at the Mine.
Built in 1875.

Named 'Jerusalem'.

( HocJcen Library).

20

vlork began in laying the line as soon as possible.
The rails were expected to arrive in October and as soon·
as they had work proceeded at high speed, with laying being
48

up to one quarter of a mile per day.

The .first engine

arrived at Kaitangata late in February 1876 and provided
great assistance in the completion o£ the line.

Built by

Davidson & Co. o.f Dunedin the locomotive weighed eight tons
and had an ordinary speed of fifteen miles per hour wi tl1 a
full load.

49

(see Plate 3}

It was named 'Jerusalem' a.fter
50
the original projector of the line.
The :rail way was

finally completed on March 31, l876 and once the station,
yards and sheds were £inished the whole venture, mine
included, was opene.d on June 16..

51

(see Plate 4)

In the minds o.f all who participated iu the work over
those two years lay one .fixed idea.

They were sure that

with establishment o£ the line, the coal industry at
ICaita:ngata would flourish.

The new seams uncovered late in

1874 had added to their certainty.

The coal, in addition,

was bound to find markets right throughout Otago and even

48
49

50
51

C. L. Sept. 9 1875, p. 6 C. 3.
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7 and p. 7 C. 1.
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Plate 4

1

Ka itan gata ' standing at sheds and

station of the Company, wit h a lon g load
of coal l aden wagons on the way to Stirling.
(Hock en Library) •

. ·'
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further afield, for there was plenty of evidence to
suggest that it was the most popular household
found in Otago.

coal to be

By railing the coal, furthermore, the

general quality would be retained to a greater degree than
before, as less breakage would occur through fewer transfers.
Shipping required loading the coal into trucks at the mine
mouth, transferring into the holds in the steamers (if not
in addition storing it for a time) and finally at the end
of the voyage into more trucks to be transported to dis52
tribution points.
Cartage by road was even worse as they
were far from smooth.

But the greatest advantage was the

reduction in costs the rail would enable.

In 1874 the

car>tage rate by road to Dunedin was lls. per ton.

But the

1875 rail charges for that same ton was only 2s. 6d.

vlhile

the absolute costs to the company to land coal in Dunedin
had been 54s. to 56s. per ton the costs in 1875 were
reduced to l4s.

This enabled them to undercut one of their

major competitors, Newcastle coal, by some fifty per cent on
the retail market.

The Company hoped to sell coal in Dunedin

for around l8s. per ton.
The first lot of coal railed to Dunedin actually
retailed at 24s. per ton, the same price as Green Island coal,
54
but it was of a much superior quality.
Dunedin badly needed
good quality, cheap coal.

52
53
54

c.
c.
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was also expected to pick up.

In 1874 about thirty tons

of 'Kai' coal per month was consumed at Tuapeka, and with
the expected drop in price from £5 to £1 per ton it was
55
expected to rise significantly.
A large trade was also
expected at La\vrence, up to 200 tons per week it was
56
estimated.
Overall on calculations, the demand for coal
outside Dunedin was expected to amount to some 100 tons
per day, and this was solely within the household market.

57

The Company had therefore to make certain the mine was
fully operational as soon as possible.

New workings were

accordingly opened, and preparations made to link the mine
and railway with great speed.

The mine was operating

twenty-four hours a day in three shifts to complete things
58
on time.
The great efforts and expenditure of money were
not misplaced.

On June 16 1876 a new era was ushered in

for the small Otago settlement, for this was the beginning
of what was to become Otago's greatest Coal Mine.
The first year of operations was
ment.

a-definite improve-

Once the railway became operational and enough wagons

could be obtained, the coal transported out of the immediate
district increased substantially.

But this was by no means

the only source of revenue, for the Company was now in the
business of cartage as well as coal mining, and a substantial

c.

55

ibid, p. 6,
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56
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57
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income was made through transportation of both passengers
and goods too and from Kaitangata..

The following two

tables give some idea of the increase in trade and profit
of the Company over the first three months of the line's
operation:
TABLE 1
59
Tonnage transported May to July 31st 1876
May

June

July

Coal

122

301

1224

Merchandise

147

129

191

430

1415

Total

269

TABLE II
Earnings made by Company from Railway Cartage
60
May 1st to July 31st 1876 (pounds).
May

Passengers
Parcels

June

July

s

d

2
8

6
10

0

0

0

C'
X..

s

d

15
0

17

9
0

7
2

C'
L

C'
X..

s

d

17

10

6

6

8

0

13
0

6

1

0

0

5
1

Excess

0

9
0

Livestock

0

0

9
0

Merchandise

27

17

5

49

9

9

178

10

4

Total

.'"'LL
),

4

11

52

2

1

200

4

0

59
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60

ibid.
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The tables clearly indicate the rapid upturn in trade
resulting from reduced costs and an efficient form of transport.

The profit for the period between the beginning of

July and mid August 1876, some one and a half months was a
little under £770, something like a ten fold increase on
61
the few months before.
Thus although they had gone into
debt to the tune of around £15,000 as a result of the
developments the money flowing in made it well worth the
62
trouble.
The output of the mine increased quickly so that
the total amow1t removed by the end of the first year of
63
operations was 7000 tons.
By 1878 the yearly output had
doubled to near on 15,000 tons, and it continued to increase
rapidly over the course of the next tl~ee years so that the
64
production by 1881 was 36,143 tons.
In association came
a rise in the number of men employed at the mine.

From a

dozen or so in 1874 the number had risen to thirty one in
1878, the average output of each man being three tons per
65
day.
This makes the average daily production of the mine
in the region of 90 to 100 tons, a substantial increase over
66
figure of between 50 and 100 tons per week of early 1876.

61
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The future seemed bright for Kaitangata by 1878.
The rapid progress expected had been traught with some
obstacles as the mine workings took a while to open out
and labour was not available in huge abundance.

But once

these problems were overcome the area prosperede

Niners

arrived, in the main from Great Britain, and with their
influx they brought in considerable experience and skill
which were beneficial to the developing industry.

The

progress of the tO\Til over this period also reflected this
as there was a boom particularly in the retail and building industries, catering for the rapidly rising population.
The two major factors of course were capital and transport.
A great deal of time had elapsed since Lewis had made his

first assertion of the need for a good link with a big
market, but it had been made, even if he was not there to
see it.

To all, the efforts had seemed worthwhile and the

money well spent.

But money and toil was not to be the

only price Kaitangata had to pay for its property.
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CHAPTER 3
THE DISASTER
Coal Mining at the best of times in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, was a dangerous occupation.
The threat of accidents and injury was always looming over
the miners, mining company and community.

The neen for

inspection and proper maintenance of safety standards was
more important in this industry than perhaps in any-other.
/

The most spectacular and horrific accidents that occurred
in coal mines were explosions.

Although being by no means

the largest cause of death within the mining industry as a
whole, these disasters generally drew a great deal of
public attention and investigation.

Prior to 1879 New

Zealand had experienced no major explosions in coal mines.
The industry was after all in its infancy so there were
few mines where large numbers of men and boys worked, the
risk of large loss of life being small.

Legislators, mine

owners and no doubt a large section of the general public
were well aware, however, of the tragedies that had
occurred in the home country within the industry.

In fact

a general consciousness had emerged among colonials as a
result of this type of awareness of the many social and
occupational problems associated with highly industralised
countries such as Great Britain.

Such old world evils were

to be strenuously avoided in an ideal new country such as
New Zealand.

Although this pattern came out most apparently

during the early reign of the Liberal Party when New Zealand

27

was termed the "social laboratory" of the world, in the
areas of regulation and enforcement of standards the conscious policy was present well before this.

The "Regulation

of 1'-lines Act" passed in 1874 was one of the earliest of such
legislative efforts to protect colonial workers and their
1

families.

The idea behind this Act was specifically the

avoidance of accidents, the small number of which had
occurred in the colony.

The Act encompassed a wide range

of safety measures, ventilation of mines, use of explosives,
the precautions required in the handling and working of
machinery, lighting, and general good management and main2

tenance of the mines.

It also laid down restrictions on

the employment of women, young persons and children,

an

integral part of the growing social awareness of the health
problems of working women and children.

3

However the regulations had no teeth.

Inspectors

were to be appointed to enforce the regulations and the
Act was to be adopted by the provinces on the reconrrnendation of the Superintendent, bringing them effectively into
4
force.
No action was taken either before or after the
Provinces were abolished in 1876.

The law did not operate,

and safety and working conditions within the industry remained, as before, in the hands of the mine managers.

z.
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Such a system was bound to have problems.

Mining during

the period was far from safe, as can be seen from the
first report of the Inspector of Jviines in 1879.

A number

of mines had poor ventilation and worked in an unsafe
manner, while others employed boys under sixteen for long
hours and in a number of instances very harsh conditions.

5

In 1876 the Geological Department began to inspect
the mines, making its first report in July 1877.

Having no

legal authority however, all they were able to do was advise,
and in a number of cases Mine Jvianagers gave little or no
co-operation, and often did not attend to the advice
6
rendered.
In such a manner regulation continued through
until 1879.

On 24th January of that year G. J. Binns

the

newly appointed Government Coal viewer visited the Kaitangata
Mine.

Even through the cursory examination he made it was

obvious to him that the conditions in which the mine was
being worked were dangerous.

In his report made a few days

later he stated clearly that "fire damp exists in this
mine,"

He warned the Jviine Manager William Hodge of the

eminent danger, but apparently nothing was done to effectively remedy the situation.

In Binn's words:

5

A. J. H. R.

1879 H.-16. pp. 20 - 21.

6

Geological Explorations 1876-7 in Nimmo, op. cit.
p. 48.
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"The Kaitangata l1ines being the only ones on
this side of the Island in which explosive gas
has been found, and employing a much larger
number of men than the majortty of the other
pits, are those in which unless the greatest
care be exercised, fatal accidents must be
expected, and I regret to state that, in my
opinion, the Kaitangata Railway and Coal
Company's Hine is by no means unl~kely to
be the scene of such a disaster."
In his opinion the nature of the workings, particularly the
high caverns, some of which existed up to 2l+ft high and
"form most perfect reservoirs for the storage of carburetted
hydrogen gas", and the poor nature of ventilation rendered
the mine dangerous.
Mr Binns was not the only person to express fears
about the conditions existing at the time.

A number of

miners were frightened as a consequence of one of their
number, Andrew Jarvie being burnt in Shores Pit by a
8
blower of gas igniting.
George Hunter, one of the miners
was sufficiently concerned that he left the mine to work at
9
Tokomairiro.
Dr James Hector expressed grave concern and
forwarded Binn's report early in February to the Colonial
Secretary with the specific idea that immediate action
should be taken by the Government to effectively enforce
'

the 1874 Act.

l

0

But moves were too late.
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A little before nine o'clock on the morning of

Friday, February 21, 1879 an explosion of fire damp ig:fliting coal dust, took the lives of thirty-four men and boys
employed undergrou...Yld at the Kai tangata Pit.

Thomas

Knowles, the pit head man was the closest to the scene of
the disaster:
" He noticed a great volume of smoke issuing
from the ventilation shaft which emerged vertically from the hillside about halfway along the
main drive. There was a tremendous report, as if
the ground was going to open up, then a volley of
stones, timber, hutches, and debris burst from
the mouth of the pit, the shattered boqies of
Edward Dunn and his horse among them. 11
After the initial spectacular sight the shock begins to
take effect:
In the tQ\1m itself no explosion was heard,
but the cloud of dense smoke brought many
of the residents hurrying to the scene. First
to arrive were the men from the neighbouring
pits • • • •
1:7hile the men were organising
rescue parties, women and children were arriving at the pit. From the very first moments
fear m01;mted within them; as time went on,
they huddled together on a rise overlooking
the mine e~~rance, a picture of despair and
anguish."
11

The rescuing process was very slow for along with debris
and falls, the bratticing had been blown out and many
rescuers nearly suffocated from the after-damp present in
the mine.
very fact.

Hope of rescuing any alive faded due to this
Virtually all the men had not been killed by

11

Rutherford, op. cit. p. 7.

12

ibid, p. 8.
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the explosion but had met their death as a result of the
suffocating gas.

Admittedly the sight of death, if

possible, is made less horrific finding most bodies intact:
"Thirteen of the men were found in one place,
about 300 metres from the mouth, all lying on
their faces, as if they had been making for
the entrance. They appeared to have taken up
that position to avoid the afterdamp, except
for two who had fallen over the others and had
been unable to pick themselves up again.
vlilliam Hodge, the r·1anager, was found in a
reclining position on a ledge of coal, his head
on one hand, as if he had been caught by the
fatal blast while reflecting. John Clinging
was ·lying across Hodges feet, another man with
his hands to his face. They were not bruised
or marked in any way, except for a few traces of
slurry where they had lain on the floor of the
drive, and the faces of a number 1 gf them wore a
remarkably peaceful expression."
The blast had originated within the old workings,
which had been supposedly blocked off by boards sand and
ash, with a locked wooden door in the stopping.

Archie

Hodge, the deputy Hanager, had a key to this door, which
apparently was not kept bolted anyway.

His entering these

workings with a naked light from a tallow candle had obviously
caused the explosion.

The blast travelled to the head of

the tunnel, at the fork of the new workings and rebounded
back as far as the tu.YJ.nel mouth blowing everything before
it.

The return airway had been destroyed so the men were

forced to use the main drive, being overcome by after
14
as they passed through the area of the explosion.
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The two who had been farthest in the mine took much
longer to find, for a great deal of debris and falls of
coal had to be cleared to get to them.

The body of

Archibald Hodge was found in the middle part of the old
workings.

His body was badly hurt where his clothes from

his waist up had been burned from him.

"vlhen he was turned

over, the skin of his left hand fell off as if it had been
15
a loose glove."
This was the hand which had held the
candle whose flame had caused the costly explosion •.
The affect upon the community, despite the wide
number of accounts \vritten and told, has to remain indescr.ibable.

If not directly affected by the loss of relatives,

people in the community sensed the enormous loss to the to\vn
of a substantial and vital number of its members.

But the

most severely hit were the families of the dead pitmen.
Of the thirty four, twenty three each left a widow and a
16
number of dependent children, averaging at four per miner.
One widow, whose husband and her only two children (sons
aged 14 and 16 years) were killed, was left without a
17
relative in New Zealand.
Three other farnilies lost two
of their number, each pair being brothers,

while one

family was caused especially great suffering for five of
18
their number perished.
\·lhat becomes apparent is the

15

Rutherford, op. cit. p. 16.

16

ibid, pp. 12-14

17

ibid, p. 14.

18

ibid, pp. 12 - 14.
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characteristic of the miners operations as a family venture, a feature which, as in this instance, resulted in
loss of life to a high degree with families as a result of
such occupational disasters.

Of the thirty four miners,

truckers and related underground workers, fourteen had
relatives who perished alongside them.

Such a risk would

no doubt strengthen both family and community loyalty and
co-operation to a greater degree than in non-mining to'lims.
But the whole of the country felt the shock.

The

press coverage of the disaster was nationwide and the high.·
loss of life generated a swift increase in the level of
public awareness and demands for effective govermental
measures to prevent such occurrences in the future.

11ine
19

Hanagers openly acknowledged the need for such regulation.
The inquest held early in March heard detailed evidence on
the disaster and brought home to everyone the results of
ineffective regulation of industry.

And it was not only

the responsibility of the management which was called to
question.

Nany of the rn:in::!rs were well aware of the presence

of gas, but did little or nothing about it, many being
unconcerned.

At the end of the inquest, after evidence

had been given by officials, miners and independent observers
the jury laid its verdict before the Coroner.

19

A.

J. H. R. op. cit. p.

18.
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"First your vlorship, the jury finds "That
Archibald Hodge, through entering the old
workings without ordinary precaution and
with a naked light, caused an explosion of
fire damp whereby thirty-four men and boys
lost their lives." Second, the jury find
"That idilliam Hodge has not used the necessary
precautions to prevent an explosion of firedamp in the mine over which he had the management." As a rider, we add "That seeing that
there is no law for inspection and supervision
in the conduct of mining, we express the
necessity of measures being adopted whereby 20
many accidents may in the future be averted."
Following the inquest legislative amendments were
called for, in the regulation and control of the mining
industry.

A draft amended Bill was framed seeking to

effectively ensure proper registration of managers's
certificates and qualification, the inspection of mines by
worlcmen employed in them, registration of the plans of the
mines, and other provisions covering powers of inspectors
and methods relating to prosecutions of mine owners and
21
At any rate the 1874 Act came into immediate
managers.
enforcement on February 28 1879 only seven days after the
22
fatal tragedy, but seven days too late.
The cost of such
a delay had been the lives of thirty four mine workers.
The disaster at Kaitangata was probably the most
:important event of the century in the coal mining industry
in the colony.

For had it not been for the conditions at

the Kaitangata Pit and the explosion, the safety and work-

20

ibid, p. 12.

21

ibid.

22

ibid, p. 14.
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ing conditions in the industry throughout the country
would no doubt have remained at a low standard for many
years, with the sacrifice of a number, perhaps even a
greater number of lives.

Regt:tlations in all areas were

needed, for overall, more deaths occurred through mine
accidents, like falls of coal and accidents with machinery,
than any of these major explosions.

It was the spectacular

and catastrophic events however which shocked the majority
out of their apathetic state.

In one sense it was as well

such a disaster occurred early in New Zealand Coal Mining
history, when there were relatively few miners employed.
In years to come
claimed.

hv~dreds

of lives may well have been
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CHAPTER FOUR

OTAGO'S NE\:JCASTLE
The economic conditions o£ the Kaitangata
Colleries depended on a diverse number o£ £actors.

In the

long term not only did market £luctuations determine the
output, but perhaps more importantly, conditions within
the mine i tsel£, the ease with which the coal was hevm,
the available seams, the maintenance o£ the workings, all
played a signi£icant determining role.

Kaitangata's

growth was by no means as rapid as some mines in New
Zealand.

The Golleries at Denniston £or example, £rom an
around 3,900 tons in 1880 were yielding over

.:.,~~~~~~~,000

tons eleven years later.

The Blackball Mine went
1

£rom a level o£ 4000 in 1893 to 43,000 tons in 1896.
Kaitangata on the other hand went £rom 15,000 tons in 1878
to 53,292 tons some twelve years later, a substantially
smaller increase.
This di££erence was due probably to the £act that
the Kaitangata Hine serviced a predominantly local market,
which tended to expand slowly.

The bulk o£ the coal was

railed to Dunedin where it was used primarily £or household
consumption.

Demand was relatively constant (winters were

consistently cold in the south) and by and large the major
competitors were less capitalised or operated (at high cost
o£ transport) £rom distant localities.

1

Thus when conditions

A.J.H.R. Mines Statements, 1879 - 1914.
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were maintained at the pit and production costs kept
reasonably low a good output could be assured and the coal
would remain competitive.

The mines operating on the

Coast however may not have been so fortunate.

The bulk of

the coal from this region would doubtless, have been
shipped or railed to distant markets.

In this situation

they were bound to be undercut by cheaper, if poorer,
locally mined coal.

The on flowing effects of this were

many in number and in nature.
however cari be sho\lm.

The fundamental variations

The relationship between the mine

and market is of fundamental importance in this industry.
\>That is hoped will be determined in this chapter is the
nature of this relationship relative to other factors
operating closer to the mine.

The level of efficiency due

to mechanisation is an important area of concern, and will
be dealt with a more length in the following chapter.

The

initial phase of the mines development between 1880 and 1898
firstly be looked at however, with particular focus being
made on work conditions and technological developments.
The evidence available in this field of study is
limited, and in particular the relations hip between the mine
and market is very hard to guage.

The only sources of any

consistent value are newspapers, but they provide very
limited information.
focus

The only alternative available is to

closely on the state of the mine, the working

conditions, to discover if there is a significant relationship to the general economic conditions.

If no apparent

irregularities are found the inference may be drawn as to
the predominating influence of this side of the operations.

38
In this area the best, and indeed a very good source is
the yearly report of the Inspector of Mines, which provides
detailed information in almost all areas of mining operations.

To these we must turn.
In 1878 the old workings in the Kaitangata Nine

where the explosion occurred were abandoned, but not
effectively closed off.

Neanwhile a new area of coal was

mined into the seam rising from the bottom of Shore's
2

Shaft.

(see Figure 1) Following the disaster, a new

ventilation shaft was driven into this region and a furnace
was placed at the top, ladders being secured to the side in
3
case of emergency.
These workings were better in condition than those previously mined and the quality of coal
was higher.

vlhile the old 'explosion 1 or No. 2 mine had

been located in small seams, closer to the surface, these
workings were considerably deeper and of greater value,
the company reaping some benefit in the market accordingly.
The extent of operations also, had enlarged along with the
growing demand for Kaitangata coal.
In 1880 the Kaitangata Mine and Shore's No. 1
Hine amalgamated.

11essrs Shore, Uinter and Company had, in

1872, put do"\Jm a shaft about 380 ft. into their sixty-nine
4
acre property on the Government coal reserve.
This was

J.

H. R. 1879

H.~l6.

2

A.

P• 16.

3

ibid.

4

Handbook of New Zealand Mines 1887, p. 49.

TABJ.1E I

Output from the Kaitangata Nine
1878 - 1897
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about 200 yards \'Jest of the old "explosion" mine.

In 1880

the two were connected by a number of drives and with the
amalgamation of the two companies, were subsequently mined
together, Shore's Pit becoming kno\vn as the Kai tangata No.
l shaft.

5

This gave the Kaitangata Railway and Coal
-

-·

~

'

Company a total area of 1100 acres in_\vhich to conduct
operations.

A further land purchase was also made a year

later of the Elliotvale Coalfield, previously worked by a
6

Mr A. Young but for some time left idl.e.
,.

,--,.:.

At tlle- Kaitangata Mine work proc;eeded rapidly.
'

.

~

.'

The

drives betwe'en. the newly amalgamated' pits yielded good
'

.)

--

quality coal from thick seams situated
_d_eep
underground,
.
'
and a

number of bores were put in..

larg~

In 1881-2 however

the Northern' _part of the old workings ·were temporarily
stopped off· due to the tendency of coal ·in the area to
,I,'<

heat and cat.ch fire spontaneously.

T}lis- halt is reflected

in part in a- drop in production in 18.82 of a little u_nder
7
4400 tons.
The following year there was a marked upturn
in trade, and production from the mine increased 15,027
tons to 46,779.

vlorkings were expanding.

Although a number

of slumps had occurred on the south side and had to be
stopped, the areas previously closed on the north were
reopened.

In Hay an extensive area of new coal was uncovered,

and with twenty six men working at the faces overall yields

J.

H. R. 1881 H.-14. p. 17.

5

A.

6

M. :N. Nimmo, Coal Mining in Otago 1844 - 1908, p. 54.

7

See Table I.
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8

increased.

This came at an ideal time, for that year the

Company signed its first contract with the Railway Department to supply steam coal for locomotives throughout the
9

South Island.
During the next two decades the contract sale of
coal to the Department proved a major supply outlet and a
stable and consistent one at that.

In 1892 the mine

supplied in total 48,443 tons of coal for the engines,
37,151 tons at £0. 8s. 6d. per ton and 11,292 at £0. 8s. 3d.
per ton.

This made the Kaitangata Colliery the second

largest supplier of coal to the Railways behind the Brunner
10
Mine, which in that year sold to them 49,384 tons.
In
1899 however the major contract was lost by the newly formed
syndicate operating the Castle Hill and Kaitangata Mines so
that whereas about 40,000 tons per year had been taken prior
to that point, 20,000 tons became the level the Department
guaranteed to purchase.

The new contract was secured by
11
the Brunner Mining Company.
But a contract was secured
in April of that year for the supply of 10,000 tons for
12
the Port Chalmers to Gore section of the line.
Thus,
overall the sale of coal to the Railway Department continued
to be a major source of revenue for the company at Kaitangata.
This new demand from 1882 on however was not the only
determinent of the level of production.

1884 was a good

8

A. J. H. R. 1883 C.-3. p. 14.

9

Free Press June 26 1896, p. 6 C. 3.

10

A.

L·

11

c.

L. March 31 1899 p. 5 C. 4.

12

A. J. H. R. 1900 C. - 4. p. 16.

H. R. 1892 D.-20. p. 1.
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year for the company, but the large new areas of coal took
a good deal of careful preparation to be most effectively
mined.

The major areas \\!here coal was he1.1m was in a seam

lying at an angle of 45 degrees thus great skill was
13
required to work it systematically.
Large pillars had
to be left at regular intervals and care and skill
:necessitated that speed had to be sacrificed for safety
14
and conservation.
There were problems, additional to
these,of providing an effective haulage route from the area,
so a new dip

drive was put in, a boiler and engine install15
ed as haulage plant.
Despite the very careful manner in
which the seam was worked however a creep began to occur
right over the region.

Safety was jeopardised, and it had

to be abandoned, initially loose coal still being removed,
and finally the following year, it was completely blocked
off for the creep had begun to threaten even the haulage
engines.

The north side in addition was on fire again and
16
had to be stopped.
New workings were developed in another
area, the large haulage engine being transferred to serve
them.

But though extensive they proved difficult to mine.

A new ventilation shaft had to be sunk to these workings,
17
bricked throughout and provided with a furnace at the top.

J. H. R. 1884 C.-3B.p. 15.

13

A.

14

ibid, p. 20.

15

ibid, p. 14.

16

A. J. H. R. 1885 C.-4p. 9.
A creep was where the workings roof moves in a
sheering action over the floor.

17

ibid, p. 6.
A. J• H. R. 1886 C.-4C. p. 6.
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The new engine plane from this region was to become the
main haulage route from the mine in fut1-1re years.
Much of this repairing and maintenance work was
non productive in terms of the immediate output of coal,
with the consequence that production levels after the
substantial increase over the previous years fell slightly
in 1884 although a small increase was recorded over the
18
next twelve months.
During these two years the Company
had to try ill1d maintain production.

Thus miners were

retained at the face, truckers to service them and many
others to run the processing plant and maintain general
work conditions.

But the Company had to employ in addition,

a substantial number of unskilled labourers, a situation
which drew a good deal of resentment amongst the miners,
particularly when many of them were retained after improvements had been carried out, forcing the hours worked dovm.
This was one of the factors which led to the formation in
mid 1886 of the first union and finally the strike over
19
the following summer.
But the Company was increasing its efficiency and
streamlining operations.

During this period £1000 was

spent on new plant amongst this was the first air compressing plant to be installed in a New Zealand Nine. This was
20
placed in an engine house early in 1885.
A sixty h.p.

18

See Table I.

19

o. w.

20

A. J. H. R. 1885 C. -4. p. 10.

Oct. 29 1886.
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engine with a 20 in cylinder and 54 in stroke drove the
air compressor which consisted of another cylinder of 18
21
All of this plant ran off a Cornish boiler,
inches.
irritially installed underground to drive a haulage engine
but transferred following problems with the flu, in size
22
30 ft by 6 ft.
Six by four inch pipes were laid throughout the mine, both to machinery and to distant parts of
23
the workings.
Thus either water to damp do\lm fires and
dust or air to ventilate high headings and other difficult
areas could be conveyed at ease, the cost of bratticing
and directing air being reduced as a result.

The compressed

air ·was also used to drive machinery in the mine, being
considerably more efficient thilli steam, particularly in the
farthest corners.
pit.

24

It drove pumps placed throughout the

These were essential in mining operations for water

was a constant menace in the deep workings.

At the time of

installation by the air plant two Tangye pumps were posi25
tioned 1000 ft and 1300 ft along the main drive.
In 1888
another of these pumps was installed at the bottom of the

21

Handbook of New Zealand Mines 1887, p. 50

22

A.

J.

H. R. 1884 C.-3. p. 15.

23

A.
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H. R. 1888 C.-4. p. 9.

24
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H. R. 1884 C.-3. p. 15.

25

Handbook of New Zealand Mines 1887, p. 50.
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26
No. l shaft.
steam

The advantage of compressed air over

was that if the water became particularly high, to

the extent of flooding over the pump, the machine ·would
still be able to operate submerged.
These developments certainly had beneficial spinoffs despite the decline in productivity due to the strike
of 1886.
tons.

Production was up overall for that year some 6000

1887 and 1888 were also successful years.

Mining

continued in the engine plane workings of the Big Mine,
and over 100 miners and truckers were at work in these
areas.

The No. 1 shaft, while not in use during the first

few months of 1887 was soon yielding extensive quantities
and continued to do so through to 1888 from a new seam
27
discovered during a drive in 1886.
It was 25 feet thick
and of the best quality yet found, being hard, bright and
readily workable.

The seam was substantially deeper than

any hitherto mined and the Company had to extend Shore's
Shaft d0\1m to a little below 400 feet and a little further
28
to enable them to work an 18 ft seam below it.
vlhere
the shaft struck the main seam an engine was placed and a
drive was pushed up at an a11gle of about one in five into
29
the coal.
This seam, which can1e to be known as the
"Kai-Hain" seam was subsequently worked from the main engine
plane drive or what came to be knO\lffi as the Big No. 1 Hine.
26

A. J. H. R. 1889 c.-2. p. 157

27

A. J. H. R. 1888 c.-4. p. 9.

28

ibid.
Free Press June 26 1896

29
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A new system of working had to be adopted in this large
seam.

The first ten feet was cut vertically and in

sufficient quantity width \vise to induce the weight above
to crush the remaining 15 feet or so to the floor.

This

was allowed to settle, and then, following careful examina30
tion the remainder of the coal was removed.
Over the course of the years 1886-1888 the Company
had maintained a good level of production but with little
increase.

But economically, despitereacbing this plateau,

it was still and had always been achieving a high degree
of prosperity.

Between 1876 and 1887 the average annual

dividend paid to shareholders was seven and a half percent,
31
no mean figure by any standards.
In 1886 the company
purchased an interest in a further area of land, taking
over Mr James's lease of a section of the Kaitangata Coal
32
Reserve, his pit, plru~t and all his appliances.
Having
already spent much money on the extensions in their

o~m

mine they used this additional equipment to best advantage
at the time of this extension work.

The new Colliery

required little more than £200-£300 to operate and the
immediate production demands could be met with the additional
supply of cheap coal.

This was particularly crucial during

this period, for the Company was at the time facing strong

30

A. J• H. R. 1888 C.-4. p. 9.

31

Handbook of New Zealand Mines 1887, p. 50.

32

C. L. Oct. l 1886 p. 6 C. 6 & 7.
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competition on the market by imported coal, brought to
33
Dunedin from the \·!est Coast and Newcastle, Australia.
However the improved quality of coal discovered in the
Kai-Hain seam \:.Jas a god-send.

In addition they were able

to send large quantities of coal to Canterbury for sale
34
at reasonable prices.
During 1889 output from the engine plane (Big. No.
l) workings was maintained, coal being draiJm mostly from
the south side.

A new level had to be driven to overcome

a fault and while conducting this operation a new 19 ft ..
seam was .struck 150 ft below the main band of coal.

Being

o£ exceli.ent value estimates, following test work, were
that it would virtually double the amount of high quality
35
coal currently available.
This seam was \vorJced the
following year from the old No. 2 (explosion) Mine vrith
38 men (on two shifts) working at the coal to the side of
36
In that year, 1890, production jumped
a row of props.
to 70,868 tons, 17,556 tons above the previous total for
twelve months in 1889.

The extension into the 19 ft seam

was the major factor in the increased output, in addition
to a ready market, which in all probability had always
been open.

Output of coal per week that year averaged
37
around 1800 tons, 400 of which was dross.
The mine had

33

ibid.

34

ibid.

35

A.

36

A. J. H. R. 1890 C.-3. pp. 197 - 198.

37

C. L. Sept. 19 1980 p. 5 C. 3.
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1889 C.-2. P• 162.

Plate 5

Haulage stea.Jn engine and drum used before t he
turn of t he century in Main Incline Drive.
This had been operating since before 188 0.
(Hock en Library).
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come a long

vJay

from the production level of 50 to 100

tons per week in 1876.
Production fell back to a little below 59,000 tons
in 1891, and the following year to 51,000.

The 19 ft. seam

was apparently discontinued but other problems, especially
38
in 1892 proved a burden to the operations of the company.
Difficulties began to occur in 1892 as a good deal of
crushing took place in the old shafts and extensive timbering was required to remedy the situation, production
being held-up in consequence.

Extending work was also

taking place this year as new areas of coal had been opened
up~

the No.

in December.

~

shaft being extended to a depth of 700 feet
A drive was then put through 80 feet to the

seam which lay at an angle of 75 degrees and was 32 feet
38
t.hick (.see figure 1)
A stone drive ventilation shaft was
put tdmrJn to the a-rea, while a la:rge pump was .installed

early the £allowing year at the bottom of the shaft.

39

This was in fact a period of dramatic expansion.
The Company obviously had good prospects marketwise and the
coal held appeared to be ailnost unlimited and of good
quality.

The time had obviously come for a renewal of much

of the machinery, so the big step was taken to bring the
mine into a highly mechanised

and efficient state.

Prior to this two winding engines had been used for
haulage, one at the top of the incline drive, the other at

38

A.

J. H. R. 1892 C.-3B. p. 22

39
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J. H. R. 1893 C.-3. p. XI.

Plate 6

New Brick Shed Engine Shed (with lantern :roof)

containing shaft haulage plant, air compressor etc.
Haulage . drum operated a rope going to the tower wheel and
then dm1m into the shaft.

Screens are in the -covered shed

on right (see Plate 7) and coal was run from the Big Ho. l
mine (to the left of photograph) along packs past the haulage shed operating the haulage up that drive and into
screens at top of shaft.

(Hocken Library).
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the head of the No. 1 (Shore's) Shaft.

The engine plane

had been worked at an angle of one in five by a double
cylinder 9 in. by 12 in. steam powered engine geared to a
12 foot drum to which a steel rope was attached.
(Prior
40
to 1884 it had been hemp)
The boxes were hauled up the
1076 feet plane along dual sets of 28 lb steel with two
electric signals to communicate between top and bottom for
41
the transmition of coal.
In the shaft a cage was wound
u.p and dovm by a pair of 10 h.p. 9:in by 4 in cylinders..

The
42
plant in total up till the 1890's was valued at £15,000.
The renewal point came in 1893 when the Company
felt it expedient to increase output.

Consequently they

:had to upgrade machinery to cope with and maintain conditions of an enlarged output and increased number of men.
Early in the year a new brick engine house was completed
43
(60 ft by 50 ft) with a lantern roof.
In this building
new engines for the shaft were installed.

Two engines

built by Hessrs A. and T. Burt of Dunedin each with a pair
of 20 LYl. cylinders and a 5 ft stroke were connected to a
12 ft drum around which was wound a steel cable attached
44
at the end to the cage in the shaft.
vli th a pressure of
60 lb per square inch the new engine was capable of \lforking
up to 230 h. p. and could raise around 50 tons of coal per
45
In the same engine house two new air
hour.from 700ft.

40
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46

compressor engines were also installed.

Built by \·lalker

and Co of Vligan, Lancashire, England it ran off 30 ft by 6 ft
boilers and consisted of two 26 in by

4~

ft cylinders work-

ing on a tandem principle, attached to the compressor which
was two 26 in cylinders with a 4 ft stroke.

Air was driven

under pressure into a receiver of similar dimensions to the
47
The engine had a nominal output of 140 h.p. and
boilers.
48
produce an air pressure of 60 lb per square inch.
Again
the yrimary use of the compressed air was in driving underground machinery.
One such piece of machinery installed about this time
was a pump built especially for the mine by A. & T. Burt,
which was placed at the bottom of the No. 1 Shaft.
An engine with a 20 inch cylinder and 2 ft. stroke was
attached to a double acting 6 inch

r~1

capable of pumping
49

15,000 gallons of water to the surface per hour.

The two

Tangye pumps, at the bottom of the Big. No. 1 Mine were also
driven by compressed air.

One had a 14 inch cylinder and

2 ft stroke and worked a 5 inch ram while the other was 10
50
inch by 10 inch working a 4 inch r~1.
The value of compressed air over steam for work in remote parts of the mine was

46
47

ibid.
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Plate 7

Tipping shed and screens with picking belt
all covered.

Anns lowered the coal into the

railYray wagons to prevent breakage.
Library).
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"

50
well demonstrated by an ordinary ships ·winch which was
operating, at the farthest end of the workings connected
to the dip drive, on compressed air.
51
run on stear;,.

It could not have been

In the No. 2 engine shed the engine used for haulage
in the dip drive, the system used in past years was retained.
It was still however relatively efficient.
haulage \vas done on an alterator basis.
steel rope operated on two sets of rails.

The system of

One loose ended
The full boxes

were hauled to the surface by one end off the drum, while
the empty ones were lowered back into the mine by the other
52
end.
This enabled three and a half tons or ten boxes to
be raised at a time, each load taking four minutes, so that
between fifty and sixty tons of coal per hour could be
hauled out of the mine.

Three shifts working 24 hours per
53
day would be able to produce a great deal.

In addition to this machinery a completely new set
54
of coal screens were installed. The coal was tipped at the
pit head by a special machine on to a set of oscillating
screens where it was divided into four sizes, large coal
55
(household) nuts, peas and dust (fine small).
The screens

51

ibid.
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op. cit.
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were operated by machinery driven by a 16 h.p. engine, built
by Kincaird, 1'1cQueen and Co, and had been in operation work56
ing screens since 1879.
The large coal then travelled
along a picking belt where the dirt and stones were removed,
the conveyor being fitted with a lowering arm, with which
the coal was gently lowered into the bottom of the railway
57
The nut coal was passed into
wagons with minimum breakage.
a special shoot, into a bagging shed where it was bagged and
sent all over the South Island for various uses including on
58
the gold dredges.
The fine small was blovm away by a
large Roots blower and deposited on the top of the hill about
59
100 ft. high and 430 ft. away from the screens.
In Hay 1893 Kaitangata beca.;·ne the first New Zealand
60
Hine to install an electric generator for its workings.
The dynamo, made by Crompton, of Chelmsford in England was
installed in the main engine room.
It was capable of producing
61
up to 110 volts at 45 amperes.
Electricity for heating and
lighting, initially only in above ground workings, was supplied,
the screens, workshops, engine houses and a large lamp situated
62
above the mine were all served.
The mine in fact extended
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its electrical field for in 1926 it began to supply the to~m
63
with power.
The mine in the 1890's however was mechanised
to a high a relatively sophisticated level.

It was totally

self sufficient, and this state of affairs reflected the
success of the industry and the nature of the coal reserve
at their disposal.

The press comment in 1896 is certainly

valid:
The equipment of the colliery is the most complete
in the colony, and the management have sho~m a liberality in outlay to make their working plant complete
which is amply justified by the large area of splendid househgld coal that is at the command of the
company. " 4
VIi th this level of mechanisation the mine indeed

appeared to have a prosperous outlook.

The output was

obviously expected to increase, for new railway wagons were
purchased and two additional railway sidings were constructed
65
at considerable cost.
As with most capital intensive,
increasingly technological industries profits were substantially raised.
to 68,384 tons.
Cill1

Production for 1893 rose over 17,000 tons
The affect of the extension and renewal work

also be clearly seen in the employment figures.

In 1892

the number of above ground workers doubled from 13 to 26, a
reflection on the shift of emphasis from production to repair
66
and replacement of machinery.
In 1893 after the new equlpment was installed the number of maintenance workers (classed
predominantly as above ground workers) fell to 21, and 19 in
63

C. L. May 1981 p. 6 C. 3.

64

Free Press op. cit. p. 3

65
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66
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H. R. 1893 C.-3. p. XI.

TABLE II
NvJnber of men employed above/belO\if
ground 1880 - 1897
Year

Above

Below

Total

1880

9

50

1881

17

45

59
62

1882

58

65

1883

7
15

133

148

1884

25

110

1885

8

85
102

110

1886

15

114

129

1887

13

83

96

1888

14

98

1889

14

85
116

130

1890

128
108

142
121

1892

14
13
26

140

166

1893

21

152

173

1894

41

192

1895

36

190

233
226

1896

36

190

226

1897

25

169

194

-

1891

(Source: A.

J.

H. R.

r·1ines Statements)
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l89LJ, while the below ground number, involved in coal produc67
tion, rose from 140 in 1892 to 152 in 1893 and 154 in 1894.
The Colliery gained increased efficiency following the
installation of this machinery and production costs \1rere
lowered.

The level of production was henceforth maintained
68
consistenly higher thill1 previous years.
At the end of the year the furnace at the top of the
air shaft was enlarged to provide more effective ventilation,
required for the increased underground workforce.

Although

worked at a very uneven dip with consequential difficulties,
the seam contained at that point the best coal yet found,
and once dra'Vm out from the area was readily brought to the
surface via the engine plane.

The dip drive into these work-

ings was met early in 1894 by another level from the bottom
69
of the shaft.
Coal was thus dra\Jffi either to a point just
below the incline plane or through to the shaft.

vlhen dra.wn

up the engine plane the boxes had to be hoisted up to the
foot of the drive by steam powered crab winch while coal
taken from below the level of this winch was trucked 120 ft
70
to the shaft and then hoisted up to a platform.
\·There the
drive from the shaft intersected, the seam was about 30 ft
thick and at an angle of 45 degrees.

To the south it was

widened to 40 feet, then back to 30, further on splitting

67

See Table II.

68

See Table I.

69

A.

70

ibid.

J.

H. R. 1896 C.-3B. p. 12.

54
up into several smaller seams.
sion.

It was mined to this divi-

To the north of this drive the coal narrowed to 15

feet and this was worked by a drive from the shaft and, in
addition, an uprising shaft (l in 2) connected with the
71
engine plane.

Coal in this part of the mine was excellent.

From these workings were produced 67,091 tons in 1894, a
little below the total for the previous year but by no means
a poor output.
In 1895 the mine was similarly worked, the main seam
cuts ranging from 25 to 33 feet of clean, hard coal, work
being mainly north or below the incline plane.
Nine)

(Big. No. 1

Haulage similarly was either up the main drive or to

the 700 ft. shaft, but to the South of the shaft, mining had
72
been discontinued.
The year was not free from problems
however.

Fires caused trouble in a m)Jnber of places, espec-

ially areas where work had been conducted many years before,
where roof crushing had continued to produce coal falls which,
mingling with dross left behind by the miners, heated and
soon combusted spontaneously.

This characteristic spontaneous

combustion so prevalent in Kaitangata was to bedevil the
Colliery for many years.

At any rate a number of areas had

to be closed off in 1895 while dual water and air pipe were
73
laid throughout theseparts. This is reflected in the slight
drop in output for the year to 63,857 tons.

71

A.

J.

H. R. 1895 C.-3B p. 13.

72

A.

J.

H. R. 1896. C.-3B. p. 12.

73

ibid.

There is no
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evidence to shou any substantial change; in the market
condition.

Host of these problems had been surmounted by

l89G howc;ver.

This year production was the highest to that
74
i:lork continued at a fast rate
date being 72,530 tons.
removing pillars from areas Yrorked previously, in the southern workings, the coal closing up as they progressed and a
second 10 ft. being taken out once settled.

Such work was
75

expected at the time to occupy 37 men for at least two years.
In addition a new prospecting ttmnel was put through the
No. 3 fault and a new area of the 25 ft seam was discovered,
clean head to foot, especially to the North. This discovery
76
was to provide added wealth to that held.
In 1897 work continued on the south side connected to
the shaft removing pillars, and also in the northern regions
of the engine plane workings.

Later in the year another

dmmthrow fault (Eo. 4) was struck and the main seam was
worked from the level of the 18 ft seam worked before the
77
fault.
The production increased rapidly over these twelve
months, up to 92,914 tons, although, significantly, the Castle
78
Hill total output in 1896 of 12,825 tons.
No doubt the
Kaitangata Hine reaped some benefit from this.

1898 proved an

even more lucerative year, for they produced 100,750 tons of
coal, new ground being opened up rapidly past the fourth
fault, while easy work was had removing pillars and taking
74

Sc;e Table 1.

75

A.

76

ibid.

77

A. J. H. R. 1898 C.-3B. p. 9.

78

A. J. H. R. 1897 C.-3B. p. ll.

J·

H. R. 1898 C.-3B. p. 9.
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out head coal between the No. 3 and No. 4 faults and in
79
the southern parts of these workings.
Pillar and head
coal work was also being conducted in the north of the
shaft workings and in a lmver seam of 8 ft. in that
80
district.
In that year however, surprising as it might seem,
the Kaitangata Railway and Coal Company was amalgamated with
the English based Castle Hill Coal Company, which had run
the Colliery to the north of the to\vn, and with much added
capital, was formed into the New Zealand Collieries, Railway
81
and Oil Syndicate (Ltd).
The first Castle Hill Mine was
82
originally started by Mr Matthew Carson late in 1887.
He continued to work this mine until 1890 when the whole
venture was taken over by the English company which proceeded
to prospect a new pit in the vicinity.

Their progress was

slow though considerable amounts of money were expended on
plant, buildings and prospecting obviously in the hope that
83
the Kai-Main seam would eventually be uncovered.
They
initially wished to construct a railway line to conjunct with
the main trunk line at a cost of around £25,000, but it was
soon decided to lay rails dovm the main street of Kaitangata
and link the pit with the end of the Kaitangata Railway

79
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H. R. 1899, C.-3. p. 178
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H. R. 1901 C.-4. p. 18.
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H. R. 1888 C. -4. p. 15.
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H. R. 1892 C.-3B. p. 13.
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84
and Coal Company's line.

The large expenditure, estimated

at between £40,000 and £60,000 eventually proved worthwhile
for after being beset vrith problems of

nv~erous

faults and

unmanageable volumes of water (for which a huge pmnp had to
be installed) they eventually struck a good seam in 1894
85
and production commenced on a sizeable scale.
In that
year they employed a total of 60 men and boys and produced
86
The output was maintained at
over 10,000 tons of coal.
above this rate for the following two years but fell away in
1897,

In 1895, 84 were employed and 16,365 tons of coal

produced, while the next year the labour 1evel remained
the same but output fell to 12,825 tons due by and large to
a number of
a

nv~ber

tech~ical

problems, including the presence of
87
of fires throughout the mine.
The roof in many

parts also caused great bother and in some places mining had
88
to be halted altogether.
During the next three years production virtually ceased, as the mine was being completely
89
repaired and renewed.
The amalgamation which occurred in 1898 ushered a
completely new economic pattern in for the mining industry at
Kaitangata.

But the clear indication was that the mines

were working in a relatively stable market with a consistent
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84
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demand.

Kai tangata coal fitted in to its

this situation.

0'.1ffi

niche within

The coal was generally of a better quality

compared with the other locally produced fuels, and yet it
'Has . priced at about the sarne level.

This was the most

popular household coal as it was the best available at the
cheapest price.

It was able to undercut vlest Coast a.YJ.d

Newcastle coal by the fact the transport was far less costly
and yet it was at times, of as good a quality as these
coals.

It was thus absorbed to a significant degree into

the industrial sector.

Through this phase of development

it is fairly evident that the output of the mine was limited
both by the level of technology, and by the problems associated with mining the coal.

By New Zealand standards this

field was not an easy one to work.

By the end of the

century the mine loo'ked set for a second boom.

lh th a high

level of mechanisation it attained in the early 1890's was
a prelude to this.

But ultimately the mine would, in the

first decade and a half of the new century, be regulated by
production problems and their effects on costs.

The ratio-

nalisation in the formation of the new company was a good
move, for it enabled effective regulation of production, and
once early problems had been overcome, the maintenance of
re::tsonable working conditions.

Kaitangata did appear

11

0tago's

Newcastle", for the "City of Black Diarnonds 11 had been built.
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CHAPTER 5
THE ER.ll. OF 'DUSKY DI.lllWIJDS'
In I1id 1898 the Kai tangata Railway and Coal Company
placed its property, plant and line up for sale.

l

Follow-

ing negotiations between Robert Lee, Managing Director of
the Castle Hill Coal Company and the Directors of the
Kaitangata Company in June of that year, Lee made a trip
to England to form a Syndicate to buy the Kaitangata·Iviine
and Railway.

Arrangements were finally completed and on

August lst, the Kaitangata and Castle Hill Company's were
merged into the Ne1v Zealand Colleries, Railway and Oil
2

Syndicate.

Predominantly English

0\1med

the capital of the

Syndicate was set at £180,000, £70,000 of which was deben3

ture capital.

They took over the lease of the 1100 acres

from Hilliam Aitcheson, paying him similar royalties to
4

those paid by the old

Company~

freehold at Castle Hill.

They also held 858 acres

In addition they

med 1250 acres

0\1

of newly acquired oil-shale bearing land at Orepuki (Southland), from which they hoped to produce oil, paraffin wax
and other hydro-carbonic products, along with a coal mine
on 2800 acres at Elliotvale designed primarily to service
5
Prospects in
the needs of the proposed oil-shale works.

l

C. L. May 2 1902, p. 5 C. 1.

2

C. L. Aug. 5 1898 p. 5 C. 1.
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H. R. 1901 C.-4. p. 18.
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1899 appeared good, for not only did the ne·v: Syndicate have
a large coalfield with access to a :ready rnarket but they
launched into an c::xtensive and costly venture in the production of oil at O:repuki, expected in the short term to
produce 2000 gallons of crude oil per day, a level which
6

with additional capital could easily be doubled.

Theil"

confidence was such that they felt it necessary to increase
the capital of the Company to £250,000, and at the same time
change the name to the New Zealand Coal and Oil Cornpe1ny

.

(Ltd).

7

In fact by 1901 they had spent £80,000 on machinery,

and surface workings at the Elliotvale Hine and £140,000 on
the Orepuki venture, an investment that •;Jas to produce few
8
results.
The effects of this large expenditure had repercussions however at the Kaitangata !1ine.

The production from

1898 to 1900 rose extremely rapidly from 93,486 to 111,510
tons.

The Company were obviously demanding increased profit

in order to pay for the plant at Orepuki.

Profits did

indeed rise, for the average dividend paid to the shareholders
9

between 1898 and 1901 was 15 per cent.
increases took their toll.

But production

During these years the Castle

Hill l',Iine in fact was not operating so the total burden was

! Vol. 4. No. 5, p. 220.

6

I'l.

Z. Mines Records 1900 -

7

A.

~·

8

N.

z.

Hines Records 1901 - 2 Vol. 5. No. 1, p. 18.

9

A.

J.

H. R. 1901 C.-4. p. 18.

R. 1901 C.-4. p. 18.

TABLE I
Production of Coal at Kaitangata Colleries
1898 - 1913

Year

Output (tons)

1898

100,750 (225 Castle Hill)

1899

111,510

1900

112,455

1901

114,383

1902

118,050

1903

122,632

1904

119,094

1905
1906
1907

119,744
97,820
101,818

1908

110,315

1909

127,732

1910

138,940

1911

134,829

1912

127,761

1913

145,904

(Source: A.

J.

H. R. Hines Statements)
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placed on the old pit.

It was perhaps just as well that

the Company now had two mines.

The Castle Hill Nine

eJ.abled the Company in future years to buffer the technical
problems that plagued the old mine and maintain a relatively
10
constant level of production to meet market demand.
These
problems appear to have resulted from the sacrifice of
working conditions for the sake of production during this
:initial period.

The long term result of this was felt par-

ticularly in 1904, when the costs of production had risen
so high that the Company began to .find it very hard to '
compete in the market place.

During the following three

years the Castle Hill Hine ·was to play a vi tal role.

From

June 1906 to mid 1907 it had to take over virtually the full
burden o.f production, while the Kai tangata Hine was laid up
with such hazards as fires, and gas leaks to an extent where
ll
men were not permitted to work.
Production for those two
years was

dm~m

significantly, so that it must be assumed

that the capacity of the Castle Hill Hine was less than the
older pit.

The quality of the coal was poorer.

But the fall

was only in the region of 16 per cent of the 1905 total.
(see Table 1).
From the commencemEnt of operations by the new company
then the Kaitangata Nine was worked to full capacity.

z.
z.

By the

10

N.

11

N.
Mines Records 1906 - 7 Vol. 10 No. l p. 32.
A. J. H. R. 1907 C. -3A.pp. 16- 17.
A. J. H. R. 1908 C.-3A p. 17.

Mines Records 1897 - 8 Vol. l No. 10, p. 444.
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end of 1898 the pillar workings on the south side of thG
engine plane serviced area had been completed, the No. 5
fault being struck, while work continued up to that point
from the No. 3 fault.

A dip drive was commenced down into
12
the 18 ft. seam from the shaft as well.
Trade YJas so
good at this time that the Company fov.nd it difficult to

obtain sufficient nmnbers of railway wagons to service the
13
industry.
In 1899 a tunnel to co11..nect the workings of
the Kaitangata and Castle Hill Hines was started.

Designed

primarily to aid the poor ventilation in the older pit via_
the excellent furnace at Castle Hill, the drive was pushed
14
on with all possible speed, three shifts per day.
It had
however to be a.bandoned for they ran into bad ground, with
many faults .and loose conglomerate which would have meant
a good deal of trouble in maintenance.

In the long run,

ventilation was to become a major obstacle,

but despite these

problems the mine was \vorked hard and with good results
in terms of output.
In 1899 a:1 endless Tope haulage system was installed
in a stone drive in the main haulage plane Yrorkings.

This

enabled a greater level of efficiency to be attained with a
reduction in the number of truckers, and with the new
American coal cutting machines, ordered late in April that

J.

c
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year,

th~

costs of output from this section of the mine
15
dropped significantly.
This y~ar, like the following

few, however was far from smooth.

The main haulageway was

contracting from the -v.reight of many years use, while return
airways showed signs of bad deterioration with timber
having to be constantly replaced.
was showing sig:.r1.s of wear.

In addition the furnace

In many areas, especially the

south workings in the rise, many pillars were crushed and
16
the roof low, while other parts had a tendency to heat.
Nevertheless the Kaitangata Hine produced, virtually on its
0\Vfl,

111,510 tons of coal. But the problems continued

increasingly to plague the Company so that in the following
twelve months output from the Kaitangata Pit dropped.
ove~all

The

production actually increased to 112,455 but the

Castle Hill Mine, resurning production from 6 ft and 12 ft
seams contributed a proportion of coal within that total,
the main pit thus must have slowed.

In that year problems

with fires along the main haulage way, gas, and poor ventilation, in addition to the crushing and disintegration of
coal and conglomerates occurring in a number of areas proved
17
a detrimental factor to operations.
It was in fact such
conditions which caused resentment amongst the men and
relations during the first three to four years of the new
18
Compahy's operations were not good.
15

C. L. May 5 1899 p. 5 C. 1.

16
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The poor state of conditions was brouglrt to the notice
of a Royal Commission on the Coal Nines of New Zealand held
in 1901, by the miners, represented at the time by the
19

Secretary of the Union, James Donaldson.

Evidence was

taken from Donaldson as well as other miners from Kaitangata,
Thomas Barclay, Fred Anderson, Alexander Broym, Robert
Statham, Edward Rogers, John Irvine, Albert Dunn, \'lillian1
Barclay, Adam Thompson, Neil l1cAllister, \·lilliam Duncan,
Charles Penman, Hutchison Currie Longstaff and John Brovm
all experienced coal miners with a record of long service
20

at Kaitangata.

It was clearly established that management

of the mines over the course of the previous tln"ee years
had been lax.

Air shafts and return airways had not been

maintained in proper condition, the furnace was in poor
condition and insufficient precautions had been taken in
the inspection of safety lamps.

In addition

several fires

existed throughout the mine and action to extinguish them
had not been sufficiently effective and safety was still in
jeopardy.

In a number of places both fire and black damp

were present in dangerous quantities and means of escape in
21

cases of disaster were minimal and poor in condition.

The

union had been prominent in its criticism of Mine Officials
with regard to these conditions, a position the Commission
22

viewed· as being "thoroughly justified."

19
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ibid, pp. 227 - 275.

21

ibid, p. 19.

22
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They recommended
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that immediate action be taken to remedy the situation.
This was seen to by management who in fact had taken steps
to rectify poor conditions prior to the hearings.
Part of the problem does appear to have been caused
from the top.

Hanagement at the time was changing.

Between 1898 and 1900 \hlliam Shore, Hanager of the Nine
since 1884, had lapsed into ill health.

In consequence

Thomas Barclay and John Shore (his brother) were appointed
23
in 1899 as Under-Hanagers to assist him run the mine.
Shore had not been able to take a full part and, \Vi th the
takeover it no doubt took a while for a routine to be established, and profits were demanded especially with the
expenditure on the oil-shale refinery.

Shore in fact

became too ill to continue his work and in February 1900 he
was replaced by George Herbert Broome, late of v7estport2LJ.

Cardiff Colliery.

'

The new 11anager proceeded to take a

number of positive steps to improve conditions well before
25
the Commission sat in Otago on the 14th of Harch 1901.
Although conditions had improved and the relations between
management and men bettered there was nevertheless still
pressing need for modification and upgrading.

Part of the

fault for the state of affairs was also placed on the lax
Ylork done by the Inspector of Hines, a condition remedied

23
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TABLE II
Number of men employed above/bc:low
ground 1898 - 1913

..

,.. .

. .

-Total

Year

Above

Below

1898

20

170

1899
1900

28
40

209
268

237
308

1901

42

268

310

1902

282

332

1903

50
68

339

1904

69

373

407
442

1905

67

337

404

1906

59

372

431

1907

256

326

1908

70
60

236

296

1909

62

265

327

1910

67

254

321

1911

63

259

322

1912

71

256

327

1913

80

322

402

.

(Source:

A.

J.•_B•

190

~· Hines Statements)
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26
with the appointment of Mr Green as District Inspector.
The period of bad relations were paradoxically years
of greatest inc:rease in output when employrnent \:Jas obviously
high and demand great.

Evidence would suggest hO\:tever that

in this very fact lay the root of the malcontentment.
Conditions were obviously sacrificedthrough the channelling
of available labour supplies into production rather than
maintenance.

Certainly between 1897 and 1899 the ratio of

above ground to belm'r ground workers moved in favour of
the latter g-.coup, a transition 'Nhich is substantiated by
the greatly increased output and could well mean a definite
shift in the employment of the work force. (see Table II)
It is also significant when one finds that the ratio reverts
back in favour of the above ground workers again in 1900
when Broome is 1'-'Ianager.

Admittedly the Castle Hill Colliery

did recommence production, and this may well have influenced
employment figures, but the fact that overall output did not
rise substantially as a result suggests that management were
able to limit output from the old wine in order to conduct
repair worlc.

Labourers and other repair crews would gene-

rally have been classed as above ground Yrorkers so the
change in occupational figures is significant.

Coal hewers

were certainly laid off in substantial numbers from the
ICaitangata Hine, an unusual occurrence judging from later
wage books, so that the emphasis did obviously move away

26

ibid, p. 19.
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27

from production.

The years befol"e had definitely sacri-

ficed the demands for labour in maintenance areas in favour
of production if the findings of the Co1m11ission are valid,
which judging from the evidence given by witnesses, it
appears to be.

Not only did the percentage of above

grov. nd workers at the mine fall as a percentage in 1898
but it in fact dropped numerically from 25 to 20, while
the number employed underground increased by a small margin.
No doubt the market situation was favourable, but it would
appear that the desire to meet the immediate needs, in
terms of profits, was more detrimental to the Company in the
long run in terms of production capacity than the advantages gained by exploiting the resources unregulated in the
way they appear to have done over these two years.
The production in 1901 was marginally greater. (see
Table I)

In the Kaitangata Pits the bulk of the coal came

from the northern sections of the workings, but it had to
be drmvn

carefully with large ribs being left so that in
28

any instance of fire the area could be readily stopped off.
Toward the end of the year a nw:11ber of miners had to be
laid off for conditions had deteriorated with crushing
occurring in some areas and the coal in many places was poor.
At Castle Hill however the 6 ft and 12 ft seams were worked
30

quickly and safely, the coal being of good quality.

27

c.
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A.J.H.R. 1902 C.-3& p. 17.
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This situation continued into 1902, but by mid year many
of the problems at the southern pit had been ironed out,
this being reflected in the two-fold rise in the rate of
increase of output.

In the Kai tangata Hine -v:ork removing

pillars and head coal took place quickly, in some areas as
high as 85 per cent of the coal being dra-vm, a good figure
31
by any miners' standards.
Late in the year the No. 6
fault was cut and substantial areas of new, hard coal
32
revealed.
Conditions in the mine were overall, much
.
33
better this year, as the Mines Inspector noted in his report.
New prospecting drives were also made into the old

11

explosion"

mine, umvorked since the 1880's, which was duly reopened in
surprisingly good condition, until mid 1903, the work
mainly consisting of pillar removal, allowing crushing and
34
then taking out head coal.
Heanwhile the Castle Hill Hine
35
enjoyed another good year, large searns being opened up.
In 1903 production peaked at over 122,000 tons.

The

last coal was taken out of the old mine while many other areas
to the north had head coal removed and were stopped up.
Jvleanwhile in Hay at the No. 4 fault a new 19 ft seam was
36
discovered.
About 20 men were ernployed during June enlarg-

31

A. J. H. R. 1903 C.-3A.

32

ibid, p. 20.

33
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34
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36
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1ng and repairing airways, which slowed up production
in some regions of the mine, and a ventilator from the
37
Orepuki Shale Hine was installed.
However any problems
hampering production in the Kai tangata Hine ·were an1ply offset by an excelle:r1t period in the Castle Hill Ivline.

New

and larcrer coal screens had been installed and durincr the
v

~

winter. A large amount of coal was taken from a 25 ft seam
of good quality coal, to an extent that it had been completely worked out by the end of the year.

By all accounts
38
this was the best year the mine had yet experienced.
The following two years were ones of slight decline

in output, and in 1906 a marked drop of 20,000 tons marking a poor period of two years.

1904 was the beginning of

a period when production costs obviously rose.

They had in

fact risen considerably between 1901 and 1903 anyway (as
the drop in efficiency in Table III suggests) but the affects
in terms of demand in relation to its major competitors was
probably not felt till 1904.

The average price of Kaitangata
39
coal sold at Stirling in 1901 was l2s. 6d. per ton.
In

two years however it had jumped to l9s. per ton cash and
2ls. per ton booked; the specific reason for this was the
40
cost of production.
Press cormnent was made in 1904 that
the price of coal from Kaitangata had been too high for some

37

ibid.

38
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39
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tirae.

But the real affects in terms of its competitiveness

were not felt until July of that year when 1.-lestport and
Newcastle coal, the two major competitors on the local
market, were reduced in price 7s. and Ss. per ton respec41
tively at the retail level.
The affect was swift, for
work at the mine went slack almost immediately as the
42
demand for coal from Kaitangata dropped.
Production for
that year fell from 122,632 in 1903 to 119,094; over 3,000
tons.

In addition, many areas of the mine were virtually

exhausted and coal that could be got was often poor in
quality and difficult to mine.

Production was further

hampered by fires along the main haulageway which constantly
43
proved difficult to contain.
These technical problems
plus the need over the past four years to support a large
element of maintenance labour were no doubt the prime
casual factors.
This state of affairs continued into 1906.
tion levels fell again.

Produc-

The main seam in the southern

districts had been fully developed and there was no more
workable coal.
found.

Some new areas in the north-east had been

Although conditions during the first half of the

year were much better following summer maintenance work,
the latter six months proved no easy period.

Roadways,

retur·n airways and airshafts deteriorated as did ventilation.
The men made a number of complaints about these conditions
41

c.
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to the Inspector at the time, and relations between manage44
ment and men do not appear to have been the best.
This
is hardly su..rprising in some ways for management during the
previous six years had been constantly in a state of flux.
George Broome had not remained long as Mine r''ianager.
45
1902 he was replaced by Thomas Barclay.

In

who continued
through until February 1905 when he met an unforttmate and
47
fatal accident.
Barclay was again reappointed, presumably
to fill in before a more permanent manager could take over.
It was not until January 1906 that another manager, Hilliam
Carson was appointed, for both mines, a position he retained
48
.
for many years.
Although hard to gauge the constant
changes definitely had an affect on both relations and
general working conditions in the mine.

As one interviewee

made mention, the bad relations generally existed between
the miners and petti officials, underviewers and the like
49
rather than the Hanagers.
Generally it was felt the
~-Tanager

would show reasonableness and consideration, which

by all appearances they did.

I·

The fact that management

44
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control was doubtlessly lessened during this period may
well have placed nore of the day to day responsibilities
on such secondary officials.

It is noteworthy that

Barclay was never retained as Manager, and that relations
appeared particularly poor during the periods \'!hen he held
the position, maybe because general work conditions were
not maintained as strictly.

These were the issues which

bothered the me:n, for after all they were the workers whose
lives were at risk from explosions and other occupational
related accidents.

The general manager/miner relations

between the two seened to inprove from Carson's appointment.
It would appear that this bore a direct relationship to the
new management for 'dilliam Carson, and his brother Fred
Carson who succeeded him later, both were well respected
50
by the miners.
Both had lived in Kaitangata since birth
and had grown up with many of those who worked underneath
51
them.
This was bound to affect employer - employee
relations.
Carson however had first to serve his ordeal of fire.
In 1906 production fell to the lOY/est since 1897.

In April

a feeder of I'Jater and gas in the main seam broke and much
of the workings became flooded.

Gas levels became so high

that over the course of the next few months WOl"k had to be
52
abandoned until a new airshift was sunk.
It was

50

ibid.

51
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determined to sacrifice the imrnediate need for long term
safety and cost reduction.

During the early part of the

year a :number of minor accidents had occurred and in
53
addition there had been three fatalities.
Conditions had
to be upgradedc

The new air shaft was not completed until

early 1907 so plenty of time was available to repair roads,
airways, renew timber and do all other necessary maintenance
54
work.
Meanwhile the Castle Hill Mine, in good condition,
was working to full capacity during the interval.

Produc-

tion overall fell to 97,820 tons about 83 per cent of the
total for the previous year, not a disastrous decline, and
most of the demand was met for the stoppage occurred within
the summer, off season period.
In 1907 conditions had improved considerably.
Although the delay had an obvious affect on the production
that year in the long term prospects looked very favourable
as they in fact turned out to be.

During the course of

driving the new ventilation shaft gases overlying a seam
were liberated, clearing an area of coal bearing strata
larger than any before made available in the history of the
55
colliery.
The seam was 30 ft thick, and near the 'V' of

53

ibid.
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the fault up through a similar thickness of clay and
conglomerates lay another 30 ft seam.

The easterly exten-

sion of this searn gave prospects of many years working.
56
By mid-year work had commenced under good conditions.
Initial operations took some time but by 1908 production
57
from this area was well under way.
The main seam only
was mined although 18 ft and 6 ft seams did exist.
Haulage and conditions of work were considerably improved
in this new seam for it was relatively £lat and even
58
compared to areas worked in years gone by.
Production
increased a little under 9000 tons that year.
In 1909 efficiency was aided with the installation
of an endless rope haulage system in the main drive, enabling much of the burden of coal removal £rom the night
shift (ll pm to 7 am), and virtually all the ponies from
this area of the mine were dispensed with along with a
59
nv~ber of truckers.
In that year production rose to
127,732 tons, an increase of over 17,000 from the previous
total.

Expansion continued over the following five to six

years, which we:re the best economic period in the histo:ry
of the mine.

The vast area of coal uncovered in 1906 was

still being tapped in 1913, and prospects for many more
years ·work were still excellent.

The repair wo:rk, though

56

ibid, p. 17.
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limiting in the short term had good effects.

The prodtlC-

tion costs thenceforth were kept low and the Company in
fact did not have to alter its price for coal until 1912,
when a negotiated award wage increase pushed the cost up
60
slightly and it \\ras raised 2s. per ton.
The output
61
peaked in 1914, Yrhen 152,988 tons were produced.
Not
only was this· a period of prosperity for the mine but also
for the to\lm.

This was the era of "Black Diamond City".

The mine had established for itself a strong place
in the market.

Distribution was wide within the region,

transport costs being low.

The rail link 11i th Dunedin was

its greatest source of revenue but coal was transported
elsewhere.

After the turn of the century a revival in the

shipping of coal up the Clutha River took place.

In 1903

a ne\v wharf was constructed at the riverside and a set of
62
rails relaid down to it from the mine.
Not only was coal
shipped inland by a regular Scow

service but it was also
63
t:ransported as far north as Vlellington.
This diversifi-

cation within the market situation created a greater stability in the industry, once production costs were reduced.
The output of the mine had, right throughout the
period of operations, constituted a significant proportion
of the national production total.

60

o. w.

61

see Table I.

62
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as 11.1 per cent, but by 1912 it had fallen to 6.5 pex·
64
Dunedin was the main marl<et for the coal,
cent.
65
although much was used in Central Otago on the Gold Dredges.
Coal was of course in those days the main fuel for heating,
cooking and power.

It was logical then that a reasonable

quality coal that could be bought readily at a reasonable
price should serve the Dunedin market.

By all appearances

Kaitangata coal was such a fuel. 'Kai Coal' was as much a
household name as the coal was a household necessity.

Not

only was it used in houses but it was burnt in local industrial plants.
In 1881 for example the lime kilns at Milburn
66
used it.
It was of sufficiently good quality to place
it preferentially above other local coals while being cheap
enough to undercut the higher quality coals imported from
\vestport and Newcastle.

Thus it remained the most important

coal on the Dunedin market throughout the period, in consequence of which both Company and miners worked within a
relatively stable and prosperous situation.

This steady

growth and property had onflowing effects influencing all
areas of occupational and social life.
One problem \·lest Coast Mines faced was they were often
the victim of high transport costs.

In general these Mines

did not serve solely local markets on the coast, but shipped
or ra"iled coal out of the region to far off markets, mainly
in New Zealand and even Australia.

It was generally high

64
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65
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quality coal, but the consumer had to pay a price for it.
The high transport costs made even small variations in
more immediate work related costs at the mine significant
in determining the market demand for coal from a particular
mine.

\·lhen prices were high consumers would doubtlessly

opt for the cheaper product.

This factor was especially

marked for the coal was of sufficiently high value to be
used widely in the industrial sector where the large quantities used could make a small difference in price per ton
a large cost factor overall.

The

11

law of the local coal

industry : the prosperity of one mining area usually
involved the depression of others 11 seems particularly true
67
on the West Coast.
Coal from the coast was of limited value ·as household coal on the market.

In a way the Kaitangata Mines

operated at a different level to these Colleries.

The

transport costs from ldestport and Greymouth meant that their
coal was invariably undercut by that produced in the locality
to which it was conveyed.

For an example one only needs to

look at the prices in Dunedin in 1914.

In that year coal

from Kaitangata and Castle Hill retailed at 30s. 6d. per
ton.

This compared very favourably with Westport Coal which
68
sold at 36s. per ton, and Newcastle coal at 37s.
Although

the coal from Kai tangata, at the time, was of a bro\lm variety
it \lras just as useful, and more economic, for household pur-

67
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TABLE III

Output from Hining Areas (Nearest
100 tons) and Total Number
Employed
Year

1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912

Kaitangata

Brunner

Blackball

Denniston

ouq::;ut Empl.

Output Empl. Output Empl.

Output Empl.

26800
36000
31700
46700
43800
46300
52300
52900
53500
53300
70800
59000
51000
68300
76000
80100
85300
92900
100700
115000
112500
114400
118000
122600
119100
119700
97800
101800
110300
127700
138900
134800
145900

32500
31000
44300
68000
78400
104000
87200
78600
83000
19000
47600
75700
80600
84500
121000
99600
92100
85600
65800
96500
125400
127000
116700
92300
93300
79200
83200
80600
55600
37500
50600
44300
29800

3900
24000
48300
35000
74200
47500
75600
116000
130000
163000
160000
192600
198000
223700
215700
183700
190900
184400
192800
202500
211400
226100
243300
251600
248800
261000
307500
313000
296600
348300
347700
323400
241400

( 59)

~ 62~

65
(148)
(110)
(110)
(129)
( 96)
( 99)
(130)
(142)
(121)
(166)
(173)
(233)
(226)
(226)
(194)
(190)
(237~

(308
(310)
(332)
(407)
(442~

(404
~431)
326l
(296
(327
(321)
(322)
(402)

Source: A.

J•

( 72)
( 74)
( 79)
(110)
(142)
(235)
(198)
(181)
(181)
( 78)
(125)
(159)
(165)
(204)
(308)
(196)
(113)
(248)
(222~

(233
(243)
(220)
(145)
(124)
(169~
(138
(197)
(181)
(210)
( 70)
(114)
(295)
(122)

18300

4000
27000
43000
45700
43000
52800
58100
82500
79100
99600
89900
85500
64700
73700
93000
85300
120000
166500
156800
143800

( 56)
( 96)
( 90)
( 90)
( 97)
( 96~
( 90
(175)
(184)
(122)
(181)

~178~

100
(109)
(130)
(150~

(190
(288)
(230)
(350)

H. R. Mines Statements

( 36)

~ 70~

115
(140)
(191)
(168)
(227)
(114)
(407)
(410)
(458)
(304)
(317)
(485)
(336)
(323)
(315~
(318
~310)
332)
(376)
(450)
(535)
(383)

~399~

437
(586)
(625l
(674
(604
(647)
(608)
(559)

400,000
380,000
360,000
340,000 1

I

,\)y

320,000
300,000
260,000
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poses as coal f::ro1;1 the Coast.

In addition fo:r· many years

piych coal was mined at Kaitangata, of as high a quality
ast much of the ':Jest Coast coals.

Production costs at the

would no doubt have been similar so that 'Kai' coal
could easily undercut such competition.

Transport rates

from Kaitangata to Dunedin then were 5s. 5d. per ton,
whereas from Uestport, it was lls. 6d. for the same
69
quantity.
These are but indications only.

A more comprehensive

comparative analysis of the development of the Coast mines
and Kaitangata may be done.

The data available is useful

nd provides a direct insight into the conditions experienced
\

'Y the industries in the t>HO l"egions.

To provide a good

l

iUlustration I have tabulated and graphed statistics on
~

~

T'4

p:&c;xiu.'<\:tion and employrnen t in the industries in four diffe-

"
l,

rent communities, Kaitangata, Brunnerton, Blackball and
Denniston.

Tlr...ree of the four operated over the total span

of the period under study, Blackball however beginning
systernatic operations from 1893 onward.
It is clear that fluctuations in production (Table
III : Figt1re 1) in the Hines on the TvJest Coast were markedly
higher than at Kai tangata.

Nines on the coast for whatever

reason 'uere obviously not as econornically stable as the
Kaitangata Colleries.

Development in Kai tangata YJas rela-

tively slow and steady,whereas on the cost the mines

69

ibid.

TABLE IV

l

Increase/Decrease in Output from Ivlining

<<

Areas (to nearest 100 tons)
Kaitan_aata

1880-1
1881-2
1882-3
1883-4
1884-5
1885-6
1886-7
1887-8
1888-9
1889-90
'Cl-<f9D-l
1891-2
rl892-3
.1893-4
:·.rrs94-5
_]:8,Q,5-6
-U~96-7
1897-8
::-~ ·' ~¥8~13..;.9
:. << .::L~99-1900

-"..t....-.

·~ ·~-''' f9bo..:.:1·

1

1901-2
1902-3
~903-4

1904-5
1905-6
1906-7
1907-8
1908-9
1909-10
1910-1
1911-2
1912-3

+9, 200 ~.:
-4,300
+15,000
-2,900
-2,500
+6,000
+600
-400
-200
+17,500
-11,800
-8,000
+17,300
+7,700
+4,100
+5,200
+7,600
+7,800
+10, 800'
+1,000 •..
+1, 900 ...
+3,600
+4,600
.
-3,500
+600
-21,900
+4,000
+8,500
+17,400
+11,200
-4,100
-7,000
+18,100

Brunner
-1500
+13,300
+23,700
+10,400
+25,600
-16,800
-8,600
+4,400
-64,000
+28,600
+28,100
+4,900
+3,900
+36,500
-21,400
-7,500
-6,500
-19,800
+30,700
+28,900
+1,600
-10,300
-24,400
+1,000
-14,100
+4,000
-2,600
-25,000
-18,100
+13,100
-6,300
-7,100
-7,400

Blackball

Denniston

+20,100
+24,300
-13,300
+39,200
-26,700
+28,100
+40,400
+J,f!-,000
__. +53, 000
-3_, 000
+32,600
+-5., 400
+25,700
+23,000
-8<, 000
-3·2, 000
+16,000
+2,700
·-t7, 200
·...:(), 500
-2,700
+~, 8Qo0 ·- <'""·~ .+:8~, 400
+5",400 "' .. . +9', 700
+-4f.t~:40P ·~ ' .-+,:~h, 900
<'::3~, 400""""" " +14, 700
+2.0,;500
. )_;_~'*? , 200
-9~'700
+8,300
-4,400
-2,800
-20,800
+12,200
+9,000
+46,500
+19,300
+5,500
-16,400
-7,700
+51,700
+34,700
+46,500
-600
-9,700
-24,300
+46,100
-24,800
-59,100
-57,200

Source: A. J. H. R. 11ines Statements

-~
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either expanded at a very rapid rate or contracted in a
similar fa.shion.

These are reflected too in the number

.of mine workers employed, which shows a corresponding
fluctuation in relation to the production level. The
-:;c .
Brunner Mines in particular were very; unstable and employ-

c·
~ '.

•'

~'rF · ment conditions were obviously very uncertain.
_1,«

\

;

On the

·---\other hand Kai tangata exhibits both economic and employment
.. t '
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better indication of the fluctuations in the'·

industries may be seen from tabulated figv.res of the variations in production and employment over the period. (Table
IV and Table V)
re~ular

All three \·lest Coast communi ties have

fluctuations, both increases and decreases of five

figures and the graphed data

indicate

clearly that the stability of the industry and employment
conditions on the West Coast was far less than at Kaitangata.
The levels of occupational transciency this situation would
doubtless have created would thus differentiate the communities in the two provinces.

It would have had onflowing

affects in many social areas such as the level of males to
females within the population, the proportion of married
men within the workforce (having a family required a stable

'TABLE V

Source:

A. J. H. R. Mines Statements.
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income) and the most obvious fact, the level of militancy
and aggression within the workforce.

In later chapters

the emergence of such patterns will be examined and the
relationship betwe::;_n'x!hese econom:tc:.. factors of the industry
and the social and demographic

chara:~teristics

will become

clearer. It is clear thus, that Kaitangata was operating
·'-""
C· -in a situation far more condusive to stable economic growth
c-;-

·if--whether it was due to market conditions or work conditions,
>:-and that social patterns within the·~
, , community were ,. b0fuld
r
~a

be affected by this fact.
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CH!i.PTER 6
COH1·1UNITY
Just as coal miners were distinctive so coal mining
tmms possessed a unique character and pattern of social
interaction.
in many ways.

They were isolated from the wider community
Often it Yras due to their geographical loca-

tion as much as anything else.

Patrick O'Farrell's description

of the location of Denniston, "2000 feet up on a mou..•1tain
plateau north-east of Uestport" with "bleak winds which s\vept
1

across the bald unprotected v.pland "

bears this out.

The

miners lived in tin shacks 12 ft by 12 ft with poor sanitation
and few comforts.

Tom Nann felt this small community "the

most completely shunted off from the civilised society and
2

from hmnanity generally of any I have ever seen."

But even

communities such as Kaitangata, close to a thriving rural area
and linked with metropolis some fifty miles away, providing
many se::.. . vices outside the area of coal mining, retained a
large degree of isolation.

The reason for this is mostly to

do vith the nature of the industry.

Fear, distrust and anta-

gonism from outside the COJilmuni ty bred usually through lack
of a-:rareness often played an important role.

The image of the

coal miner as rough, dirty and often violent still plagued the
colonial coal cutter as much as it had in the home country.

1

'Politics and Coal : The Socialist Vanguard, 1904-8'
in Miners and Militants : Politics in Westland,
1865- 1918, ed., F. R. May, pp. lOB- 9.

2

Tom Hann, Her.1oirs, p. 173 in ibid, p. 109.

0')

Uc_

Yet the result of this attitude

~nongst

the general populace

was to breed a fiercly strong sense of pride amongst the
minel''S, both for their jobs and for their COJ7rrnuni ty.
was instilled from an early age.

This

The affects often were

bitter.
"A fi.ne squad of Kai tangata Cadets were walking
dovm the street on Saturday morning. Three
citizens uere standing at a street corner, and
one of them asked the boys what school they
represented. 'Kaitangata' came the smart reply.
'Burly Hiners' remarked one of the three referred
to. Quick as lightning came the indig-11ant answer,
'Vle're not dirty miners' '\ve're as clean as you
any\lray, 1 'Dirty Balclutha you mean 1 • \h th the
volley of scornful retort,and awe-inspiring grimmaces that man~could not get a word of explanation
in edgeways." ~
This attitude from outside the community and awareness from
inside, of the image of the dirty or sooty miner was also
integrated into this sterotype picture.

People

bec~ne

times quite paranoid about the miners as a group.

at

Fred

Johnson recalls one excursion to Dunedin for the annual
Kaitangata Coal Niners picnic.
"I can remember we had a miners picnic one day
and we went to Dunedin ••• and I had an occasion
to walk into the Law Courts Hotel some little
time before the train was to fly ••• and the boss
came out • • • said 11 011... we're having trouble
to steer the flier tonight, .there's a Kaitangata
~:Iiners picnic on 11 • • • I went right up to him, I
said, 'Look l·hster, I come from Kai tangata, but
there's not a man in this bar from Kaitangata
except me' ••• - Uhy do you t411 them that story'?
I had no answer to that one. 11
Yet despite the general lack of foundation for this attitude
there were al\'Jays a minority in the comnr\J.ni ty, in any conununi ty

3

-c.

4

IntervieYr with Fred Johnson and Sam Anderson,
Kaitangata Eventide Home, June 1982.

L. Nov. 19 1907 ...u. 4

c.

7.
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for that mattC:l", uho have the whole a bad name.

Corres-

pondents to the: Clutha Lc:ader often rc:marked with some
disgust and horror at the unruly behaviour, which offe:nds
r:tany, that \vent on in Kai ta:ngata, ui th drunkness and dis5
On pay day dozens of
ordel"lY conduct frequently occurring.
intoxicated men "reel" out of bars using bad language and
6

behaving in a disgraceful manner.

:1hat was worse, the

1

authorities, namely the local constable, apparently always
turned a blind eye to all this.

7

Uhether such behaviour went

on elsewhere -to the scune degree is hard to say.
did.

It probably

But in a small conununi ty, and in such a moralistic age

these activities were thrown into undue prominance.
Certainly, as Percy Natchet pointed out "Hiners worked hard
2

and played hard."

But they definitely had a strong sense
9

of loyalty and cammeraderie.

This sprang directly from the

conditions at the workplace where reliance on others to do
a good job was important to the extent that it saved and
protected lives.
The nature of the work the miners undertook in fact
had many o nflO\'.'ing affects in the social functioning of the
comrnuni t:y.

The economics of the industry too played an

5

C. L. Feb. 20 1900 p. 3

c.

3.

6

-C. L. Sept. 1 1899 p. 5

c.

1.

7

C. L. Feb. 20 1900 p. 3

c.

3.

8.

Interview with Percy Matchett, Rose Cottage,
Balclutha, September 1982.

9

C. L. Hay l 1900 p. 6C. 4 and 5.
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important role in
the toi;Tflo

detel~mining

patterns in the character of

But the most apparent element was the high degree

of occupational hazards.

The dangerous nature of the work,

no less in Kai tangata than in other mining settlen1ents,
meant the risk of losing a member of fa..'Tiily and corrrrnuni ty
was very high.

The disaster of 1879 was an experience that

remained in the minds of many local residents for their
entire lives and became an integral part of the miners'
history in which all members of the corrrrnuni ty both young and
old were well versed.

On many subsequent occasions a blast

or minor explosion would bring residents hurrying to the
mine with the horrors of the death and loss of the early
years in their minds eye.

But in daily work a man could

easily be injured or killed, and the provisions for the
needs of a family cut short with the effective or actual loss
of the breaduinner.
In consequence not only was there a strong element of
corrmmni ty support and aid to bereaved families but also a
strong sense of this social interdependancy and support.
'delfare organisations were high in m;_rnber and both miners and mancgemE11t inaugement took an active part in providing an element of
security to the community members.

The Kaitangata Employees

Benefit Society formed in the late 1880's was designed specifically to organise social activities, and provide a vehicle
by which money could be raised for such events and also for
the welfare of deprived families of miners.

But the community

at large participated in much of this activity as well, giving
regular financial and practical assistance to the needy.

One

of the many examples of this was the organisation in 1906 of
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fund raising exercises for t\'!O miners, Dunn and Crove, 11ho
had been badly injured in a mine accident.

Within a month

over £80 had been collected from the vicinity no mean svJn
for those days, when the average \'!age was less than lOs. per
10
day.
Comrnuni ty aid did not extend to coal miners alone.
In 1905 a fancy dress football match was organised to assist
a man who had lost the sight in both eyes while blasting in
11
a gravel pit. Over £23 was raised that day.
The Company
too, more so after the turn of the century, played an. important role in this field.

They established the Kaitangata

Coal Company's Benefit Society ;;Jhich, with financial backing,
provided charity and aid to the citizens of Kaitangata and
dealt with all costs arising from sickness, injury and death
12
These social services were particularly
in the mines.
necessary in this coal mining cornmuni ty and a marked sense of
loyalty and pride was fostered by such activity.

Families

were often large in size and many still felt the pinch at
the best of times, so this assistance was a permanent and
essential part of the fu..nctioning of the community.

Out of

the one hundred mine workers listed in the "Death Registers".
of Kaitangata between 1883 and 1922 with information on
children and wives, 72 left widows and 28 of these dependant
children under the age of 16, on average a little over three
13
per man.
10

C. L. Feb. 20 1906 p. 4 C. 7.

11

C. L. Sept 12 1905 P• 5C. 2.

12
13

ibid.
L. Jan. 19 1909 p. 5

c.

c.

3.

'Death Registers' 1883 - 1922, Kaitm1gata P.O.
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The dangerous nature of the work at the mines had
repercussions further outside the field of charitable aid
however.

The need for security was parainount amongst miners.

Life insurance agents always did a good trade at Kaitangata.
As early as 1874 a lecturer visited Kaitangata to espouse
this need for security, and he was occupied till well past
14
midnight after the meeting passing candidates.
Host were
forced to make some provision in case of death or injury so
that when insurance company's began to charge miners extra
premiums for working underground many resented this and felt
15
they were being taken advantage of.
Death was a regular
occurrance at the mine.
"It is a noteworthy fact that the largest'
attended funerals in Kaitangata are those
in which the deceased have lJ:6t their death
by accidents in the mine."
But accidents involving injury took a far heavier toll of
the workforce.
The need for a hospital in Kaitangata to deal with
these had been voiced for many years.

This community more

than any other in the area required efficient and quick
medical services.

Between April 1905 and 11arch 1906 21

persons had to be taken to Dunedin Hospital.

This compared

to 10 from Balclutha and 12 from Hilton, both tow:'ls with only
17
a slightly smaller population nmnber.
Press comment on this
state of affairs expressed the widely felt view that

14

C. L. Aug. 27 1874 p. 3 C. l.

15

A. ]. H. R. 1902 I.-4A. p. 10.

16

C. L. Aug. 22 1905 p. 5 C. 3

17

C. L. Sept. 4 1906 p. 4 C. 5.
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"Kai tangata is certainly the place \1rhc;rc; a hospital is
18

needed most

II

However it was not until two years

after this that steps were taken to establish one.

In

January 1908 a public meeting was held and it was decided
19

then that a hospital should be constructed.

The prime

movers were the Borough Council and the Company.

It was deter-

mined that the building should be erected on the property
leased by the Company and the bulk of the money should be
20

raised within the community.
of the N.

z.

Hr Lee the General Hanager

Coal and Oil Company, who had been a major

figure in the carapaign to get a hospital, offered to contribute £50 per year for six years from the estate of his late
son, killed in a mine accident, toward paying the wages of
21

a nurse.

vli th this drive and strong cormnuni ty support ,

funds were raised and the hospital was finally completed in
22

l1arch 1909.
These functions of the community in catering for the
needs of workers involved in the coal mining industry sets it
apart from others. The supportive needs of the people operating in a situation of economic fluctuation, uncertainty and
danger tended to foster a much closer and stronger co:rnmunity
spirit than would have been found in non-mining communities.

18

C. L.

19

~·

20

ibid.
~·

Sept. 7 1906 p. 4 C. 7.
Jan. 10 1908 p. 4

c.

6.

Jan. 14 1908 p. 3

c.

1 & 2.

21

ibid.

22

Blackburn, A Dyinq .Errtber, p. 97.
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However the distinctiveness of Kaitangata was apparent
in patterns in other areas.

Being a community centered one

major industry it was bound to possess unique demographic
characteristics.

Being a coal mining community, this was

particularly so.

For once the initial expenditure on plant

and machinery, both within the mine and in connecting it to
the market, had occurred expansion of the industry thereon
depended on the level of raw man power available.

If the

coal could be worked with ease the industry could expand to
the limits the market allowed, determined by the population,/
competition, and the quality of the coal in relation to its
competition.

This being the ccse the probability was that

there would be a close relationship between the expansion of
the mine and the development of the tow.r1, serving primarily
24
a "dormitory function" for the mine workers.
So too the
conditions causing fluctuations in the economic state of the
mine would also directly affect the tmro as well.

This

would be reflected in the changes in the demographic patterns
within the settlement.
The most obvious demographic characteristic generally
associated •Hi th mining settlements is their

11

rapid initial

population growth and physical expansion" as the labour
25
requirements of the mine are met.
To obtain statistics
the obvious source is the census.

23

ibid, p. iii.

24

ibid, p. 47.

25

l·'I.. G. A. \-lilson,

Problems occur however

'1-'iining Settlement and ]\'lorphology',
Proceedings of the 5th N.Z. Geoqraphica:!.
Conference 1967, p. 97, in Blacicburn, op. cit. p.48
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when using this source in relation to Kaitangata.
for the early period of development are but scant.

Statistics
Blackburn

draws his first nu.r11erical figure for the population of the
area from the Otago Provincial Government Gazette, which in
1854 recorded

for the district of Inch Clutha and the north

bank of the Hatau, the location of the town, a population
26
of seventy five.
This region was predominantly agricultural with a population widely dispersed and possessed most
of the characteristics of a pioneering settlement, the most
noteable feature being a two to one male to female ratio.
The recordings of subsequent years also present problems in
that they are not comparable.

In 1864 the population for

the Electoral Districts of Matau, Kaitangata and Inch Clutha
27
was 656, 403 males and 253 females.
The next data available is for the Kaitangata road district in 1374.

This is

useful as it is recorded the year before the branch railway
was built and the rapid development of the mine took place.
However the emJJ11eration was for both Kai tangata and '~:!angaloa
28
districts.
Blackburn estima.tes hov.rever that the population of Kaitangata in the early 1870's would appear to have
been less than one hundred.

Rapid population growth did not

take place however till the railway line had been constructed
and the mine developed to full working order.
The pattern of growth from then on follows that of a
mild boom in its characteristics.

The perjod of the greatest

26

Blackburn, op. cit. p.46
0. P. G. G. Vol. 11 No. 22, April 17 1855, p. 55.

27

0. P. G. G. Vol. IX No. 370, June 28 1865, p. 150
in Blackburn, op. cit. p. 47.

28

ibid.

TABLE I
Population in Kaitangata 1878 - 1911

Year

PO£Ulation

1878

135

1881

394

1886

925

1891

1145

1896

1362

1901

1463

1906

1682

1911

1597

(Source:

N.

z.

Census)
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increase was between 1878 and 1886.

In the first three

years up until 1881 the tmvn experienced a 191.8 per cent
29
increase as the population rose by 259 from 135 to 394.
The years of greater growth appear to have been 1878 and
1880, for in those t\vo years growth in the nwnber of persons
listed in the directories increased by some 22 and 35 re30
spectively.
Other sources give support to these statistical
figures.

In 1874 Kaitangata had a large hotel with nine
31

bedrooms, several storekeepers and a number of tradesmen.
Their presence appeared related to Kaitangata's prospects of
prosperity.

The building industry too seemed on the verge

of a boom period for a brick works had been set up some two
32
years earlier.
\h th the prospects of the development of
the coalfield following the formation of the railway the
value of real estate in the area rose quickly.

Two sections

bought in December of that year for £10 in total sold in
33
By the end of Hay two quarter acre
March 1875 for £40.
sections which had been purchased three years before for £14
34
each were sold for £280 sterling.
The following month
expansion appeared very rapid, for five new stores were in
the course of being erected and another hotel, which had

29

See Table I.

30

Wise's Directories 1878 - 1890.

31

~·

32

C. L. Sept. 24 1874 p. 5 C. 5.

33

c.
c.

34

Sept. 17 1874 p. 5 C. 6.

L. March ll 1875 p. 5 C. 6.
L. June 10 1875 p. 5

c.

2.
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recently been built was, along with its earlier counterpart,
being enlarged.
"It •.~JOuld be difficult to find a tovmship
th..rough01).t this part of the Colony which
presents so certain indications of immediate35
progress and prosperity as does Kaitangata. 11
The expectations of prosperity may not have initially
been fulfilled for many of these entrepreneurs, as the development of the mines took some while to attain a high level, in
consequence the population numbers did not rise until after
1878.

In 1875 it was expected that one hundred or so miners

would be needed to work the newly developing pit, but obviously
the conditions and perhaps the level of mechanisation could
not support such a number.
explosion took place.

At any rate no great population

The numbers had risen to only 135 by

1878, almost two years after the railway line had been
36
completed.
Looking at the figu.res for production from the
mine however it becomes clearer the reason why this growth
did not take place so soon.
town had expanded.

By 1881 however both mine and

The increase of the population to a

little below 400 bears a direct relation to the growth of
mining.

The growth of the mine however tapers off over the

following five years the level of the falling from 142 per
cent for the 1878 - 1881 period to 44 per cent, a drop 1n
numerical terms of 5055 tons.

The population growth over

that period falls from 191 per cent to 135 per cent, in

35

~·

36

See Table l.

June 10 1875 p. 5 C. 2.
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corresponding fashion.
The direct relationship between the production and
population level can best be seen on a graph. (Figure l)
This illustration indicates that Kaitangata growth was steady
and that it did not fluctuate to any great degree.

It will

be noticed however that a tapering off occurred between
1906 and 1911.

1906 - 7 was a period of low production,

nu~ber

employed at the mines fell substantially.

and the

This marked the end of a period of instability, rising production costs and falling standards of work conditions in
the mines.

It was reflected too in the increased level of

transience amongst the workforce.

Of the 244 new names

appearing on the Street Directories as miners 51 remained
only one year, 35 2 years only, and 28 3 years.

This, trans-

lated into a percentage figure means that only 55 per cent of
those miners who arrived during these .six years remained in

37
the town longer than three years.

The following six years

almost 63 per cent of the new arrivals remained in the area
for more than three years. Thus although the population fell
38
it stabilised.
Street Directories provide some very useful
information on the fluctuations in inflow of people into the
area.

The years 1887 ru!d 1888 saw an influx, in terms of

appearances on directory listings, of 71 miners.

These men

would no doubt have been those brought in as strike breakers
for the 1886 strike.

They did not remain long however.

37

Stone's Directories 1900 - 1914.

32

ibid.

Of
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those, 38 (54 per cent) did not remain longer than two years,
39
and 49 (69 per cent) remained no more than three years.
This pattern of high influx reoccurred between 1892 and 1895
·when the mine was under a state of marked development.

In

those four years 144 new miners appeared in the directories.
Of these, 47 remained only one year, amounting to some 33
per cent, while 23 (16 per cent) and ll (7.6 per cent)
40
remained two and three years respectively.
These were the
times of greatest influx and the highest levels of transciency.
Outside these years the level of transciency was much lower._
Only 29 out of 155 new appearances or 18.7 per cent remained
one year only in the town.

This information does indicate

then that Kaitangata experienced demographic fluctuations
bearing relation to the mining industry.
census data is somewhat deficient.

In this respect the

However it does show

clearly, that despite these smaller fluctuations the community
remained stable and developed at a steady rate.

The fall off

after the 1901 - 1906 period of instability also saw a consolidation of the workforce and a stablisation of the population.
How then do these patterns compare with other specialised
mining tovms?
Compared with three mining settlements on the West
Coast, Brunnerton, Blackball and Denniston, Kaitangata
exhibits relatively stable characteristics.

Table II provides

39

Stone's & Wise's Directories 1886 - 1914.

40

ibid, 1897 - 1914.

TABLE II
Population in Relation to Coal
Production in Selected l·1ining Conununi ties
1878 - 1911

Year

Kaitangata

Brunnerton
Pop. Prod.
Av.

Pop. Prod.
Av.

--

1878

135

14,900

1881

394

1886

935

1891

1145

1896

1362

1901

Denniston
Pop. Prod.
Av.

19,400

27,400

175
183

30,100

91

3,800

44,200

698

76,400

56,100

57,900 2231

60,800

485
802

72,100 1632

Blackball
Pop. Prod.
Av.
17

152,200

55
29
52
(1893)

4,000

95,600

788

202,400 240

29,900

1463

106,400 1572 100,000

793

203,400 421

63,100

1906

1682

115,400 1133

92,900

762

262,400 423

82,680

1911

1567

122,700 1007

53,700

842

325,800 807

124,320

(Sources:

Production

N.
A.

z.
J.

Census)
H. R. Mines Statements)

Averaged for five yearly intervals.
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figures that indicate these communities, though each e;d1ibiting distinctive patterns, were of a different type to
Kaitangata.

Brtmnerton YJent through a period of enormous

expansion and growth in population in the late 1880's, but
from the early 1290's it entered a dm'.rnhill phase.

This is

obviously due to the economic instability of the mining
industry, demonstrated in Chapter five, for the long term
fluctuations in production (figures are averages of the
preceding census year intervals) occur regularly from 1891
onward.

The stability of the population doubtlessly would

have been affected.

The other two con1-rnuni ties are also

different to Kaitangata.

Denniston develops at a very rapid

rate between 1886 and 1891, the population virtually doubling while production rose three fold.

From this point how-

ever the population remains at about the same number, with
some small fluctuations while production continued to rise
substantially.

In this respect Denniston differs from all

the others in that the economic development of the mine did
not show up in a corresponding growth in population.

But

this community appears to be particularly distinctive on a
number of counts.

Being very isolated and in a harsh exposed

position, it was probably not a situation condusive to the
expansion of a more complex settlement outside the realms of
direct· servicing of the mine.

Indeed the mine expanded

apparently without the recruitment of larger numbers of
workers, and it was probably the most efficient mine in the
country, as figures in the preceeding chapter indicate.
Blackball too showed a pattern of rapid initial development
as its mine

corru~1enced

operations, betY.'een 1893 and 1901.

95

But it reaches a plateau over the following five years,
~~1ile

between 1906 and 1911 the economic development of the

Nine and population level leap rapidly, the tmm nv.rabers
almost doubling and production from the mine rising some 50
per cent.

This community was relatively young and no doubt

possessed a number of characteristics associated with
'pioneering' settlements.

Indeed such a rapid rise in popu-

lation is generally not associated \lfi th stable communi ties.
Overall then the communi ties on the \.Vest Coast appear
less "normal", in the demographic sense, with characteristics
of instability or limited development in population structures.
The relative isolation and harsh climate and geographic situations would also have contributed to the relatively raw
nature of these settlements.

Ka.i tangata has a far more even

development, with a more balanced and stable population.
Population profiles presented by Blaclcburn show a progressive
movement tmlfard stabilisation and normalisation of the popu41

lation, particularly after the turn of the century.

Further,

Kaitangata was distinguished in that it did not share in the
growth recorded by the mining i:r1dustry on the coast to neal"1y
the sar;:.e degree, between 1906 and 1911, a crucial period in
mining history.
This picture however is incomplete.
tinctiveness of the communities must depend
of social and cultural interactions.

The relative dison a complex set

The dependance of the

to'Jms on coal mining and the fact that so many of the tow11s-

41

Blackburn, op. cit. pp. 50 - 54.
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folk vere miners
patterns.

would no doubt be reflected in other

The cor11muni ties on the coast were certai bly almost

totally devoted to the industry.
"Few other New Zealand co:rt:nmnities lived in such
or exist~~ for such a single
econonn c pursul t; • • • " '

narrow_confine~

It appears that this characteristic found its most prominent
expression in the patterns emerging within the field of
industrial relations.

O'Farrell assumes a direct link

between the two.
"It is not surprising that industrial unionism
appeared early in th4 Grey district and first
among coal miners." .)
0

These miners worked together, lived together and formed a
close association in outlook, many having common social
backgrounds in the coal mining areas of Britain.

The harsh

nature of the work, the confines of the geographical situation
44

produced this "mutual dependance and cornmon grievances."
How then do we provide a comprehensive comparison.
Some work has been done on mining communities in
Australia by l'·'l. G. A. \hlson,

He laid down a formula and

systematically tested for the ''supposed distinctiveness of
mining tmms '' dete::-::'mining whether they possessed distinguishing demographic characteristics.

This was outlined in an

article in the Dutch Journal of Economic and Social Geography

42

'Politics and Coal' op. cit. p. 101.

LJ3

ibid.
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ibid.
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in 1962.

45

Devising a numerical prerequisite and guideline,

for classification of '1-hning Towns' of a level of 15 per
cent of the workforce being occupied in the: mining industry
he proceeds to analyse his sample along a nwnber of lines.
The procedure is divided into five categories.

Firstly ana-

lysis of the dominance of the major industry within the occupational structure.

Unfortunately the N.Z. Census does not

provide comprehensive enough data on the right scale to
allow this.

Instead the alternative of the dominance of

the industry within the total population will be used.
Secondly, the proportion of foreign born in the total population was examined.

Thirdly the proportion of the popula-

tion aged sixty five or more.

Fourthly the male to female

ratio 1vi thin the workforce, again this procedure having to
be discarded, in the N .z. context and fmally within the total
46
population.
In his statistical study of 420 Australian
settlements \·Tilson plots the results on graphs, a pattern
clearly emerging in which mining tmms appear

in the upper

areas of the distribution curve in all the studies in terms
of distinctiveness.

For example in the area of dominance of

the major occupation, with four exceptions the mining settlements had levels of occupational dominance of mining placing
47
than in the upper quartile, some as high as 70 per cent.

45

M. G. A. Wilson, 'Some Population Characteristics of
Australian Hining Settlements', Tijdschrift
Voor Economische en Sociale Geografie, Vol. 53
1962, pp. 125 - 132.

46

ibid.

47

ibid, pp. 127, 130.

TABLE III
Proportion of Hine \.Vorkers in Total Population
(Percentage Figure)

Kaitangata
Shag Point
Green Island
Nightcaps
Brunner
Blackball
Denniston

1881
15.73
23.53
6.06
38.23
40.44

1886
13.95
20.43
14.15
28.42
28.37

76.92 46.80

1896
16.59
42.17
15.38
19.16
6.92
23.33
37.90 33.05

1891
10.57
59.74
16.01
45.26
7.13

1901
21.19
42.51
19.00
17.69
13.99
43.70
49.78

1906
25.62
65.25
10.67
29.80
17.39
25.77
62.47

1911
20.55
15.13
2.78
31.94
29.29
40.52
72.20

(Sources: N.Z. Census
A. J. H. R. Hines Statements)

TABLE IV
Analysis of Data
Av. Prop.
Kaitangata
Shag Point
Green Island
Nightcaps
Brunnerton
Blackball
Denniston

17.74
39.39
12.01
30.07
20.50
33.33
54.16

Range
15.02
50.12
16.22
26.10
33.52
20.37
43.87

Greatest Fluet. Av. Fluet.
+ 6.02(1896-1901) 4.21
-50.12(1906-1911) 22.20
- 8.33(1901-1906) 5.07
-26.1 (1891-1896) 11.41
-26.24(1886-1891) 9.31
+20.37(1896-1901) 17.68
-30.12(1881-1886) 13.84
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The average amongst the 29 mining communities was 45.3 per
cent.

It must of course be remembered that the census from

which the data was dravm \vas 1954 Census of the Comrnon\'Jealth
so that the patterns would be for more modernised societies
than those of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in New Zealand.

Nevertheless the patterns will

still emerge.
A slightly different mode of analysis will be adopted
for this comparative work.

Figures will be tabulated for

various mining communities only to measure their relativity
to one another and where useful the national figures for
the various breakdo-vm categories will also be used.

No ana-

lysis will be done in the third category, that of the proportion of the population over sixty five for no clear picture
of the comparative nature of the settlements can be drm'm
for the samples are too small in number.

The comparison will

be performed over a time span varying from twenty to thirty
years according to available material and with differing
sample numbers.
The first area of study is on the proportion of mining
workforce in relation to the total population.

Figures from

the Census for Settlements from Otago, Southland and the vlest
Coast were recorded.

They were Kaitangata, Green Island and

Shag Point in the Otago region, Nightcaps in Southland, and
Brum1erton, Blackball and Denniston on the Uest Coast.
communities fluctuated as Table III indicates.

All

However the

variation in the case of Kaitangata is significantly smaller
than in the other communities.

Table IV shows that the

range, or limits of variation for Kaitangata at 15.05 per cent

99
(from 10.57 to 25.G2) l'rith the greatest flux over one five
years period being 6.02 per cent between 1396 and 1901, were
considerably lover than figures recorded for the other
settlements.

Overall the indications are that Kaitangata

while not attaining as high a proportion of mine workers in
the population as Shag Point, Nightcaps, Blackball and
Denniston rernained far more stable than any of these cornmunities, those which were more

11

distinctive" as mining settlements.

Interestingly, both Shag Point and Nightcaps rate very high
on the scale.

Both had an average over the period greater

than 30 per cent placing then on the Sillne level as Blackball,
and significantly higher than Brunnerton, which ranked third
from the bottom of the scale.

Kaitangata on the other hand

had a relatively low level compared to the vJest Coast Hines
and Shag Point and Nightcaps.

Thus it does not rank par-

ticularly high as a distinctive mining settlement.
The reasons for this are complex.

Generally the

reasons why mining is so often the dominant occupation is
the fact that the toyms were constructed to service the industry.
Kaitangata definitely fits this role.

This might explain.how-

ever why Green Island consistently exhibited a very low level
on the scale, for certainly after the turn of the century the
population would have become increasingly involved in other
industries.

In many cases mining forms the major industry

as much because of the fact that few other industries were,
or could have been established, or that other settlements
'uere formed in the locality to service their needs.

However

it is clear that the coal mining was not the totality as

100
far as the

to"~:m

of Kai tangata l'ras concerned.

It definitely

had a sector of the population participating in the processing of wider local industries outside the area of mining.
Although both timber and flax milling declined during
the 1870's interest rearose in it in the 1390's and early
48
twentieth centv.ry.
In 1899 a new flax:mill was established
on the vlest side of the Kai tangata Creek behind the Bridge
Hotel.

This eJent ushered in ru1 era of substantial investment

and progress in the industry.

Vlhen one flax-mill run by

John Caird closed in November 1900 it was lamented that
although ru1 offer for reestablishment on a new site had been
made a large number of hands had been forced into unemploy49
ment.
The industry did not die.
Between 1904 and 1906
Hr F. T. Poole carried on an extensive business on his property where he cultivated 900 acres of flax at the north-east
50
end of the to-vrn.
Kaitangata benefitted also from the n~tionwide growth in the diary industry, when in the 1890's a
creamery was established to service'the Inch Clutha district.
Nilk was transported initially across the Natau by punt and
the factory was given added impetus when in 1900 a bridge
51
was constx·ucted.
The factory continued to produce cheese
for ma11y years.

Absorbing a small amount of labour it did

nevertheless provide another link between tollm and surrounding
countryside.

There was in addition another small agriculture

42.

Blackburn, op. cit. p. 95.

49

C. L. Nov. 23 1900 p. 5

50

Blackburn, op. cit. p. 95.

51

ibid.

c.

l.
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related indlJ_stry in Kai tangata.

In 1887 1'1essrs 'I!. H.

Llackenzie and Co. of Kaitangata set up a bacon cv_ring
52
factory. It produced l1_p to m1c: ton per 'ueek, and employed
a small nmnber of men.

Kai tangata_ was not totally a coal

mining to,;m, in a strict sense.

It retained definite

links with the prosperous rural community.
ness of the miners as a district

91-~oup

The self aware-

was probably not

affected and may even have been enhanced by this close
proximity however.

Nevertheless the economic development

of the tovrn and the demographic patterns were subjected to
influences other than the mining industry.
In addition to the labour involved in these industries
a good deal of the workforce was involved in :nmnerous other
service industries within the complex little co:mnn:mi ty.
Over the two decades fro:m 18 90 to 1910 Kai tangata sustained
two bakeries, four butcheries, five stores, four bootmakers,
one cher;_ist, two drapers, five d::'essmakel'"'S, two hairdressers,
two m:i_lliners, three tea and refreshrrtent rooms, three tailors,
one

watc~naker,

two blacksmiths, seven carpenter$, five

carters, a coal service, a::1 engineer, nurseryman, painter, two
timber mercha:.1ts and a livery and baitstabler plus the very
53
In l89G there were nine school
necessary undertaker.
54
~"ihether such se:r'vice functeachers residing in the area.
tions were at an abnormally high level in Kaitangata it is

52

C. L. Feb. 25 1887 p. 5 C. l.

53

Blacl~blU'£1,

54

ibid, p. 96

pp. 93-

L).
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unclear.

But the d::cain on the workforce f::."om these cn'cas

of servicing would doubtless have been very significant

l~'

terms of the percentage of the total population.
It is certain then that both Kaitangata and Green
Island both retained li11ks with other industries to an
extent that other mining corrununities did not.

The results

in terms of the demographic patterns are clear.

Kaitangata

and GI'een Island both exhibited low levels on the mining
occupation within the total population.

These fig-ures doubt-

less would also have been influenced by the sex ratio and
the proportion of non working children in the population.
Never the less, even with these compensated for the indications still remain clear.
The second mode of comparison is that of the percentage of foreign-born amongst the total population.

The

notion as tl1e basis for this study that migrants on their
arrival in a new country move into occupations of a less
attractive nature no doubt has some factual basis.

However

the high element of foreign born amongst the populations
of Australian mining tovms is probably as much to do •Hi th the
nature and cl1aracteristics associated vri th the industry.
Coal miners were a type apart from others, and 1vould more
likely than not remain within the industry wherever they
moved.

Once they had attained experience, an essential

com:rnodi ty at the workplace, they could find jobs in most
coal mining areas around the world.

Hiners came from through-

out Bl"i tain, and Australia to New Zealand, and till the First
World War probably constituted the major part of the New
Zealand coal mining workforce.

Of the rainers for example,

103

listed in the death registeres at Kaitangata 72 per cent
55
had as th:::ir place of birth British Isles or .l\.ust:::.---alia.
Coal miners were part of an almost global
this respect.

sub-co~nunity

in

A miner inherited his trade from his father

who is turn followed in the footsteps of his forebears.

Of

those miners who died at Kaitangata between 1883 and 1922
over 55 per cent had fathers who had he\'111 coal.

In this

respect coal miners at Kaitangata differed from Goldminers
at \'7aihi, amongst whose fathers, farmers related the largest
56
At Kaitru1gata those on the death
occupational category.
registers who fathers were farmers constituted only 8.7 per
cent of the total number.
miners on the

'~:lest

'i.·lhat the situation was amongst

Coast is hard to determ.ine but in all

probability both the limited agricultural industry in the
region and the coal miners 'family' tradition, the situation
would have been similar to Kaitangata.
Figures foY' comparative woJ.:'k on the level of foreign
born in the population are again dra·wn fy-om the census.

In

this area of study ho'Never the conununities of Blackball,
Denniston, Shag Point and Nightcaps could not be included, as
they did not attain borough status, the lowest level at which
figures are given for place of birth.

Sufficient indications

can be obtained however from analysing data on the Grey,
Buller and Inru1gahua Counties to provide an adequate compara-

55
56

'Death RegistersJ, op. cit.
Erik Olssen, 'Vlaihi' , unpublished essay, p. 7.

TABLE V

Percentage of Foreign Born in Population
in Selected Mining Districts
1891 - 1911

Year

Kaitang:ata

Green Brunner
Island
••

¥

Grey.
••

'

Buller

Inang:ah.

Nat .Av.

"

.1891,
1896
1901

44.2
37.59
32.67

45.12
35.60
33.28

48.19
41.05
35.62

,56.05
'
53.14
44.94

47-54
40.39
36.87

49.14
41.58
36.28

41.39
37.15
33.64

1906
1911

34.60
33.00

30.00
25.96

30.80
29.20

36.98
37.48

39.45
41.98

36.98
42.66

31.74
30.26

'
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tive framework.

Table V demonstrates the trends occurring

through all the mining areas and the variations between
them, all following a pattern of nationwide decline in the
proportion of fOl''eigTl born in the total population.

Kai tangata

clearly remains a little above the national average right
through the census enumeration.

Thus in these terms it

remains mo:t"e distinctiVe as·· a mining community than· Green
Island, and (after 1906) Brunnerton, but is considerably less
distinctive than the. i:lest Coast regions overall.

Yet while

the proportion in these two conununi ties falls along with the.
Grey area as a whole, between 1901 and 1906, the proportion
in Kaitangata actually increases.
As has been de.;·nonstrated Kai tangata did experience a
si~1ificant

influx of population during this period, ru1d

many of these were miners.

It is probable then that a

large proportion of these miners were in fact foreign born
and perhaps recent arrivals.
group.

Table VI sheds light on the

The break down of figures into nationalities indicates

that a good proportion of them cc:w11e from Australia.

The

numbe:t" of Australian born persons rose in Kai tangata from 44
in 1901 to 122 in 1906.

The number of males rose 50 from 17

to 67 reinforcing the asertion that they were predominantly
miners.

Australian born females increased by only 28.

Of the

182 miners vho appeared on the directory listings between
1901 and 1906 (a four year period) 74 would have probably

left the district by 1906, for they never reappeared in the
directories.

This left 108 of the ne-vrly listed in Kai tangata

to be counted in the census.

Thus it must be assumed that

between 1901 and 1906 of the miners who entered Kaitangata

TABLE VI
Birthplace of Population 1891 - 1911
of Selected Mining Areas
Year Kai tangata Green Is. Brunner Grey. Buller Inangalma
N.Z.

1891

55.80

54.88

. 1896

62.41

64.40 ·.

1901

67.33

66.72

1906

65.40

1911

51.81

43.95

52.46

50.86

·58.95

46.86

59.61

58.42

64~

55.06

63.13

63.72

69.70

38
69.20

63.02

60.55

62.02

67.00

74.04

70.80

62.52

58.02

57.34

Aust. 1891

0.96

4.21

3.33

3. 28

5.36

1896
1901
1906
1911
Engl. 1891

1.54
3.00

0.58
0.60
1.20

4.35

7.25
4.59
11.62

3.13
2.78
14.99

4-77
3.44
6.35
24.74

3.75
5.29
7.15
8.79
11.96

4.39
5.36
12.22
11.30
15.05

4.63
5.66
11.73
21.14
13.60

10.43

8.60

22.00

13.06

11.24

9.57
8.68

10.79
7.97
7.48
22.42
20.36

17;.24
15.80
12.61
8.83

11.67
10.32
9.06
11.80

12.35
11.56
14.33
10.26
8.52

10.55
9.25
8.73
6.09
5.31
4.61

- ~··

f

1896
1901
1906
1911
Scot. 1891
1896
1901
1906
1911

9.57
26.20
22.69
17.22
15.04
15.06

15.74
14.94
11.80

7-54
6.30
4.50

5.75
5.73
4.77
5.29

7.35
6.80

5.68

8.64

17.92

12.43

4.14
3.06

6.40

1896

3.93
2.06

4.47
6.86

5.13

5.51

15.66

9.83

13.45
11.05

1901

2. 32

4.65

12.41

8.30

9.29

1906

2.73

3.84

5.60
6.09

8.56

5.70

7.22

1911

2.42

3.10

4.37

6.07

4.60

5.95

Irel. 1891
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a si g:.r1ificant portion \'!ere: Australian born.

Indc:c:d miners

as a group had a significantly highc:r proportion of Australian born in their :nwnbc:rs than had the: comrnm1i ty as a whole.
Amongst the nine \1rorkers recorded in the 'Death Register'
betwec:n 1883 and 1922 seven per cent \'!ere born in Australia.
This pattern appears the same for nearly all the r.1ining
co:rnmuni ties, with the exception of Brunner, for overall the
proportion of Australi.ans rises a little under 2 per cent
in these settlements.

However the trend comes to a halt in

Kai tangata over the next period differentiating it from the/
':lest Coast conmuni ties.

In these regions the nv.mber rises

numerically by a substantial margin, as it also does ln
Green Island.

However Kaitangata experiences a fall in

nwnbe::." of over 40 per cent.

Although the percentage figure

for Green Island falls this is due to rapidly increased
overall population nwnbers as the nv.merical figure of Imstralians in the borough rises some 30 in number.

Kaitangata

however moves back to a. pre-1901 level in the element of
Australian-born in the populatim1.
The: influence o£ the Australian immigrant miners is
complex.

El"ik Olssen states that they

11

undoubtedly brought

with them a sense of class consciousness, a suspicion o£ cor57
porate capitalism, and a heritage of proud conflict."
Certainly Victorian miners had passed through a period of
bitter conflict with employers in the early years of the

57

ibid, p. 7.
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decade.

If this assertion then has an element of truth

then tl1e motivation toward
Kai tangata Yltay

~;rell

11

class consciousness" in

have been redl).ced by a fall in Australian-

born nmnbers in the workforce.

Olssen in fact feels that

the conservative nature of the Kai tangata miners \•ras
strengthened by isolation from the Australian mini11g conmmn58
This assertion is very hard to substantiate and in
ity.
any case the marked increase in the proportion of Australians
in the early part of the decade might well have established
a tradition of militancy amongst the younger locally raised ,
miners.

Hm~rever

the indications do suggest- that such

influences would have declined to some degree during the
latter half of the decade.
Other characteristics emerging from these fig11res are
that Kaitangata had a low proportion of Irish compared to
the other ethnic groups.

Similarly the presence of a large

element of Scottish-born adds to this picture.

The affects

on the social patterns of interaction again is difficult to
ascertain.

The Irish often with backgrounds of depressed

rural poverty were always strong on collective action and
unionism.

"~:lhether

this had an impact on unions in other

aJ:."eas to a greater degree again is a difficult question to
answer but the possibilities still remain open.
Closely linked with these ethnic di visio~1s are those
of religious affiliation.
of Waihi,

58

In his study of the community

Erik Olssen points to the other collective actions

ibid.

'rABLE

VII

Proportion of Different Religions in Selected
Mining Areas 1891 - 1911

Arigl~

,~>

..

'l

•

.J

Year Kaitangata Green Is. Brunner Grey. Buller Inangahua
'37.96 28.54 33.98
1891
13.62
29.98
32.85
12.33
22.93
1896
3?1-. 93 28.42 34.99
33.19
32.08
12.23
35.56 32.11 38.43 ' 38.48
. ~901
1906
20.91
18.49
37.78 37.98 42.12
39.95
.• 35 .. 95 37.99 43.82
1911
17.87
21.37
36.49

Pres. 1891
1896
1901
1906
1911
R.C.

6.03
2.35
3.96
2.62
2.11

21.55

10.46
12.72
14.36
17.13
14.86

13.87
15.37
14.17
15.11
16.99

13.38
14.74
13.19
13.32
14.43

1.02
3.62
2.25
1.85
6.14

16.45
18.26
22.90
24.27
25.72

36.74
35.95
33.67
31.03
27.18

29.90
28.18
26.89
24.58
20.15

26.91
28.21
28.86
27.77

9.32
8.90
12.74
11.38
11.43

16.81
19.36
15.27
11.91
9.73

5.54

1901
1906
1911

12.40
13.22
14.15
10.28
9.83

8.95
9.31
11.96
10.59
9.85

9.53
9.78
10.49
12.29
11.75

1891
1896
1901
1906
1911

7-34
9.18
11.82
12.37
10.72

3.20
2.56
6.60
6.12
5.13

10.89

5.06

3.36
2.37
1.83
1.27
1.07

1891
1896
1901
1906
1911

Heth/ 18.91
Bapt. 1896

Pietist

····17. 57

54.34
52.56
52.97

51.67
55.50
42.58
56.05
52.62

58.43
60.20

(Source :

18.14
18.83
18.36

4.96
3.82
4.94
1.39

5-97
5.71
5.69
6.51
3.09
2.72
2.72
2.02
3.15

N.Z. Census)

5.03
4.64
4.13
2.99
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exercised by the Irish Ciltholics in the social arena with
59
tl'le establislm1Cnt of the church, school and Pl""esbytery.
Yet this element of active social participation along religious lines was also very prominent in Kaitangata despite
the fact that there was a distinctly low level of Irish
and Catholics (see Table vrr).

In 1904 a concert :'w~s }Jeld

to raise funds for a.Gatholic Church.

It was attended by

many from all denominations
and proved highly sat~sfactory
-.
.
60
from a financial poi:p.t of view.
These Irish Catholics
obviously played an important role in the union politics
of the day at Haihi.

No doubt they played an important role

in othel"" mining co:rr:..':luni ties also judging fl"Orn the large proportion of the population they constituted.

But in Kaitangata

at any rate the corruntmi ty spirit and power of collective
action seemed to override particular religious affiliations.
l·iany of the mineJ:..""S were Presbyterians, Anglicai1s and a lal"ge
body belonged to the:; Church of Christ.

Yet all participated.

As at ':Jaihi the nethodists were also strong in the organisation
field, a:rranging for example a subscription fv_nd and success
fully raising enough money to build a

~1ew

organ in thei:r

Gl
But so too were other churches.

C~1UY'Cl1.

Concerts and

fetes we:re freque::.1tly organised by the Presbyterian Church
to aid causes such as a Su!1day School Library, :r::.aintenance of
the church and foJ:.." money for needy fan1ilies.

Thus collec-

ti ve activity uas a nOl"mal chal"acteristic of all tovmsfolk

59

ibid, p.

60

c.

61

~·

0

J•

30 1904 p. 5

c.

4.

]a::1. 13 1905 p. 5

c"

3.

L. t.ug.
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at Kai taJ1gata.

Public mec;tings Yrere usually Cctllcc to

decide anything of irnporta:1ce and sectional differences seem
to be subraerged wi tllin the gene:::-al corru:l1mi ty spil"'i t.

This

very l"'egligious l1ete:::."'ogenei ty might well have cor1tri buted
to a general cor:um. mi ty spirit of moderation.

The in dependant

sense of collective self help certainly was very strong as
was cornmunity loyalty.

Part of this attitude involved an

awareness of the past history of the tO\'m, of the explosion
of the big strike of 1886 and an awareness also of their
conununity distinctiveness.

Loyalty to the cor:ununity often

meant loyalty to a respected mine official, and I

suspect

that the average age of the miners during the latter part
of the first decade of the twentieth century would have
meant that many would have been raised alongside men like
the Carson Brothers.
To the sane degree, Kaitangata cannot really be
classed as either a company town or Union tovm.
and conpany participated in local politics.

Both union

\'lilliam Shore

the long serving l·Iine Hanager served also as Hayor of the
town froB its Cl"'eation as a borough in 1887 until his retire62
rnent dv.e to ill health in 1898.
So too from 1898 intermittently till 1905 did the first Secretary of the Arbitration Union, formed in 1898, Fredrick

·r ..

Poole, a well respected

businessman in the district, who gave particular prominence
63

to the sanctioning of unionism in the coal mining industry.
62

cyclopedia of N.Z. Vol. 4. lst ed. p. 733.

63

ibid, p. 732.
C. L. Hay 5 1905 p. 5 C. 4.
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J1incrs \Jere always present on the Borough Cotmcil.

In

1908 for exarnple among the councillors '.\ras Joseph IIol1ows,
Secretary of the Union and Thomas Cairns a miner who v-xas
6Lt

active in the union and Emp1oyees Benefit Society.

'

In

addition a11 excepting one of the Councillors had c1ose
relatives who were miners.

The general view of the Council

was shO\'n1 in January 1908 when they gave an official welcome
to Keir Hardie on his visit to the area, despite advice from
65
otheJ:." Councils not to do so.
Both union and company p1ayed an important role in
other social areas.

The union for example on occasions or-

g:tnised socials and dances.

They donated money to worthy

social causes and institutions such as the Kaitangata Brass
66
Band.
The company too perfornted many valuable services
in and arov..nd the to'Vm.

In the early period they donated

money to the building fund for the Athenaeu.rrt, gave money to
the band, assisted in the formation of the Bowling Green
67
and erected a ha11 for the miners.
They have financial
assistance to the Borough Counci1 such as giving them a 60
per cent discount on l"ail charges to bring in metal to improve
the roads in the town or leasing grazing 1and to the board at
68
In the words of the current Hayor Fred
a cheap rate.

64

C • L. op. cit •
Stones Directory, 1905.

65

c. L. Jan 10 1908 p. 5 c. 3.

66

C. L. April22 1898 p. 5 C. 4.

67

0. ':l.
-

68

C. L. Jan 17 1905 p. 5

Nov. 5 1886 p. 15

c. 1.
c. 4.
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Poole, the Company "had always cone forvard to help the
59
Council, and \'Jere indeed a friend to the Dorough."
The cor;w.uni ty Yras characterised right over by a higb
level of participation.

This may have been the prime fac-

tor behind the total lack of awareness of any class differences arnongst the to\'mspeople.
a.11d played side by side.

They generally all worked

A contributing factor no doubt was

the enormous proliferation of clubs and organisations in
·which almost all participated to some degree or other.
These included a Brass Band, rugby football and soccer
clubs., Free Hasons Lodge, Oddfellows Lodge, Good Templar
Lodge, Blue Ribbon Society, Presbyterian Y. P.

s. c., Loyal

Kaitangata Lodge, Ladies Guild, Horticultural and Industrial
Society, Kaitangata Patriotic Fund, Dramatic Club, Draught
Club, Choral and Orchestral Union, Caledonian Society,
Christian Endeavourers Society, Cricket Cl1.1b. Golf Club,
Boating Club, Athletic Club and more.

Such organisations

are mo::-e indicative of a stable flourishing conununity with
a relatively intranscient population than an fluctuating
transcient society.
A

very important area of analysis in determining the

distinctiveness of mining settlements is that of male to
fer:tale ratios.

The classic :r.1ining tovm is traditionally

masculine due to a num.ber of factors.

The dangerous life of

a miner might well tend to discourage him from taking a wife
and having a fa1·nily.

69

ibid.

The migratory influxes too \'rere male

TABLE VIII
Proportion o£ Males to Females

Kaitangata
Shag, Point

1881
1886
1891
1896
107.3 .105.1 '116.0 104.2

r

1906

1911

106.8

126.4

104.3
142.2

104.8
108.8

103. 2 110 .l . •' 97. 3
115.9 . 9i'>:T ·: il4.l

93.9
113.1

14,0.2 . 111.7.

Gree;n Island 99 .l
277.8
Nightcaps
Brunne~r
123.2
Black pall
685.7

139.9
383.3

600.0

141.3

174.5
220.9

164.4
167.8

Grey.
222.2
National Av. 120.1

191.7
115.6

-c

.,

1901

D-enniston
·~)

:

Buller
Ii'langahua

152,.~5::·

112~

9 : 8:9.8
642.9 :155~3
129.8 126.4
153.8 ... 133.0
164.7 151.3
213.8 194.7
113.3 111.9

.

100.4

99.2
158.3

104.4
125.2
101.2
151.8

115.2
133.2

131.2

133.9

140.6

134.7
148.7
183.4
110.7

140.6 154.6
145.3--167.2
156 •. 2 150.4
112.8 111.6

TABLE IX
Average between 1896 - 1911
Kai tangata

105.0

Shag Point

128.3

Green Island

136.0

99

Nightcaps

116.1

Brunner

101.3

Blackball

149.6

Denniston
Buller
Inangahua

133.0
140.7
153.1

Grey

171.2

National Av.

111.8

112.2

lll
dor:tinated t2specially when one considers the fact that they
varied according to the economic conditions of the industry
in the locality.

Single males could move about more easily.

In addition there was often little opportunity for female
labour.

en9,ples~

Census material

comparative work to be

conducted over a much wide!>' ran:ging sarnple.
.

. ,. CJ

..

:·~ ~

Table VIII pro-

. . .

· :2 _:

.--.~ :::-

-,, -~·... )
i~1
the
.r-, - · · ·
....
. .

vides the percentage. fig]lre for. maJ_es over females
"·

•

•

'• 1

~

-.,_'

. populations of variqus J11iping comrnuni ties and
compares then also

to:: tl1e national figlJ.re.

dist:p~q}§_l

a relatively constant level.

and

Kai tari:gat·a 'is a

little above the 'nor]Tial ''.level of 100 with the
l89~_maintains_

.•

excep.ti~n of

The l89l,figure

might well be an inflow of the la.rge nv..mbers of obviously
....:

j!

transcient strikebreakers brought in in 1887-8 but no conclusiv.e evidence for this is available.

Only 27 out of the

71 listed in the directories as new appea:r'ances in those years
would have remained through to this census, but they may well
have influenced figures.

Again the pattern emerges.

Kaitan-

gata rernains consistently below the level of the \Jest Coast
mining areas, with the exception of Brunner, and is also
do\'m markedly compa:::."'ed ·Ni th the levels in Shag Point and
Nightcaps.

Green Island on the other hand was consistently

lower than Kaitangata.

Again the levels at Kaitangata, as

with all the other southern mining communities, falls between ·1906 and 1911, while on the \lest Coast figures increase,
including the Borougl1 of Brunner.

Overall Kai tangata is a

far less distinctive conununi ty than the others and even
remains throughout the period (excepting 1891) below the
national average.

TABLE

X

Percentage of Males over 19 Years
Married in ·selected Mining Districts
'.

K~_:t~gata

Green Island
..

,.

, . {",

Brunner
' : ;_ ·Gr.ey. ~-

I?uller ·.
Inangahua

J

1

~-~ 18:96' . -1.901
-- ·-

:18"91

1906

1911

711'lo . 61~?P:.:·;:j9.• 67
72.11 68.12 63.97
- ... 60.80 62-. 2T .· '68-:.77'

61.22

61.87

57.51
60.42

61.35
53.68

23. 8 2

24e'6.9 .· 27 ·''53

36.30

44. 67.

41.91

50.• 10-

46.28

48.24

44._98

31.27

32.40

33.94

38.28

36.00

.

~

~

... \ -....·

.

~·-.

.·~.~..:

~

2~

r·, ,.

·<
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Conclusions from tl1is can be drawn ''fi th regard to
the levels of male transciency.

Table IX gives some overall

indication of the relativity amongst the settler;lents after a
reasonable degree of economic and social stability has been
attained post 1891.
compared to a

Kaitangata exhibits a very stable state

corn.nm!.l~'!=Y ~;~~!~·

as Bl.ackball or Denniston.

The demands of the i.ridustry were o'bviously not
.

Kai tangata anP,

'·· ·...

·--·

conP.i.t-~ons.
....

harsh frontier type

.

'

'

:as 'gf'e~:e. on

\ ~

. "'

'_..:_.i

in the area were proba[)1.Yr ,nqt. the

..

..

expep~ence

..

as on the coast.

·- ..
.;

Obviously

general social and·· econoini·c stability went hand in·::ha1td with

mar~iage and a family, for geographical mobility was severely
restricted when the Ylife and children had to be provided for.
The unattached male however tended to be more tra.nscient,
militant and generally younger and more vigorous.

The affect

this had on the industrial scene on the coast must have been
marked.
Yet the average age of the workforce did not increase
and in fact exhibited very similar characteristics to those
mining areas on the West Coast.

But the level of marriage

amongst males over the age of 19 did not fall in Kaitangata
in a way that it did in these other communities.

Table X

indicates that there were far more unattached me:n and that
between 1906 and 1911 they increased in the mining areas on
the

W~st

Coast, with the exception of the Grey district

although Brunner figllres also show an increased number of
unattached males.

Thus it is conclusive that the mining

communi ties on the \'lest Coast were characterised by a larger
number of transcient, unattached men which grew markedly in
the period 1906 - 1911.

Kaitangata on the other hand was
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conspicuous for t

high level of marriage

~mongst

males

over 19 years of aac.
The data over all these areas proves conclusively that
there were distinct demographic and social
tween

diffe:r:'e~;.ces

be-

the mining corm:mni ties on the Uest Coast a:nd those

in Otago, in particular Kai taYJ.gata.

Kai ta:n.gata which was

the most stable community studied, exhibited a cohesion both
in social and economic spheres that the others did not.
Kaitangata was a mining community, and had distinct patterns
of social interaction characterising it as such.

And yet

it did not e:-::hi bit the sarne demographic patterns as many
other mining settlements.

It seemed almost isolated from

the national Dining cor:1.mv.ni ty as it was from many of its
neighbouring settlements.

The latter fact was paralleled

by a sense almost of introversion, of intense, and aggressive p:!."ide in t}1<2 coJrtrnuni ty and industry, so clearly evident
in some of the contacts made with society at large.
Kai tangata was

2.

blacl~

sheep in a green field, and this may

well have affected the social patterns that emerged.

Along

with a total pc:n"ticipation from all sectors within the toym
there was

2.

conscious sense of respectability and decency

prc-:dominati:t1g amongst the 'black dia;nonds' of Kai tangata that
was perhaps more marked than in other coal mining to-vrns.
The fact tl':tat they lived cheek by j0\'!1 with a rural comnmni ty
a:nd participated, to a limited degree maybe, in servicing that
coJn.i·::t}.:ni ty probably increased their already inbuil t sense of
self consciousress.
but

~1i th ~11

The onflowing affects of this are unclear,

the evidence of the relative stability of the

tovn, one must asS"\)..rr.e a link between this and the relati vel v_,

114
moderate nu.tuJ'C? of tbc: YTorkforce that characte:-cisc:d the:
industry.

This stability and conservativeness uas no doubt

enhanced by the increasing isolation of Kaitangu.ta from the
rest of the coal mining comrnunity between 1906 and 1912
following a decrease in the level of transcience and a drop
in the levels of groups such as Australian-born miners in
the population.

All these combined in a unique way to

determine the historical patterns which occurred late in
the first decade of the twentieth centv.ry.

Kai tangata as a

coalmining commt.mi ty may not have been quite as distinctive
in the conventional sterotypical sense but it was certainly
unique in ma.YJ.y other ways.

·9881

( 1\,;re _;r:q ~'I uc-np OH )
'sJ: au~w ~1~Bu~ 1~~~
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CHP.PTBR 7
1-liNERS AT \·70RK
The \!Ork involved in running a mine was far rnorc;
heterogenous than most would suppose.

The age and skill of

the workers varied enormousl:>r throughout the mine.

Some

Yrork was more dangerous than others and some more pleasant,
better paid or with greater or lesser degrees of responsibility.

But mine work from the bottom job to the top \'!as

hard and taxing.

And everyone became dirty.

One has just

to look at the faces of the miners in photos to gain an
inunediate impression of the nature of the work.

There are

many grim and grirtt 'Y visages in the photograph on the
opposite page.

(see Plate

9

)

Men were in the mine in

large numbers 24 hours a day, 365 days in a year, including
Christmas day.

The mine was like some aYJ.imal , if it were

not kept under proper control it would become dangerous.

Yet

despite the constant danger, hardship, and economic fluctuations these "burly miners" generally remained within the
industry, and took no small amount of pride in their work.
If the miners formed the basis of a tight knit social community in their particular to\'m or village, then they formed an
even closer association underground.

Every worker depended

to varying degrees on anothers' skill and efficiency for his
safety, efficiency, and ultimately, livelihood.

Indeed you

were well tT·eated if you could with skill and experience, treat
others well.

So too the allocation of better jobs came with

experience and the pride in a position generally rose as the
mine worker climbed the ranks.

The complexities of these

116

intel"dependencies are very hard to understand clearly.
comprehensive work is available on ope::t"ations in
~ines

lJe'.:!

no

Zealand

so the main source is that of the memories of old

mine!.~s.

In this field oral history is probably the best and
most valid mode of documenting infonnation.

There ai'e no

underground pits operating now in New Zealand, and methods
now in vogue overseas are vastly different to those employed
around the turn of the century.

Miners, however, all had a

high level of awareness of the jobs that existed in their
mine, for they generally worked in most occupations during
their time in the pits.

The advantage of using oral history

as a means to approach an understanding of this work, is that
it involves little interpretation on the part of the interviewee, purely recall.

The three old miners I intervieaed

as the basis of this chapter had each worked in the mine for
over forty years, and had clear memories of operations and
1

occupations involved in the industry at Kaitangata.

It nmst

however be pointed out that every mine was different, so one
must not assm11e all occupational patterns and, especially,
work conditions were the same in other mines.

Nevertheless

general occupational frame1.vorks existed through all mines of
a fairly standardised nature, so that some overall picture
of the· mining industry may be drawn.
l':Iine workers usually started at a young age.

Jviany

boys of thirteen, fourteen and sometimes as young as twelve

1

Intervieu v.rith Sam Anderson and Fred Jolmson,
Kaitangata Eventide Home, June 1982. (Interview 1)
Intervieu \Vi th Percy Hatchett, Rose Cottage, Balclutha,
September 1982. (Interview 2.)
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2

years of age could b2 found working at the mine.

Generally

they followed at the footsteps of their fathers.

As has been

mentioned, over half those miners listed in the 'Death
Register' at Kai ta..ngata had fathers who were: also pi tmen.
The reason

behind this pattern was often economic.

A single

income Y!ould go but a small way in a large family of between
five and ten children.
he too :__

So when a boy reached the age of 14,

, with a v.reekly vage

could supplement his fathers

earnings.

Percy Matchett was forced, against his will, by
3
his father to go into the pit at the age of 14.
Often all

male members of t:1e family ·would \'fork at the mine once they
had reached the accepted age.

Of the 740 miners listed in

the directories between 1878 and 1914, 399 had at least one
lj

relative working in the pit at some time or other.

This

state of affairs was such at Kaitangata, with the majority of
school leavers going straight to the mine, that some felt it
essential to provide training for boys so that they could
have aspirations for some other future.

In September 1901

a public meeting was held to discuss the

establisr.~ment

technical classes at the school.
faile~pointed

of

Night school had always

out Dr Fitzgerald, a prime mover in this

cause, for "v1hen

boy once Ylen t to work in the mine his
5
Despite this
hunger and thirst for knowledge was gone. II
2.

the 'faJT,ily work' done in the mines continued to be the
dominant occupational pattern.

2

Interview 1.

3

Interview 2.

4

Stone's and '.'lise's Directories, 1878 - 1914.

5

C. L. Sept. 20 1901, p. 5 C. 3.

llC
Neu recruits invariably went into above ground or
'oncost' Ymrk.

These jobs 011 top \'Jere generally those at

tl1e bottom rungs of the occupational ladde:.".

There were a

large variety of jobs to be done above ground by these
young boys.

Host went in as rope runners.

This involved

hooking boxes of coal on and off the rope haulage using
6

snide

hooks.

-,The boxes were then run by other boys, bridge

truckers to be hooked off at the tipping sheds.

From there

the boxes were put into the big revolving tipping machine,
the coal ru11...Y1ing through the screens and on to the moving
tables or conveyor belt.
the dirt and stones.

Here, other boys would pick out

There

w~re

usually two of these workers.

7

Heanwhile a boy would be positioned on the other side of the
tipping machines pulling out boxes and taking the tokens with
8
the miners nuJTiber off.
Othel'' lads, like Fred Johnston,
might find their first place of employ in the lamp room,
looking after and cleaning the hundreds of safety lamps used
by miners and other underground •gorkers.

Fred Johnson had
9

to clean 400 of these for every shift when he first started.
They assisted the 1arnpman who ·Has responsible for issuing
lamps and taking tokens off a board indicating Yrhether a
10
miner was below or not.
Generally a miner or other stationary ·workers received .one lamp, Y!hile truckers and shiftmen,
who moved about, were issued with two.

6

Interview 1.

7

Interviews 1 and 2.

8

Interview 2.

9

Interview 1.

10

ibid.
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Fror:1 he:r'e
ground.

iJ.

you:n9 boy rni9ht graduate to a job bclm:J

Of these, one of the most likely v.rould be as pony

driver.

Sam Anderson sta:r:--ted in 1911 at the age of 13, went
ll
below at 15 and -v10rked the horses fol" t1n'ee to four years.
12

In 1913 the mi:r1e had about 35

and drivers.
They
13
might, at times, have bc:tveen 50 and 60.
The: po:nies
po~1ic:s

brought the rakes ( gro-:.;.p of any number of boxes) to sidings
on levels to be attached at the various places in the m1ne
to haulage ropes and be dra\v:n up the dips.

No reig11s were

used, all the animal having v.ras a harness and tail chain.
These ponies were treated reasonably, being brought up every
day from the pit, unlike some mines in Britain where they
14
often went blind from rnonths undergrour::.d.
If a boy did not move to horse driving he could well
go below as a trucker.

This job was one of the hardest,

dirtiest and most unpleasant in the mine, and was dominated
15
The truckers had direct
by those under the age of thirty.
contact with the miners,

who working on piece rates

demanded a good a:i1d efficient standard of work.
one trucker would se:r'vice a pair of :rnine:r's.
run

Generally

His job was to

full boxes f:r'om the mines at the face and bring back

empties ready to be filled.

He would take the full boxes to

a lay by (siding of dual sets of rails) in readiness for tl1e

ll

ibid.

12.

A.

13

Interview 1.

14

ibid.

15

Interview 2.

J•

H. R. 1914 C.-2. p. 105.
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l1o:rse d:ri ·ve:rs

YJ]J.o

removed them in

:raJ~es

of varying nl..JJi!bers,

1 (::,,,

usually about ten at a time, bringing in turn more empties.
If boxes were not being kept up to the miner at the face,
for whatever reason, it vas always tLc truckers who vlere on
the butt end of most of blame.

'.'Then t11e road deteriorated

it was the trucker who had to ·walk through tl1e mud by the
hour.

'>lhen the off seaso11 carne ro·und the truckers were one
17
of the first to be laid off.
Almost everyone disliked
the job.

As a gi'oup this l'ras particularly in evidence.

Between 1898 and 1912 three strikes occurred at the mine.
All tlu. . ee were initiated by the truckers or truckers along
with other conveyancing occupational groups.
too why they were 1.,1.sually of a younger age.

It is obvious
Not only wel"e

the conditions harder, requiring a good deal of dexterity
a11d lytlmess, but the wages were set according to ages.
For exarnple, the first award handed dovm to the Kai tang a ta
Coal l1iners from the Arbitration Court had as part of Clause
21 on truckers:
"Truckers over nineteen years of age shall be
paid not less than 7s. per day when employed
by the day, and truckers under nineteen years
of age shall be paid not less i_~an Ss. per day
when employed by the day; ... 11
It was thus more profitable for the Company to employ a
younger man as a trucker.
Rope or box running do-vm below was another category
of work in which y01..mg men were generally engaged.

The many

16

Interview 1.

17

Interviews 1 and 2.

18

Awards, Reconnnendations, Agreements, etc. made
Under the Industrial Concilliation and Arbitration
Act, New Zealand, 1894 - 1900 p. 442.
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dips or d0\'/11-hill sections of the workings meeting other
levels, were usually sel"viced by winches.

The winch Yras

worked at the top by a driver, while boxes Yrere hooked on
and off at the bottom and top by box runners.

At the bottom

they were run into sidings, up to four in nvJnbe:r at the
levels, in :readiness for the horsedrive:rs to collect them.
Percy Hatchett was at this job for 13 months and had at the
bottom of his dip up to 22 miners to service.

This meant

a constant in-flO\! and out-flow of boxes empty and full.
His dip was steep, about 500 ft in length and at a g-.cadient
of 8 to 1.

Generally there was a bell to signal to the

winch driver when the boxes were due to reach the top, so
that they could be hooked off at the right time.

But a pair

with a good understanding of each other could work all nigbt
on an endless :rope haulage and not have to use the bell once,
sending up as many as 72 rakes, of 6 boxes per rake, per
night shift of seven hours.

The box runners at the top could

chalk the rope just before the empty boxes were to arrive.
His counterpart could then be ready, unhook the box, change
the points fOl" the: different sidings, and run one or any
nv..r.1ber into one siding or lay by, rechange the points to allow
them to run into another.

Thus the shift was run efficiently
19

and with a great deal of ease.
All these occupations were filled generally by young
men, in the early years of their service in the pit.

Once

they had two to three years experience underground it was

19

Interview 2.
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usual for thern to progress up a step in the apprenticeship
type ladder.

Sarn Anderson worked horses until he was twenty,
20

a.:nd then he went on to the coal.

In general a prospect

miner had to have attained the age of 18 and have had at
21

least two years experience working underground.

The whole

process was geared to give the individual sufficient time in
a relatively low responsibility job to get to know the mine,
acquire various skills in safety such as learning to use a
safety lamp properly, and to gain some lcno"YJledge of how to
work at the various jobs.
The miner was the top dog.

By no means the most

x·esponsible occupation it was the skilled position where the
best money could be made.

A miner had independence.

'i:lorking

on contract he felt no obligation except unto his working
partner and himself.
to a. pattern.

The two generally fitted in and worked

Although miners might slacken off on a. l-1onda.y

if they had been "pickled 11 up in the weekend they seldom took
it easy, for the money would not be sufficient to feed and
provide the families with necessities.
place they "went to it 11 while it lasted.

If they struck a good
Each had to make

the most of it, for generally another man would be coming on
in the afternoon at

3 PI'-1

and perhaps another that night, so

the coal could disappear quickly.

In addition he might well

find the coal had fallen, become covered in stone or caught
22

fire, and the lot wasted.

20

Interview 1.

21

A.

22

Interview 1.

J.

The \vork was very taxing however.

H. R. 1905 I.-4A. p. 24.

c_.J
1 0')

The miner vould be subjected to all sorts of inhalcmts,
black damp, white damp not to mention the coal dust.

The

heavy :::"espil"ation that went YJith the work meant he received
23

a full dose oE all of them.

Entering at seven in the

morning he would be at his respective place ready to \JOrk before 7. 30 when the ropes started.

From then he \':tould work

through till 'crib' time around eleven o'clock, whicb lasted
half an hour.
3 PJ'·1.

He would reconunence work and continue until

This seven hour day at the face cutting coal was a

long period.

The amount of coal cut varied place to place

and miner to miner.

Each box filled to the level, with 6

inches above the sides at the middle was one third of a ton.
The good miners could fill, in good work, up to 50 boxes
24
each (100 per pair).
But the work was hard. Generally a
miner would tire well before the end of his seven hour day
if 'l!.rorl:ing to capacity.
Union gave evidence to

Joseph Hollows, Secretary to the
'The Coal Hines Cornrnission' in 1902

that this fact was good reason for reducing the hours worked
underground.

Nany men would become weary after 6 hours and

25
often would fritter away the last 60 minutes.

\·7hen a

miner had completed a quota he had set himself for that day
26
he might cease work, andif he could leave the mine early.
Hollows felt a man could produce as much coal in 6~ hours as
he did.in seven.

J • H. R • 19 0 2 I • - 4ii., p • 3 5 •
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24

Interview l.

25
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Interview l.
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This

tlle advantage of being on contro.ct.

"~:Jas

The

whole psyche of a miner revolved around the notion that
'you YJere paid fo:r tl'le 11orJ;: you pCl"forr:!ed', a~1d they Tescnted
27
There uas in fact
anyone who was 1:.ot uorth his wages.
intense competi t j o::1 amongst all miners aJ1d even mine workers.
''They were always asking

~~1at

the next bloke had done that

28

day.

This created a definite level of tension toward

II

secondary workers not servicing the miners properly.
miners meant business.

The

But these occupational tensions

rarely \'lent outside the mine, and the r-Ianager or Deputy
would be called in to fix such situations.
sougllt reprisal.

The miner seldom

But there were nevertheless, underground,

distinct occl:tpational divisions.
There were often occasions also when a miner would
have to saddle the burden of an unexperienced newboy or
29
11

This could >:Jell arise if there were, for in-

improver 11 •

stance, 30 places to fill and only 27 miners to fill them.
The next eligible trucker would then be put on to the coal
and watched ovel" by more experienced miners.

Because thc

allotment of boxes was done on a pair basis the older man
would in effect be carrying the younger.

If he slackened

off he lost money and becaJTle unfit.
ever the

11

improver 11

On many occasions how30
would give up some of his pay.

Father and son, or brothers often worked in the same
vicinity.

A father might have his son service him as a

27

ibid.

28

I1'1te~·v~j

29

A. J. H. R. 1905 I.-4/.l.. p. 24.
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Tl'2ey rr1ight work together for years.

l·ii11e:rs often built 1).p

0

another.

of this v.ras two rnen who ;,vorked in a

0Yle e~:ampl e

good wo:rJ<:ing :relatio::1ship alongside

number of mines on the ':lest Coost for some years before both
31

coming to Kaitangata, again working as a duo.
·was high when such men 1vere split up.

Resentment

This son1etimes

happened, fol" instance if the dra\1.T left only a place for one
man to vio:rk.
Drawing or cavill:L"lg for places in the mine was first
introduced into Kaitangata around the turn of the century.
Under the first award handed doYm by the Arbitration Court,
balloting was to take place every tlE'ee months.

The names

were first put into a special ballot for headings, levels,
dips, pillars and robbing work.

Those thrown out at the

end of the ballot were then placed in the draw for the rest
of the working places in the mine, geneJ."ally wheJ:."e the coal
31

and conditions were not as good.

The place dravm by the

single miner or pair would be his position for the following
three months.

Uhen first introduced "all the men [agreed]

that that (was) the best way, and [seemed) contented with
32
their luck."
At times there were not enough miners to
fill the places available, such as in June 1909 when new men
"')

..)..)

hud to·be put to the coal.

Nevertheless the system did

31

Awards, Etc, op. cit. p. 440

32

C. 1. May 8 1900 P• 3 C. 3.

33

c.

1. June 8 1909 p. 5 C. 2.
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create a fair cmd j1).St disti'ibution of the labour thY'Ol)_ghout
the mine, ·uhc::-ec p::::-io:r to its int::::-oduction the judgement or
pT'eference of the officials Ol" 1-':anage::>:-- might well have bc:en
called to question.
Though the coal CLltters vteTe the elite of the WOl"kers
there were: other jobs which required more skill a::1d responsi bili ty.

Ro adsmen and Repairers had the general maintenance

of safety standards and work conditions in their hands.
Generally men would do both work.

Roadwork involved laying

lines along ·roads, constructing crossings, laybys, checking
and repairing them, cleaning the debris from the way and
seeing they were in good working order.

The job also involved

cutting props and sets of timber for the charnbers and
delivering then1 to the necessary parts of the mine.
props were placed about six feet apart.

These

Much of the work

involved removing old timber and replacing it with new \IJOod,
a dangerous task requiring ml.-lch skill.

They also installed

pigstyes, big sets of timber, taking the weight of bad
sections of the mine and stoppings, which had to be installed
according to regulations.

They also put up bratticing,

channelli11g the air to COl"ners of the mine and back for
ventilation for miners and others at the face. These had to
34
be regtllarly maintained.
These skilled men also had a good
degree of autonomy and responsibility and were key personnel
in the running of the mine.

34

Interview 2.
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Other officials of responsibility included deputies,
Ul1derviewers and firernaY'L.

These: jobs late in the ninetc:cnth

ce::1tury l"Gquired a certificate.

In genc;:ral a man had to

have had at least three years experience at the coal to be
permitted to sit the examinations for such certificates.
These men had responsibility over shot-firing, first aid,
time sheets and overseeing the workers and miners.

The

deputy Yras answerable to the underviewer who was in turn
answerable to the Mine Manager.

The deputy had the job of

checking for gas, and for general maintenance of safety
standards, going round and exarnining most places in the mine.

35

Both their immediate relationship to the mine workers as
officials, and their role as inspectors of safety and
general standards of work conditions
men at odds \Vi th the workers.

however_. placed these

Some miners not only disagreed

with their judgement and modes of work, but also resented
the often dogmatic approach they took.

It was these officials
36
who would often pick unjustly at small errors.
The inspection and maintenance of safety was very
important.

Niners generally demanded that these standards

be maintained, and often grew uneasy when they felt they were
not.

One of the major problems in the Kaitangata nine was

the extraordinary tendency of the coal to spontaneously
combust.

Fires occurred every year, and all parts of the

35

ibid.

36

Interviews 1 and 2.
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mine at some stage in its history caught fire.

As one

Hine Hanager put it "v.rhat were regaT'ded as serious fires in
37
other mines were cornmonplace in Kaitangata.n
Betwee:n 1899
and 1904 the danger was particularly high for fires were
burning behind stoppings fronting on to the main drive.
This state of affairs however was allowed to continue.
Thomas Barclay who had been underviewer and Assistant Hanager
for seven years resig:<1ed because of the lack of management
38
action in rectifying the problem.
This and other information was b:rought befo:re the Coal Hines Commission in 1901.
Not only this, but the excessive levels of fire damp and
other carburetted gas in the mine was also cause for concern.
Part of this conce:rn voiced by miners, and most emphatically
by the then Secretary of the Unio:i1, Donaldson, was that a.
higher standard of inspection should be attained.

There was

a demand for increased pover of miner's check inspectors.
Evidently two miners appointed to that position, Fra'Tie and
Mackie, had made a. report to the then Manager, Shore once
before, but because it was of a highly critical nature he
39
would have nothing to do Yri th it.
Similar concern was
brought before a.nothel" Coal Hines Commission in 1905 by the
successive Union Secretal"Y Joseph Hollows.

He fully endorsed

the proposed statutory move which would require the shift
bosses·, fireman and deputies to have at least five years

37

c.

1. Nov. 18 1902 p. 3

38

A.

J.

39

ibid, p. 238.

c.

2.

H. R. 1901 C.-4. p. 231.
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experience as a niner.

Hollows stated that in his view

they should 11nderstand timbering, knm'T hov.' to conduct air to
40
the faces and how to detect gas.
In addition in decj.ding
'Vjhether an area of the mine YJas dangerous or not, it should
be up to the Inspector of Mines and a miners's representa41
tive.
During this period management were not regarded
with favour by many of the men, and the issue around which
this feeling revolved was maintenance of good work conditions,
a very important concern for the undergrov.nd worker.
These examples are by no means a picture of the full
variety of occupation that went on at the mine.

On the surface

there were wagon trimmers working at the railway line smooth42
ing coal down into the corners of the railway wagons.
There was a huge variety of general labouring work to be
performed round the mine, shifting rails, props, cleaning
dm1m screens,machine houses and servicing in many ways the
undergx'ound workers.

There were firemen in the boil erhouses,

and engineers to run the steam engines, and others to service the nvJ11erous variety of appliances, winches, pumps and
43
the like, underground.
Banksmen would operate the cage
44
coming up and down the shaft.
There were t;;ro carpenters
employed to keep the wooden boxes in a state of good repair.
Blacksmiths would shoe the ponies, repair picks and shovels,
rails and all types of metal implements. 45 There were

40

A.

41

ibid, P• 20.

42

Interview 1.

43
44
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TABLE I
Ca~e of Death amo11gst Nine 'dorlcers
1883 - 1922 and Con1parison with
national average for males 1895 - 1905

Cause of Death
Nine Accidents
Other Accidents
Lung & Respiratory
Heart Failure

Ho

10

9.71

Internal Ailments
Cancer
Pneumonia
Suicides
Stroke
Senility
Killed in Fight

10

9.71

8

7

7.77
6.80

5

4.85

5

4.85

3

2.92

1

0.97

9

8.74

Others
Total

24) 32
8)
13

-

103

Percentag:e
23.30)31.07
7.77)
12.62

r·J ational

9.61
12.50

100.01

Sources: 'Death Registers', Kaitangata P.O.)
H. z. Yearbooks.

%
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check weiglJnen inspecting and weighi11g the boxes and many
others working in all the bl)_ildings on top.
Hinc; works

both on top and lmderg:t"ound was dangerous.

Tl1e moving rnachinex·y, trucks, and

~:ragons

could as easily

injure an unwax'Y r:1a:n on top as it could underground.

The

numbe:r of injuries involving runaway wagons and boxes were
high.

Falls of coal too often injured, maimed and even

killed mine:rs and other underground workers.
met with a naked flame it exploded.

If gas was

Generally safety stan-

dax·ds however were reasonably well maintained.

Safety lamps

were used on a widespread scale, al1d they were regula:rly
46
checked and maintained by workers in the la.mp:t"oont.
Nevertheless they were not totally effective.
problems associated with their use.

There were other

They put out but a small

proportion of the light power of a naked flame.

This created

difficulties for the miners ru1d often created added dangers
of falls, for the worker could not see the roof well with
47
such lamps.
In Feb:ruary 1905 the Nine Hanager decided to
allow the use of naked lights in many areas, as it was felt
the unusually high number of these sorts of accidents during
the; previous year had been due to the smaller light emitted
48

by these lamps.
always did.

Nevertheless accidents continued as they

Table I gives some indication of the level of

accidents causing death amongst mine workers.

The level of

J. H. R. 1901 C.-4. p. 253.

46

A.

47

ibid, p. 269.

48

N.

z.

Mines Records 1904 - 5, Vol. 8 No. 9. p. 404.
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accidents in the uine alone vas over
the total percentage of accidents
na tion<ll popl).lation.

t~ro

and a half tiDes

ill~ongst

males in the

Overall the level of accidents at

Kaitang<lta i'JJnongst miners ':.r<ls abov.t three and u. half times
higher aJi1ongst the sample as compared to that in the national
popv.lation.

It is inte:resting to note hovever that respira-

tion ailments did not take an unduly heavy toll, the idea of
the problems associated with such diseases being particularly
prevalent a1·nongst miners remainil1:J unsubstantiated.

Hever-

theless oral sources do indicate that many suffered fro:n it.
Indeed Kaitancrata
miners over the period lived surprisinaly
v
v
long, despite this high rate of accidents.

Between 1883 and
49
1922 their average age at death was 45.6 years.
This
compaJ:."ed with an average age at death within the total male
50
population of NeYr Zealand of t::;2 .1.
Miners at Waihi on the
51
averaged 48 years at death.
death register
Thus despite
the dangerous nature of the work at the miae and the high
J:."ate of accidents, the average age to which miners lived was
not greatly affected.
recr11ired i::.1

t~1e

The higl1 level of fi t:t1ess and toug:1ness

pits may well have been a contributi;10 factor

to their prolonged years.
Perhaps some physical relief to these over-\'!OX'ked men
vas the off-season.

If it provided such relief it certainly

did not bring economic sustanence however.

The coal trade

revolved primary around the cold weather cycles.

Thus,

49

'Death Registers' Kaitangata P.O. 1883 - 1922.

50

N.Z. Yea:rbook, 1900 - 1923.

51
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TABLE II
Variation in Occupational Hurnbers
in Mines, 1913 - 1915

CJl
CJl

H
C!J

~

·rl

H

~

1913
Sept. 5

H
C!J

~

{)

::>

E-l

•

U)

+J
+J

~H

<4

C!J
0..
0

P:::

•
H

Ul

C!J C!J
~ H CJl tJ)
rcJ
Cflorl H H <IJ~
rcJ rd (j) C!J :> ::>
rd 0.. ..S::rc:J 0 0
OC!J +J~ ..OH

P:::P:::

o~

CJl

<rn

•
H

<

C!JC!J

{)

C!J
0..
0

rcJ rd C!J C!J :> ::>
rd 0.. ..s::rcJ 0 0

~

·rl

H

~

CJl
~H

H
C!J

H
C!J
~

•

+J
+J

::>

E-l
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~ ::-i

CJl tJ)

rcJ

Ulrl HH

C!J~

+J~

..0::-1
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119 100 25 37 36 65

Sept. 3

lll 120 20 35 29 67

19

114

88 25 35 35 65

112 118 17 36 29 67.

3

17
31
Nov. 14
29
Dec. 12

118
116
117
115
113
112

89
90
85
83
77
76

17
Oct. l
15
29
Nov. 12
28
Dec. 10

24

108

73 23 41 29 62

Oct.

1914
Jan.
Feb.
Har.
Apr.

Hay
jun.

Jly.

24
26
23
22
24
24

31
32
85
34
34
34

36
35
30
33
31
29

66
67
60
66
64
63

24

104 103 19 35 28 66
102 97 17 37 32 63
89 90 17 31 28 63
93 88 18 32 27 60
89 83 35 27 60 15
89

83 16 29 27 57

85

83 17 32 27 60

1915

8
22
5
20
5
19
2
16
30
14
·30
ll
25
9

23
Aug. 6
22
Source:

101 79 21
115 86 23
109 89 23
112 79 22
lll 81 24
106 90 23
104 94 23
110 97 23
110 102 21
112 110 24

32
34
37
37
34
34
35
34
36
33

29
30
29
29
29
29
31
29
31
29

Jan.

62
66
71
67
69
69
73
70
73
69

7
21
Feb. 4
19
Mar. 4
18
Apr. l

107 108 21 34 30 71
107 113 22 35 29 72
107 126 21 36 29 67

28

Hay

15
29
13

86 77 17
91 86 19
94 82 20
96 85 20
94 90 22
97 93 22
97 88 21
95 104 22
95 97 19

30
32
30
33
33
34
34
37
36

26
26
26
25
26
25
26
26
28

56
62
65
64
64
66
69
72
67

94

94 22 35 27 74

Jun. 10
24

92
94
91

92 19 34 27 67
90 22 36 28 66
97 21 37 27 68

108 127 22 38 29 67

Jly.

96

94 19 37 26 70

109 133 22 36 32 67
108 129 21 40 29 67
106 135 21 41 30 68

22
Aug.
5
20
Sept. 2

8

95 99
89 93
93 98
92 95
":!age Books' Kai tangata Coal Hines.

21
20
16
17

33
41
36
34

25
27
27
27

70
69
70
65
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obvio-usly sumr:.cr

\"!OS

still r;·,ined for there:

an of£ pc:::t"iod.
weJ..~e

Coal

Y/:J.S

o.f course:

otl1Cl'"' customers outside the

sphere of tJ1e housel"wld consm::.er.

Various ij1dnstries l).scd

the coal, and the railYtays always took a regulal" q1wta.
Hevertheless the Yll)J"Jbc:r ert1ployed at the mine fell.

Hmievc:;r

close inspection of the vJage books over a two year period
indicate tl1at the wateTshed in nuJnbers was not even across
the occupational strata.
Between September 1913 and September 1915, some
fifty three fortnightly periods, or 106 weeks the indications
are that it was the truckers vrl1o sv.ffered to the greatest
extent from tl1e season layoffs.

Despite the d::eop in nmnbers

of miners between 1914 a11d 1915 the nur:1ber of rainers generally
remains relatively stable compared to the t:rucke:rs.
II )

(Table

The other occupational groups too, :renwin at a ve:ry

constant level, even mo:ce so than the miners.

No doubt \Vi th

caTeful analysis of the earnings of the mine:cs ·who worked duri;'lg the off season, a significant drop in the take hoJ!1e pay
Yrould be apparent du:ring the summer months.
support this claim.

Indications do

HoYreve:r, as a group miners were not

affected to neai'ly the same degTee by seasonal fluctuations
as were truckers.

On average each miner worked a litte over

86 out of the 106 weeks while trucke:rs on average worked
52
only 30.

52

'Wage Book', Kaitangata Coal Mines.
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The nwnber of jobs outside the

catcaorie~

of miners

CJ.nd trv.ckers, wbase nu.nbers did not relate directly to the
amount of coal produced, tended to show little fluct1).atio::1
hovever.

Thus 'Uhile produ.ction fell it is evident that

t}~e

mine operations required a fairly standardised level of
wo!'kers, those involved in maintenance and se!'vicing outside
the areas related directly to production.

It still required

one box runner and a winch driver to haul boxes out of a
section of the mine irrespective of whether there were tYro
or twenty-two miners below them.

These jobs, although poorer

paid had their compensations then, for emplo:;,rment -vras far
more assurred despite the fluctuations in the weather.
It was the weather that deterrrtined the demand and the
output, and hot weather spells could and did occur during the
·winter.

In June 1909 for example, the correspondent for the

Clutha Leader at Kaitangata reported that the current spell
of fine weather the region was experiencing meant trade was
53

slack.

Come summer the men would be laid off or put on

reduced hours.

A nui'nber of systems ·vrere adopted over the

period by the Company, to deal with this situation.

Some

yeal"S the systern \tas first on last off, or last on first off
This ca·used a certain amount of resentment however, for the
54
same men were laid of every time.
In 1909 a new mode was
instigated.

In the last quarterly Cavil of the year, only

married men vere put in the draw.

53

~·

54

Interviev.r 1.

June 8 1909 p. 5

c.

Dissatisfaction was high

2.

lJLl

fol" a nv.Jnbr:;r of "Lmmarried workers l1ad been in the Company's
employ for many years.

An arrangement was arrived at by

the U;.1ion and ma11ager:1ent, and a n1ore equitable method used.
56
In all about 50 were paid off.

55

There 1ras little other work around the district
except labouring for farmers, and as Sam Anderson stated
57
\)hen asl:ed how he got on with farmers
nthey kl1eYJ it too!"
his reply was • • • "I didn • t get on too good! • • • the buggers
didn't like parting."

Hany however left the district.

This

would have been the pattern during the periods of high
trans·iency, especially between 1901 and 1906 when economic
a11.d working conditions of the r:1ine were not in good shape.
In September 1904 for instance over 100 men were

dispens~d

with, a11.d a number of people became concerned over the prospects of the industry. Host of these were forced to leave
59
the district.
These conditions however improved over the
following few years and the work force took on a new stability
and perrnanancy.

For those who could not leave the district,

these times were SOJi1eti:raes hard.

One or t·wo were driven to

stealing, and farmers lost a nuJnber of sheep during particularly pool'' econornic periods.

But the cornpany on occasions

did not lay them off, but allowed them to share the limited
amount of work a fortnight about.

Conditions then in years

of prosperity were not so v:ery harsh, a.J.'ld judging by the

55

C. L. Aug. 30 1909 p. 5 C. 3.

c:-1. Sept. 14 1909 p. 5 C. 4.
C. 1. Sept. 21 1909 p. 5 C. 3.

56

C. L. Sept. 28 1909 p. 4. C. 7.

57

Interview 1.

58
59

ibid.
C. L. Sept. 23 1904 p. 5 C. l.
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increasing level of persistence: ar:10:1gst miners they must
have been able to naintain a reaso11able standard of living.
It is cle<l!' fJ:-om this fairly broad analysis that the
miners at Kaitangata were operating in a reasonably stable
market.

The massive fluctuations that are attributed to

the coal mining industry do not appear to have affected
these me:r1 as much as one might have supposed.

Clearly how-

ever little comparative material is available in statistical
form so that observations are rather circv..mspect.

But the

sources available do indicate that a miner at Kai tangata >:.ras
reasonably secure in his job.

Certainly periods of economic

trouble smv an increase in the level of trans, iency amongst
the workforce.

Ho>:1ever one point to note is that of all

the workei'S the truckers were the most susceptable to these
market

cha~1ges

within the eco:r1omic structure of the industry.

They were on average younger and usually did not have a family
to support.

With diminished personal responsibilities no

doubt their need for a secure income was not as great as the
miners or other older mine workers.
istic of

trans~he:.1cy

This apparent character-

might explain >:.rhy so few truckers

appeared on the directories.

Admittedly sons of miners, under

21, who would not have been registered anyYray, formed a sub-

stantial proportion of this occupational category, but there
were ma:.1y truckers over 21 years of age who ·were independent.
They definitely appear to have the worst job in the mine.
They were often the butt of criticism and were blamed for
any number of things.

The attachment of such blame may not

have been totally unfounded for it appears tomfoolery amongst
these young men was high.

Neve::::'theless it vras still the most

136

disliked job in the collie::::y.

Throughout tl1e post 1890

histOl"Y of the mine it was this Ul"Oup, not the r:tine:!:'s) vho
were to exhibit the greatest level of discontent.

The rea-

sons for this on examining the inter11al operations of a
mine become clearer.
The miners on the other ha....Yld, '-'Jere more like artisans.
Skilled, individualistic, they formed the basis of a proud
and aggressive spirit which doninated the tm'Tfl.

As a group

they tended to be rather more closed than might be supposed,
and formed an elite occupational group within the mine occupational structure.

They did not die especially young, so

that men could continue Yrork well into the later years.
'dhether this was more so than in other mines is hard to dete:rmine, but there were by 1912 a large group of miners
still working, who had been in the district, registered as
miners on the directories since before the turn of the century.
Tl:.is aging of the mine workforce might well have intensified
this trend and might go some way to explain the rathEc conservative nature of this group within the nationwide industrial
context.

l'Jo doubt they had their roots in the 1890's and in

the fight foi' the I

.c .A.

Act.

The younger element, with

fewer of such ties, does not appear a very dor:1i:nant group in
the operations within the Kaitangata Mine.
hierachy within the r:1ine saw to that.

The very district

Although they tended

to be more militant as a group, the truckers did not get
very muci1 support from the miners in these activities.
artisans ruled the industry.

The
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treated in such a manner that
61
the year.
To what extent the
\'Jere

occupational structure and patterns of interaction at the
Kaitangata Pit wel"e unique within the industry I cannot say,
but they 11ere certainly very distinctive wi thi::1 the w i der
social and occupational sphere, and were, I would suggest
unique to some
coJT1i~1uni ty.

degJ:.~ee

eve11 Y.'i thin the J:.J. z. Coal 1'-Iining

The effects of this r.1ight well be part of the

cm1tributing factors within the cor1te:xt of t}1e pattern of
industrial relations in the industry at this mi::1ing settlement.

The artisan culture, with a general respect for good

ho:nest Y!orkers, and Hanagers, built a marked sense of loyalty
that was seldm:.1 found elsewhere.

60
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CIL!:...PTER 8
'REAL MEN' OR 'SPOON-FED illJIONISTS'
nThe Kai tc:mgata miners are an example of the
Roman poets line, "Ca::!.w-n non animwn mutant
qui trans rnarc cnrrunt. 11 They have brought
their tricks and their manners with them over
the sea, and satiated with the easy times of
the Antipodes, they have gone or1 strike, or
1
to use their ow:.'l venacular, they are 'at play'."
So a correspondent wrote the editor of the Otago ':li tness
in November 1886 the beginning of a very prolonged strike
at the pit run by the Kaitangata Railway and Coal Company
(Ltd).

This foreign mode of action was regarded witb. dis-

tinct disapproval by our righteous contributor:
m:,vhen the slave's foot touches British soil
his shackle~ fall from him, so when a 'non
union' man gets ernplo:yJTtent in the Kai tangata
Hine, his fellO"Vl pi tmen leave the 'dusky dia2
monds' in situ and seek the upper air."
This deluded man

~:1as

wrong on both counts.

Not only was

this unrest a home grown fact but the issue at stake was
initially not so much the union, but the conditions under
which the men would ha·ve to vlOrk if they allowed the nonunionists the right to ·work alongside of them.

This si tua-

tion arose out of frustration and discomfort caused by \vhat
the men saw as abordnable work conditions, and the fact that
by all appearances the management were both unwilling to
make changes and further, determined to break their organisation.

1

o. w.

2

ibid.

Nov. 26 1886 p. 26

c.
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Work in most occupations in the mid nineteenth century was hard and tough.
the norm.

Long hours and loY.r wages 11.rere

Few went through the year without

economic pinch.

feeling tl1e

The life of a coal miner was doubtless far

from the top of the ranking in terms of its desirability.
The 1870's was however a time when the state of affairs
began to be questioned.

The rights of a worker were held

forth to employers and demands made to ensure them.
Kaitangata miners were

one of the earliest groups to do such.

In Narch 1873 what Salmond calls "the first miners' strike
3
in New Zealand" took place at Kaitangata.' The reasons
behind it however are obscure.

Nevertheless, Kaitangata

miners set for themselves an early tradition.
11o recorded activity by miners occurred at Kai tangata
until the mid 1880's.

In 1884 a fire in the mine forced the

company to take on a large number of non-mining labour to
4
develop the mine workings into other areas.
Nany of these
men were kept on after this, thus creating a shortage of work
amongst the true miners at Kaitangata.

Although this issue

caused much resentment it was merely the tip of the iceberg
for the miners.

In the words of the first Secretary of the

Kaitangata Coal-Hiners Hutual Protective Association:

J.
3

4

D. Salmond, New Zealand Labour's Pioneering Days,
p. 77·

o. w.

Nov. 5 1886 p. 5

c.
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"For many years our J.1anagers have treated their
employees in a shameful manner ••. It is a well
k:novm fact tl1at the miners here for the greater
part of these seven years have not been working
more than three or four days per week. Still
our Managers continue to errrploy all the men,
miners Ol" non ~iners, that sought ernployrnent
at the works."
Although the time span may have been slightly exaggerated
the feeling of resentment had been present for some time.
This was brought to a head in 1886 by another grievance.
In Hay of that year the men became angry at the burden
imposed on them of having to truck their
face to laybys.

m coal from the

0\1

This wasted time and energy and meant that
6

the overall earnings were reduced.
rectify this situation.

Moves were made to

The most effective course of action

it was felt, was to form a union.
In September 1884 "the parent of the Hiner's Union in
New Zealand" had been formed at the Denniston settlement near
\,lestport.

The objects of this union in the words of John

Lomas, its first

presiden~were

to prevent friction between

the workers and management causing "irritating and costly
stoppages of
recognised.

7

After a nine month struggle the union was

\~Jork".

Kaitangata miners too, felt the union could

smooth the path of industrial relations.

So in Hay 1886 a

meeting of all miners was called and a Co1w11i ttee appointed
8

to establish such an organisation.

On that conuni ttee were

two particularly important individuals, Barlow and A. H.

5

o. vl. Oct.

6

ibid, p. 16

7

Salmond, op. cit. p. 42.

8

C. L. Oct. 29 1886 p. 5

29 1886 p. 15

c.

c.

5.

l.

c
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Chaprnan.

One of the first steps taken by the new body was

to approach the 1·1anager, Shore, to ask li!hether the Company
would take over the haulage of the coal from tl1e miners.
An agreement was reached whereby this would be accomplished
9
at a reduced tonnage rate of 6d. to the men.
Shore apparently told the men that despite the fact that it would not
cover the extra costs of haulage "we were willing to give
the plan or a modification of it a trial

"

The men felt

that no extra v.rorkers should be taken on but that current
employees should be diverted into these jobs.

The Company
10
was D.Yl!.lfill:i.ng to do this so the union backed dO\IT.r1.
Nevertheless progress had apparently been made.
The miners had expected that this change would take
no more than four or five weeks.
occurred.

However delay after delay

Deputation upon deputation was sent to the

Company but after four months nothing had been achieved.
Finally it came to a point where the unionists felt they had
to make a stand, so they asked that the matter be submitted
ll
to arbitration.
The final deadline the Hanager had set
in response to this move was October 18, but when the men
came to work that day they found that only a pol"tion of the
work was to be taken over and that they still remained in a
12
poor position.
The Nanager would not put on extra men to
complete the arrangements.

Management protests of economic

9

ibid.

10

o • v7. Nov. 5 18 8 6 p • 14 c • 4-5 •

11

ibid, p. 16

12

O. W. Oct. 29 1886 p. 16 C. 1.

c. 1.
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loss, in

addition~were

apparently completely unfounded, for
Campa~~

it was clear to the miners that the

an advantage to the tune of 18s. per day.
-;rork continued that Honday.

would be reaping
Nevertheless

However boxes \Jere not deli vcred

to two men.
After the formation of the union in l1ay Shore on June
1 had sent a circular to the men.

The second and third para-

graphs of this were significant.
"You know that I have been one of yourselves for
many years, and that our interests are identical,
and you need not be informed that any advice I
may give in a matter of this kind is intended for
your good.
Trade unions originate with agitators and men who
wish to live and prey upon the working man, and
it is admitted on all hands that the strikes which
have resulted from unions have a great measure
augmented the depression whtSh exists all over the
world at the present time.u-'
He went on to discuss the poor state of the coal industry
in the colony at the time and the fact that "Kaitangata •••
is probably more fortunate than any other New Zealand Hines,
15
and 1vhy not let well alone'?"
"You have a well ventilated, safe, and comfortable
mine to work in, good employment, and comfortable
homes, and if you have any reasonable complaint
to make at any time you know that it will receive
favourable consideration, and what you are to gain
by sending subscriptions to the y5st Coast in
these t.imes is a mystery to me."
This very sincere statement reveals his total opposition to
the Union, and it was obviously persuasive enough to cause

13

0. vl. Nov. 5 1886 p. 14 C. 5.

14

ibid, p. 14 C. 5.
p. 15 C. 1.

15

ibid.

16

ibid.
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two men, Barlmi and Chapman, who had been on the founding
comr:1i ttee, to renounce their affiliation to that body.

On

18 October they refused two deputations of miners asking ther:1
to join, on the grounds that their boxes had been stolen and
17
they would "not" join such men as 1.vere in Kai tangata.
But they had consistently over the previous months, gone
out of their way, further, to prevent the trucking of coal
being taken over.

Thus they were not supplied with boxes

on Jvlonday October 18 for the majority felt "they naturally
••• would have no objection to work in a part of the mine
18
where they could truck their ovm coals."
On Tu.esday morning however the men were told they
were not allowed to go to work.

The issue had been trans-

.fbrmed into a lockout, and as the editorial comment of the
Clutha Leader made it clear, it was now over the issue of
unionism.

The Hanager stated emphatically that day that

he would not tolerate such blatant isolation and discrimination of two of his workers, and that he would only allow
them back in the mine if they were given their "fair share
19
of boxes 11 •
Accordingly t!1e miners held a meeting that
night.

At this meeting the following resolution uas passed.

The men would refuse to return to WOT'k until "Bar1ow and
20

Chapman were dismissed from

t~1e

service of the Company. 11

At an·emergency meeting of Company directors that same night,
in Dunedin, a resolution was carried declining to meet this

17

o. W. Oct. 29 1886 p. 16 C. l.

18

ibid.

19

C. L. Oct. 29 1886 p. 5 C. 7.

20

ibid.
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at Y!hicl1 aboP.t 150 attc:::1decl,

a:nother :r'OS01i)_tion ·uo.s passed.
nThat the L1ine:!."'S a:::."e will g to submit their case
to arbitrators one to be appointed by the Company
and one by the miners, with an umpire to be
app."'oved of by bot}1 parties; such a bo.ard to be
elected annually for the purpose of settling su2~
disputes as may arise betueen the two parties. 11
A

more comprehensive program for settling the dispute was

put before the directors of the company on Friday November
22
5, sorne two and a half weeks later.
l-1ea:r-rVJbile the strike, or
lockout, depending on what point of view you held, continued.
The Company very soon showed clec:trly what it regarded as the
issue when it sent a resolution to the men

0!1

Friday 23

stating that ttthe Company will not employ any union me£1 on
23
any consideration.n
By then the

two non union rnen i.vere under an almost

permanent police guard.
was not from the miners.

Although feeling was high the danger
That evening returning from work

they were jostled and pushed by a crowd made up nostly of
\:rom en,

some of whor:t stuck pins half an inch into their legs.
24
.
.
were.
TheJr Wl ve s/ afterwards burnt ln effig-y-·
The miners however
behaved in a::1 orderly fashion, in fact as the Clutha Leader
noted. ttthe men appeared as if they were going to hold a
25
picnic.n
They wished to have nothing to do with them.

22

o. w.
o. w.

23

0. ':l. lJov.

24

ibid, p. 14 C. 3.

25
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They did not want to go ncar the mine.
told a reporter of a

cat

One of their

n~~ber

called Bi1ly

" ••• \'Tl1ich had been about the r:tine foT four years
.•• followed the strikers and come into the tm'rflship with the men. In his \'Iords : 'HO\J do you
expect a men to stay thcre, 2ghen cven a dumb
animal leavcs the placc?."
By Tuesday thc follmvi:ng v1eek however there were definitely
a nvJ11ber who did want to work.

By the end of the day 20

mincrs from outside Kaitangata had already been cngaged to
take the place of the strikers.

Accompanied by eight con-

stables and an inspector "who came to protect them" they
'l!ere escorted to the mine.

The train was driven straight
27

to the mine mouth.

Amongst them were fourtecn boys.

This state of affairs continued.

From the start, despite

their professed willin9J-1.ess to negotiate, the company had
advertised for men to Y!ork in the ntine.

Understandably,

company officials were not pop1).lar.
On Friday November 5 the two sides finally negotiated.
The company by then had obviously made up its mind not to
budge from its stand.

'dhe:n no initial agreement had bcen

reached on 'Jednesday 20 October they felt their position
strong.

Apparently they had been flooded with applications
28
from different parts of the colony for work.
They vJOuld not
negotiate with union men.

But by November it was clear that

although many were willing to work,the level of efficiency

26

o.

27

C. L. Oct. 29 1886 p. 5 C. 5.

28

o. w. nov.

'1'7. Nov. 5. 1886 p. 14

5 1886 p. 4

c.

c. 5.
14.
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of these predominantly non minc:rs was substantially less
than that of the regl).lar mine:r's.

On Friday November 5 the

Directors met a deputation, I·:Iessrs Bennie, Coutts and
Cunningham, from the Union and received proposals to settle
the dispute.

These revolved around the establisb.ment of a

board of conciliation appointed by both sides, but it also
proposed that a union be retained,assurances being given
nevertheless that it would not interfere with the operations
29

of the board.

On this latter point in particular however

the company disagreed.
held that night,

Follo-v1ing a meeting of directors

counter proposals 'Here put to the men the

following day, stating clearly that they felt a union was
unnecessary and in all probability detrimental to relations
and arbitration.

This \'ras however unacceptable to the men
30 who tl1en put forward counterproposals.
Both sides were
becoming more extrerne in their demands and mol"'e critical of
the other side.

The night of November 8 on receipt of this

pl"'Oposal the company withdrew all terms and officially
31

closed negotiations.
By then about 50 non union men had been taken on at
32

the mine and rflore were being recruited by the day.

The

Company's position was growing stronger and so the dispute
soon developed into a long game of waiting.
the men became increasingly high.

They felt that had built

29

0•

30

ibid.
O.W. Nov. 12 1886 p. lO,C. 4.

31

c.

32
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L. Nov. 12 1886 p. 6 C. 6.
Oct. 29 1886 p. 5

c.
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Kai tangata and that they had been u:c1fairly disnissed on
very petty g-rounds.

The danger fror:l a union was minimal

they felt, for they were "sober, industrious, respectable"
This feeling showed itself plainly when Watson,

miners.

General Hanager of the Company made a visit to Kaitanoata
on

"~:lednesday

NoverJber 18.

some 200 men and 'J<'Omen.

He was rnet at the station by
Headed by a band playing the

'Rogues 1-larch' he was escorted to the Jvline being jeered,
33
hooted and jostled by some.
Anticipating his return
many boarded the train in order to accompany him to Stirling.
Others got into buggies and headed along the road to the
to\T.r1ship.

However, attempting to evade them he was given a

lift by Hr Kingston in his trap.

Being met

half-way by

the people returning along the road, he was chased to
stirling, fortunately Jrtanagino to reach the safety of the
34
hotel before they got near him.
Others now began to make attempts to reconcile the
two parties.

At a raeeting of the Trades and Labour League

on Friday November 19 a resolution was passed, and later
cor.'lllmnicated to Brydone the Chairman of Directors of the
Company, requestino "that
board of conciliation."

t~1e

matter ••• be referred to a

But that night a second resolution

'Has passed, -vthich \1i th a lapse of disgression was published
in the Times the following morning putting an end to all
possibilities of the company accepting the proposal.

33

o.v. Nov.26 1886 p. 11 c. 6.
C.L.Dec. 3 1886 p. 6 C. 6.

34

O.V. Nov. 26 1886 p. 11
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"That in the event of the directOl"S refusing
to comply ui th the foregoing request, 1.1e
recorg:tend all trade:> unionists refrain from
p1).rcho.sing Kui ta£1gSJ.t<:l Coal unti1 the dispute
.

-'-- ..._ l

l
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Thus attempts came to naught.

The dispute dragged on.

Both

sides sec:>med to be in favourable condition and remained
equa11y as deten:1ined to stand their grom1d.

By mid Decernber

the mine had a fu11 quota of men and the output exceeded
36
demand.
The union was given financia1 aid from a nwnber
of sources s·uch as ear1y in December when they received £100
37
from the Arna1gamated 11iner' s Association of Australia.
But more was needed.
The situation changed 1ittle over the next few months.
Aid for the men continued to come.

On Janu2,ry 8 1887 a

meeting of the United Hillel"S, Hil1workers, and Engine Drivers'
Society of the Biddle Island of Eeu Zealand decided to give
38
In the second week of that month they receivfinancial aid.
39
ed a f1).rthe::- £200 f::c·om the AmalgaJnated Hiner's Association.
However t't1e money fe11 far short of targets.

According to

the ru1es of the m1io:n eac}1 miner shou1d have been receiving
£1 per week.

But till that time they had been paid on

average on1y 5 s. per week.

Later that

~onth

the Port

~-0

Cha1mers Vharfies voted them £20 aid.

35

c.

36

C. L. Dec. 17 1386 p. 6 C. 5.
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C25 f:::'oJ:l the Boot:r.1aJ-:cTs U;:ion.

This

C0.C~1

total oE aid, .f'Ol" by Fehruary 11
during the

sc~ve~1teen

close at hand.
till J.J:ay.
f~ct

appea::r:'<~d

the sm,;

;;oc:m had been 0ive:.1

v.reeks only -'=·1 i•1 total.

The e11d scer::ed

;,J cvel"theless the: n~0j Ol"i ty o£ r;1Cn beld

ov_ t

Fart of the reason foT this rttay have been the

that they had little choice.

Kany had small freehold

sections in the tovmship and no doubt found it awkward to
42
leave the d::i.strict.
This land could well have afforded
a level of securi t:y and a. weans of sustenance for some.
Nevertheless the economic hardship soon began to tell.
number left the district very soon.
forced into hard tin1.es.

.~

n

Tbe others were

Gradually, of those that rernained

in dribs and drabs they came back to work.
Hot only had the union been crushed but to add to
the indignity the men were forced to submit to a ls. per
43
to~1 redt)_ctio~1 0::1 coal.
The bitterness that the action
of the management caused v.ras 11ever to die or be forgotten.
They

~1ad

not gm1e out to wage var against the Company.

As

they pointed out time an.d again thcy had only formed a union
as a last resort in order to rectify a. work situation
they vie\·red with abomina.tio11.
was clearly evident.
reprisals took place.

Y~1ich

The decency of their intentions

The resentment found no vent

and fea

Yet these months were to leave an in-

erasable impression in the minds of the miners of Kaita.ngata.
This blow was to affect patterns of action throughout the

41

-c.

1. Jan. 21 1887 p. 5 C. 2.

42
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follo~ing

d~cad~s.

r-:othins YJas heard of organised activity
of

th~

m~nt

miners until 1290.

John

r~om21s,

o:~1

tll(~

conducti11g a

part

T~cruit-

caJ;·,paign aJnongst r:1ining cornnuni ties i:0 the prelude to

the 1890

strik~

this time.
mine >:Jorkers

appea:::-s to have had

sam~

On Atlgust 2 18 90 a meeting
int~rested

influence around

\~Jas

held of all

in forming a branch of the Amalgarnated

Miners' and Labourers Association.

63 were present at this

meeting and Henry Kerr occupied the chair.

Amongst those

attending was James Donaldson, a future Secretary of the
Union later registered U...Ylder the I. c. A. Act.
stage 32 members had already joined.

At that

Presented to the meet-

ing were letters from J. A. J.lillar, Secretary of the Haritime
Council, and Hr \'latson.

Hillar stated in his correspondence

that the onus was on them, and that if they did not form a
union the Covncil could not support a "blackleg mine."
no doubt ·vras a very
Uatson ho':rever

~motive

str~ssed

This

te::.."m in the minds of these men.

his view that the union was unneces-

sary, as relations were good between management and men, but
that the Company would offer no objections if they felt it
44
necessary to establish one.
After the meeting a majority
of those present registered.

Apart from providing a small

amount of financial aid to strikers in 1890 this branch of
the union took no active part in the industrial unrest of
that year.

44

Conditions by all appearances in the mine were

C. L. Aug. 8 1890 p. 6 C. 6.
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good and euployr.1c:nt Yro..s .stc:ady so it ua.s obviously fc:lt
imprudent to uo.ge war against the company for the sake
of othc:rs.

Kai ta11gata passed through the: landr:tark in l'Jc:w

Zealand's IndustriCJ.l History

little o.ffected They had

had their fight.
Along with the general collapse of Unions following
the strike uent the Uni011 at Kai tangata.

But like many

other workers thc:y went to the poll and voted Liberal.

In

1894 unionists over the cov.ntry were given legal sanctity

when the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act was
passed under the guiding hand of \:7. R. Reeves.

Not only

were unionists protected as unionists, as the situation at
Denniston showed in 1898, when 16 union men vere hurredly
reinstated when the penalties in the Act were envoked, but
45
improved conditions could be attained.
In the first case
heard, these miners gained "slight increases in the he-v1ing
rate and shift allOYJance as well as a direction that local
men \Vere to have p:r-eference of employment over outsiders.

46

11

In Kaitangata there appeared no need for redress
during this pc:riod.

It was not until 1898 that the condi-

tions began to deteriorate.

Then moves were made early in

the year to form a unio:1 registered unde::." the Act.

Relations

between the Company and men \'Jere not very good, for it was
felt they
areas.

47

~;rere

not receiving f.J.il" treatment in a num.ber of

The Cornpany was obviously loathe to accept a

45

H. Roth, 'A Court for Labour Disputes' in N.Z.
Heritacre Vol. 4 Pt. 59, p. 1633.

4G

ibid, p. 1634.

47

A. J. H. R. 1901 C.-4. p. 269 - 70.
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union, and there were a nmnber of reports of discrimination
and even the discharge of prominent unionists.

The most

prominent agitators \Jere a.rnongst the truckers, who were
L]_O

,u

unhappy at the conditions of work.

Late in the year

another issue of conflict developed around the systern of
allocating places for the miners, following the discharge
of a number of men when a large part of the mine was closed
up due to the presence of soft coal.

vli th support from

Fredrick Poole, a prominent local businessman, a union was
established, and the dispute taken before the Conciliation
Board in August.

The recommendations handed down by the

board were a vast improvement on the current rates.

A

comprehensive system of cavilling was laid do\lm, while tonnage rates were increased to a rate that was excellent compared
to other mines.
However within a month the Company had been taken over
and the dispute had to be wi thdra\lm till the ne\v party could
51
come to the table.
During the takeover all the miners were
svJmnarily dismissed and then re-employed.
of key union men were not reinstated.

However a number

The JVIine Hanagement,

which was retained over the transfer did not however acknowledge any dispute, and refused to employ the dismissed men
a.Yld would not give preference to unionists.

George Smith,

the first Treasurer of the Union wanted the old Company's

48

ibid.

49

ibid.

50

A.

51

ibid, p. 24.

J. H. R. 1899 H. -11.

p. 21.
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books opened uc)~ to s}1cd light 52
on the d:i sDutc.
Tl:.e r.1az:.ar:re~
~
Early the follo~ing year
r::ent \Jould hu.ve no:1e of this.
hovever the 11anaging Director of the new Conpill1Y Robert Lee
53
Prior to this point,
made moves tovard negotiations.
Shore, the Eine Eanager, had been the most prominent official
in the dispute.

The men appeared to have a good deal Inore
54
confidence in Lee than Shore.
Indeed the miners had

obviously been goaded on to take such an aggressive stance
55
by the past record of the old management in 1886.
Lee on
the other hand came to meet the men personally and was qv_i te
56
prepared to hear demands provided they were faiT·.
Late
in January he came to Kaitangata to discuss the issue of the
dispute with them.

It was decided at the meeting to resubmit
57
the dispute to the Conciliation Board.
The general feeling

over the negotiations was that of confidence.

At about this

time truckers were again becoming angry over Yrork conditions,
the i-:lain complaint being the heavy a:1d dirty state of the
lines.

Theil" threat of a strike \:ras averted when management
58
quickly rectified the state of affairs.
On February 15 the Conciliation Board heard the case.

George Smith appeared for both parties and stated that negotiatio:ns had been taking place to try and settle the dispute,

52

C.J:.. Jan. 201899 p. 5 C. 3.

53

ibid.

54

c . .1:.. Jan • 2 7 18 9 9 p • 5 C • 6 •

55

ibid.

56

C. IJ. Jan. 20 1899 p. 5 C. 3.

57

~·

58

C, L. Feb. 17 1399 p. 5 C. 6.

Jan. 27 1899 p. 5 C. 6.
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then pressing fo::." an adjournnent of at least two i'/er::l:s pend58
Up to that point the rnanag-er:1ent tad
ing thei:t' outcome.
yielded a concession of l.s. per ton increased

~ewing

to the men, an act met with great jubilation.

rates

During the

negotiations over the following weeks agreement was reached

59
in a nurnber of areas, botl1 sides yieldi:;.1g ground.

Hoi'Jever

not all outstanding matters \Jere resolved, so it was resubmitted to the Conciliation Board on l'1arch 1.

The sub-

stantial rise in hewing rates given right across the_board
place them at 3s. 6d. per ton was a 6d. fall on the board
~1t

decision of the year before

was still the highest award
60
At this stage the
rate for coal cutting in the cou:r.1try.
prospects of the Company were good, ':!i tb the large scale
development of oil shale promising big returns, so that
manageE1ent no doubt felt it expedient in terrr.s of p::."oductivity
to

allo·:~

such an increase, which, in tl1e long run it should

have been able to afford.

Tl1e Board also ,-.,gave
Qj_

the prefere:r1tic:l ec-{,ployJ;-tent of unionists.
Board did not

2,

clause on

However the

::c"eco;~1J:1e::1d

\'JOrk as the unio:1

~lad

redv_ced hours or e:ctra pay for night
62
been de:nanding.
After one month's

consideration tl1e union mernbers ::c"efv.sed to accept the recommendations of the Board so on April 10 1899 the case was
63
referred to the Arbitration Court.
The case was heard on

C• 7•

59

T
~·

60

/1.\.rards, :2ecor::nendations, As-reements, etc. made under
the Lldl)_Sti'iC.l Co::.1Clllatl011 and Arbi tJ:'atlOYl Act,
New Zealand, Vol. 1. 1894 - 1900, p. 410.
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T~lll.l'"'Sday

}JOVC'LlDC':::" 2?, J:-!S9, aftc::.." o
r~1v.cl1

c1cl3:,r ovc2." YihicJ1
dcc:i.s:io~1

}JC)":iOd

of

S<2V~!1

d:i.scontcnt Y!ClS e;cp:.."esscd.

J:tc.r:t

T}Je

coL.n"t Yias almost identical to th:: BoJ..:"cl

of t

e~:cc::pt

rcco:I::::cl:.c1c:.tio;1s

that shift rates uc:.."e Taiscd fro:;1
6L1

9s. to lOs. per shift.
T~c

relationship between the miners and management

of the nevi cor;qa:ny had begun m1 a good footing.
of the

VO:_l_"}~ers

Tl1c majority

vanted these issues pushed through tlle p:coper

channels.

Tl1ey were not prepared to put the union on the
65
line with improper action.
It is interesting to note
that the only gronp during tlle period of the dispute ·uhich
cave any indication of their -v.rillinaness
to strike \'lere
v

v

the truckers, or "the boys" as tl1ey were called by the
other miners.

Significantly it vas this group right througb-

out the pe::."'iod before the war, when the miners were registered
under the Arbitration Act, that were prepared to flout the
laYr and appai'entl:_,r s;o agai21st the I'.Tishes of the majo::::oi ty of
the minel"S.
Uith the larue
o::1 its

w2:~ite

e~cpenditv.re

of mone:'/ by the Co:r;1pany,

elepha:1t project at O::."epuki, conditions at the

nine dete:t'iorated as the Hc.nager
increased pl"Oduction and reve11ue.

and officials pushed for
Obviously the truckers

suffe::::ocd the greatest discomfort from this state.

The

conditions of the roads were not maintained and tolerance
of protests

,~rere

limited.

The situation carne to a head

64

A\'fa:_l_"ds, Recormnendations, Agreements, etc. op. cit.
p. 441.

G5

C. L. Jan.

27 p. 5

c. 6.
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early ij1 1900.

T~1e

ir;1nediate issue at that stnge was the

condition of the roo.ds.

The truckel"S at times had to

\ror}~

up to their knees i:r1 vater and mud, proper dro.ina.ge being
66
They also complained that for some time nov
non e~dstent.
they had been unable to earn more than Ss. per day when tb.ey
should have been making lOs.

So one day earl)' that year,

apparently without '.'!arning, the truckers walked off tl1e
job, thus bringing the mine to a standstill.

Only one

remained, Henry Douglas, a man over 40 years of age who had
been working at the :raine since just after the 1886 strike,
probably this fact contributing to his unwillingness to
67
The llanager 1'-11: Broome,
join "the boys" in their action.
and a substantial number of miners felt the action a little
unreasonable.

The conditions of trucking had been improved

on the day of the strike.

It was felt by sorne that one of

the reasons for the stoppage was the fact that the truckers
for some time had not been worki21g well together.

The

Hanager refused to reemploy these lads until he had an
apology and an adi'ni ttance to the \'lrongness of their action.
This \i.ras evc::ntually given and all bar two of the strikers
returned to

Y!Or~c,

the two in question having left for the

68
Uc::st Coast.
It is clear despite this, that the poor work co:::1di tions
affected all the underground workers.

However the mine:rs as

a group tended to operate through more conventional channels.

J. H. R. 1901 C.-4. p. 266.

66

A.

67

ibid.
Stone's Directory, 1887.

62

A.

J. H. R. 1901 C.-4 p. 267.
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Most influential union members were long serving miners.
All those who appeared befoJ:."e the 1901 Cormnission on Coal
Hines were members and had worked at least ten years at the
Kai tangata Eine.

Despite the tensim1 that existed during

the early period of the operations of the new Company,
never once did they even threaten to strike.

They were

often critical of r:1anagement, as the evidence given by
them at the 1901 Commission indicates, but they never 1.11ent
outside the law.

A nu.'Tiber of Unionists were openly dis-

charged from work for no apparent reason.

Adam Thomson,

who had been at the Hine for 13 years was discharged by
69

Shore in 1900 and rendered out of emplo:yment
Non lJ.nionist s meanwhile were taken on.
were discharged.

fol~

six months.

That SlUTtrner 30 men

All were union members, including officials

such as Pemnan, Thomson, Hayes, Crow, Donaldson and Cunningham,
70

who had all served long periods at Kaitangata.

In 1901

there was a disturbar1ce involving the conducting of the annual
employees' picnic.

The; Company that year could not afford

either a donation to the picnic or to allow the men a day off.
Howevc;r by the time the Jianag<=r com.municated this latter information to the men
it.

arra~1gements

Yrere too far through to postpone

Thus a days work was lost and in consequence, four mem71

bers of the; Kaitangata Hiners Picnic Cormnittee were sacked.
The s·i tuation was rectified however at a later date and the
me11 reinstated.

But despite all this the men never stepped

69

ibid, p. 251.

70

ibid, p. 251.

71

ibid, pp. 229, 267.
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beyond the law.

To them the risk was too great.

Il1 general legal chanm::ls did provide a rea.so"wblc
effective means of redress.

'rhc majority of cases wc::re

brought before the Boards and Arbitration Court between 1901
and 1906, a period of economic uncertainty in the ind·ustry
at Kai ta.ngata.

In August 1901 the Kai tangata Union took

the Company to the Arbitration Court over a breach of
clause 12 of the 1899 Award.

The men claimed they had not

been compensated for lack of helpers in places where four
72
or more bards or places were being worked.
A SlJITl of £10
was awarded to the union to be distributed arf',ongst the men
who had suffered, the company having also to pay Court costs.

1904 was a particularly bad year.
number of men were laid off.

73

In September a large

Econornic co2.1di tim1s in the

industry were in a particularly bad condition and business
in the to'!m \'las poor.

The year had been plagued with problerns

a~1d

the relations between the management and men were in a
74
Fifteen charges were brought against the
similar state.
Company by the -u_nion that year for breaches of the Award.

Of

these seven -v.rere dismissed, vl1ile £82 in total were awarded
75
against the Company in the other eight instances.
But '1Thi1e the "LE1ion leaders took an active part in
legal reform of conditions of work they also took an active
part in the corrrrnuni ty in other ways.

72

C. L. Aug. 30 1901 p. 5 C. 1.
Awards, etc. op. cit. p. 441.

73

c.

74

C. L. Sept. 23 1904 p. 5 C. 1.

75

A.

They were prominent on

L. op. cit.

J. H. R. 1904 H.-11.

p. XXIX.
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occasions

nhen dignitaries and other impOJ"tant visitOJ"'S,

especially Hembers of the Liberal Party, came to the town.
In fact the men and union were conspicious in their support
for the Liberal Party, right through until the \Var.

Premier

Seddon made a nwnber of visits to Kai tangata and was al\'Jays
given an excellent reception.

On Saturday February 25 1899

the miners ·were allowed an "off" day to attend the address
given by the Premier on his visit.

A huge crowd gathered,
76
the band played and a banquet was l::eld at the hotel.
On the
occasion of his next visit in March 1904 part of the ceremony was a return address by Joseph Hollows the Secretary
77
of the Union.
Within a month of his visit moves were made
to form a Lib-Lab Federation.

Prominent amongst the

founding members and corrunittee were P. 1-'lcinnes, later to
become a prominent union official.

Alfred Weston later

President of the Union and Joseph Hollows, the then unio:t1
Secretary.

President of the Federation was Fredrick T. Poole,
78
the first Secretary of the Arbitration Union.
When Seddon

visited again the following year he was officially met by the
Mayor, Poole on behalf of the Federation and Hollows as
79
representative of the Union.
Not surprisingly the Liberal Candidates in all the
elections po]ed well at the Kaitangata booth.

Allen, the

sitting member throughout this period, and a key member of

76

C. L. Feb. 28 1899 p. 3 C. 4.

77

c.

78

C. L.

79

c.

1. Mar. 15 1904 p. 5

c.

2 and 3.

April l 1904 p. 4 C. 7.

1. June 2 1905 p. 5 C. 4.
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11assey' s Reform Government, never received an enthusiastic
reception from the miners.

After his addresses he was

always accorded thanks but rarely received the vote of
confidence from the meetings.

In 1902 Kaitangata gave Scott

his opposition candidate his highest majority in the elec80
tion in a single booth, being only one of three to do so.
This pattern continued :right through until the war, emphasising the depth of support for the Liberal Government
amongst the miners at 'Black Diamond City'.

The disillusion-

ment so apparent amongst working men elsewhere seemed very
low at Kai tangata.

In April 1908 Premier vlard was invi ted

by the Union to visit the tO\Im, and was given a very good
reception.

After a very productive meeting and discussion

Alfred \ti'eston on behalf of the Hiners Union expressed confidence in the Government, a motion which was carried unani81
mously.
This attitude went hand in hand with a general feeling of confidence in the arbitration system.

It appeared

that not only rru1k and file miners viewed the arbitration
system as being the only answer but also union leaders particularly in the first half of the decade.

Joseph Hollows,

who cante to Kai tangata from the Coal brookdale Nine in 1900
never really challenged the system during his time at
82
His form of socialism involved
Kai tangata.

80

c.

81

C. L. April 14 1908 p. 5 C. 3-5.

82

A.

1. Nov. 21 1902 p. 5

J.

c.

3.

H. R. 1902 I.-4A. p. 35.
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fairly he felt the arbitration systc:m could work.

too, in 1907 exprc:ssed the widc:ly hc:ld view arno11gst
the
n;:::
u_)

miners that the arbitration syst·2m should ;_"eminn.
A partial

e~:planatio:n

for tl1e fact that the Kaitanoata
v

union remained consistently conservative may be found in the
~1ad

relationship the union officials

with members.

Kaitangata, being the largest mining settlement in Otago
dominated the executive of the union.

But it is clear that

the relationship between a n1.-m1ber of officials, and e1e men
at Kaitangata was not the best.

This became: particularly

apparent from 1908 onward, when union leadership
take a more militant attitude.

bega~1

to

As Patt Hickey commented in

"these rnen kept abreast of the Fede::::'ation' s

later years

forward policy, and in this respect were well ahead of the
26

organisations they represented.''

Although he was

ref~rr-

g to vl. HollO'-:'S (Green Island) and Ridd, the pattern of
dive:::'ge:nce bet':reen the rank and file and leadersi:ip bec;an
prior to their period of control.
in 1903, Forbes t

At a meeting for

example

current President of the Otago Coal

11:i ners· Industrial Union was not accorded a very good recep-

83

ibid, pp. 37-8.

84

A.

25

C. L. Apr:i.l 14 1908 p. 5 C. 5.

86

Patt Hickey, 'Red' Fed Nemoirs, p. 28.

J.

H. R. 1905

I.-4~

p. 21.

Plate 10

Otago Miners Union Office, Kaitangata post 1908 .
Courtesy Percy Matchett)
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tion by

a~

audie~ce

a good proportion of miners.

contai~ing

!-lost walked out a:r.1d he 'Has left at the end with but

i1

s:nall

87

What the reason for this was is unclear.

:t11).Jl1 be r.

However

it does appear that he was adopting an increasingly militant attitude.

In July of that year at a sitting of the

Arbitration Cou:::::t on a Green Island miners dispute he
stated clearly that strike action would be taken if the
er:tployers did not corne to a conference with the workers.
;.lthough lateT' denied it was reported that he threatened
88

to bring all Otago miners out over the issue.

Certainly/

this would have been greatly resented at Kaitangata by a
· majority of the miners.

The complexity of the issue is

taken further b:'J' the fact that it appears there was dissention amongst the officials themselves.

v7eston and Forbes

later in that year differed in their view of the value of
Qi-

the arbitration system, andtone incident at a meeting of the
89
miners, debate between the two be carne quite heated.
Hmvever such a duality of attitude was not the only
factor involved.

On 'dednesday October 7 1908 the Otago Coal

Miners Union office was destroyed by fire, all records being
90
lost.
The circumstances sv,rrounding this incident ~;,rere
s1.1.spicious and much interest was shown by the miners in the
91
investigation that followed.
Apparently the balance sheet

87

c.

88

C. L. July 24 1908 p. 5 C. 2.

89

C. L. Nov. 13 1908 p. 2

90

C. L. Oct. 9 1908 p. 5

c.

3.

91

c.

c.

7.

L. June 9 1908 p. 8

L. Nov 13 1908 p. 5

c.
c.

7.

5.
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and statement of records of the union were usually presented
in June or July of each year.
fc1t by

J~'1iners

A sense of unease had been

i1owever wl1en in 1903 this was not done.

RumOl)_rs, as they wi11, began to spread.

It \'tas found on

investigation fo1lowing the fire, that the bank balance of the
union was in bad shape.

Following the term of Joseph Ho1loY!S

the balance had been £300.

No-.,;; two years later it showed

a deficit of £150, with no apparent cause.

In addition £150

was needed to pay the Nightcaps Cor;rrnission, thus the debit
92
of the union arnou,.'l.ted to £300.
At a meeting of miners on
Saturday October 10 1908 a motion of no confidence in the
union officials was passed and they were forced to resign.
On 17th another branch meeting of miners appointed a new
executive, of a temporary nature, until a full meeting of the
Otago union could be called.
1rithin Kaitangata.

The appointments were all from

It is significant to note that the
93

services of the former President, \·leston were retained.
This may have been due to his staunch suppo!'t for the Arbitration system.

Evidence however is unclear on this point.

It was obvi01..1s that rank and file members were quite
prepared to discipline their officials and would neither tolerate mismanagement nor r.(lili tancy.

Nevertheless there was

still a militant rank and file element within Kaitangata.
Again it centered within the most

trans~ient

92

C. L. Oct. 20 1908 p. 5 C. 5.

93

ibid.

occupational
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arov_p, the trucJ::.e:::-s.

On August 10 1908 thirty seven

trucb2rs '.;rc::nt out on strike.

One of their nv. mber, Allan

Uh:i. ttaker had been sac:!<:ed for leaving

1

•

11lS

place without pe::---

94
mission.

He had done so because of the presence of large

quantities of smoke, black-damp gas, and water on the road,
95
condi tio:ns he refused to \rork under.
Accordingly 37 of
his fellow 1vorkr:1en walked off the job, refusing to work
until he had been reinstated and conditions righted. Eighty
96
miners were tlms rendered idle.
The union and the minel'"'S
were both surprised and annoyed by this action.
apparently wanted to make a name for themselves.

"The boys 11

A number

of miners too1c over trucking on a temporary basis, but the
strike lasted 0111::/ two days for it becar.<1e obvious that
there was little syr11pathy for the action amongst the majority
.
97
of mine workers.
The dismissed trucker was reinstated,
98
and the 11 lads" rettlrned to •York.
In a case brought to the
Arbitration Court in February 1909 the men were fined £30,
99
only £25 of which had been paid by 1912.
But the J::liners in general remained inert for the next
few years in the field of industrial relations.

The rene'\·lal

WOl"k of 1906-7 follo>:.ring a bad economic period had improved

c.

94

~·

95

N.Z. Yearbook, 1912, p. 686.

96

ibid.

97

~·

98

N.Z. Yearbook, op. cit.

99

Aug. 1908 p. 5

1.

op. cit.

ibid,
A~;;ards,

Recor:unendatio11s, Aareements and C. op. cit.
Vol. X 1909, p. 102.

1G5
work conditions, and
years.

p:!.~odnction :::'OSC

conside:eably over ttese

The economic prosperity bl"ought Yri -::h it a stabilisa-

tion of the workforce, uhich after losing a large nwnber of
its trans

ent membership in 190G-7, consolatcd and attained

a higher degree of perr:wnence.

The prospcri ty was manifested

in terms of wages also.

By 1912 a Eliner, over a t\velve weel:
100
period of 11 shifts per week, was earning £73.
Most of
the

~en

acknowledged that over the preceeding years condi-

tions becane better th2.n they had ever been at the mine.

To

all intent and pnrposes they YTCl"e satisfied uith their work.
situation and bad no demands or grievances to make of the
management. And yet even in Otago the "bacillus
'Scie:ntificns Socialismt.lsj_

01 as

one corrnentator

of the dread
te:!.~Tned

it,

'Has :-earn pant by that year.
For a number of years the Otago miners had been
viewed w:!.th disg-o.st by some of the

mo:-~e

militant socialist

unio:1ists on the \1est Coast and in the north.

In fact they

were vie·:Ied by sone as the dreaded "blacklegs" within the
national movement.
industrial

unl"es·~

From 1908 a long period of heightened
took place:: throughout IJeyr

Zeala~1d.

Al thov.g~'l the leadership of :r;1en such as Serrtp1e, Hickey and
:!ebb >:Jere importn.nt it appeared as thoush ne:,r Zealand workers

1

were transforming w.t the grass roots level.
of

"a1~

inteJ:.~natio:nal

phe11omc~non"

This ','Tas part
102
as Erik Olssen pll.ts it.

100

o.

101

:s. Olssen, 'Some Reflections about the Oriqins of the

\:1. July

17 1912 p. 33

c.

2.

"Red" Federation of Labour, 1909 - 13. p. 1.
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The

Haoriland 'dorker was established and area over these yca::c"s
to have a_ wide circulation •

Socialist influences from

.!'c..!'11erica <:md Eu:;::·ope in the form of pamphlets and nmnerous
104
other literary sources \vere also widely circulated.
And
the central organisation of Ind1J.Sti'ial Unionism arouYld wbich
much of this activity and ferment centered was the ne·;rly
formed lJew Zealand Federation of Labour.
For varying reasons the greater proportion of miners
unions through the country affiliated themselves to this
body.

A!:1ongst the conspicious

v.:nion.

fc\~7

Not ·until 1911 that is.

Y!ho did not was the Otago

The i::1te1"'national element

was not as nw!:"ked amongst tbe Y!orkforce i:1 the south a.nd
the respm1se was thus slm·!er.

No doubt many of the unionists

still retained their ideological roots in the dispute of

1890 and had been resurected from oblivion by tbe Liberals
i::1 1894.

For whatever· reaso11 however attitudes of the

majority in the province eventually changed.
Kaitangata did they not.

Only in

On December 15 1911 a vote was

taken anwngst members of the Union in Otago Nines on the issue
of cahcellation of registration under the Arbitration Act
and affiliation with the F.

103
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The vote went as follows:
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FOl"~

Kai tangata

CanceJla.tion

&:

'
.
+
li.g<:nns

Informal

L

8

95

8

Gl'"'een Island

63

7

1

Nigi1tcaps

64

8

1

\;laronui

19

4

Alexandra

11

1

]_

115

lO

~)

Tarat1..1

Hat aura

5

Total

250

105

At Kaitangata three separate ballots had been held; in all
three there was a majority in favour of remain under the
existing systen-1.

vlhat apparently was the great fear arno::1gst

the Arbitrationists at Kaitangata was that there were no
106

restraints on the use of the strike weapon.

The majority

of the provincial-wide union however favoured affiliation.
The reasons behind Kaitangata's unwillingness to
join are nmnerous.

It is clear that a division existed

bet1>.reen the men at the nines but where the basis of this is, iS
uncertain.

Indications are that many of those who wished to

deregister and affiliate with the "Red
I'ecent arrivals at the mine.
Secretary,

T..:l.

Feds 11 v.rere more

Hen such as Ridd, Union

Shallish, the Treasurer, had spent only a few

years in the district.

Others such as Richardson, HcKinney,

105
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Clarkson, Crow, Hughes and Hector had all arrived at
107
Kaitanaata post 1905.
I·iany of the arbitrationists

OYl

the othcT hand appear to have resided in Kaitangata for
some time, r;1any havi11g far:1ily connections with the m.ine
108
1:1. A.
going back vell into the nineteenth century.
~'lilson

(President of the Arbitration Union) had been work-

ing as a miner in Kaitangata since before the turn of the
cent1).ry, and his parents had been in the district since
109
Charles Penman (Secretary) had been involved
the 1890's.
from a much earlier time.

His father had arrived in

Kaitangata in 1883 to work in the mines.
~hlliarn

Both George and

1·-icGhee had been mining at the Kai tangata pit since

1906, -vrhile another member, Alexander Forrest l1ad first
arrived in Kaitangata with his brother Robert in 1887 in
110
the aftermath of the big strike.
The "bacillus" did
not strike them.
The \!hole situation in 1912 hm1rever seemed inevitably
heading toward confrontation.

The agreement at the Hine

made under the Arbitration Act was due to expire on July lst.
lll
The registration under the Act expired on March 6th.
He anwhile both sides planned moves and ca!'Ttpaigned for members.
On Friday 24 and 25 Hr HO\'Tard, the unsuccessful candidate
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for Christchurch in the 1911 election gave ope•1 air
addresses de::mnciating the apathetic state of the workers
-l-1

at Kaitangata, and entreating

L~1em

-1-

LO

J Oln those wl1o
•

•

11

\'Ja.nt

112

to fight to control the means of prodv.ction."

That

Saturday Paddy 'i.vebb visited the town also giving a:r1 address
to a. large crowd of people.

He dY!el t on the good work done

by the Federation outside the system, and emphasised that
their policy was "defence" not "defiance".

He gave a

lecture the following night on socialism to a reasonable
113
A constant level of discussion 'Nas to continue
audience.
right throughout the year on such issues.
On Saturday Harch 16 a. meeting was held amongst those
\'Jho favoured non registration.

however until the agreement

It was resolved to do nothing

\Ji th

the company expired.

Rumours

even then were rife that loyalists were to attempt to form a
114
breaka.\:Jay body.
The first move to form a union to register
under the Act carne on Harch 30.

A very stormy meeting \lJas

held, presided over by Hr Narsh, where a number tried to
force a. motion approving a course of action designed to
bring the miners v.nder the wing of the Act.

This was un-

successfv.l however, so a meeting had to be called solely for
115
those who wished to register.
This was held successfully

112
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at a later date, and in ApTil tl1e Kaitangata Coal 1-'lincrs'
116
Apart fl~om this 1i ttle
Union registration was filed.
could be done until July, as both sides were forced to wait
u~1til

they

~~.rere

absolved of

obligations undCl" tl1e

t~1eir

agreement.
The spl"ead of socialist vie·vrs hoYJever amongst these
'militants' was not widespread, and did not proceed with
nearly the sarne intensity as it had in mining cornmuni ties
on the Coast.

This fact serves to emphasise the conserva-

tive nature of even the majority of Federationists.

A

socialist club was established on February 18 1912 with
Richardson as President, Ridd Secretary and J. Robertson,
Treasurer. At the inaugeral meeting it had o:r.1ly about 20
117
members.
During the following six months debates were
held every Friday night, discussion centering on topics
such as 'Is Socialism Necessary' or 'Are Palliatives a
Remedy for Industrial Socialism?'.

However they were poorly

attended in the main.
Eevertheless as July drew nearer the level of feeling
intensified.

In June the Arbitration Union met to appoint a

cornrni ttee to draw up a reference for a new agreement to re118
place the one that was to expire on July lst.
The Federation body had already dravm up an agreement of their own
howev·er.

As the correspondent from Kai tangata pointed out·;

"The month of July points to be a stirring period in mining

116
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119

circles here."
On 1.1edl1csday July 3 R. Anderso:1 (Chairman of Di:_"ectors)

c. s.

Owens (Dircctor), and Robert Lec cane to Kaitangata

to meet both parties.

Both had put beforc these officials

their respective claims to increascs of wages but at this
120
stage they were not discussed.
After the meeting the
Company issued a resolution stating the position as they
saw it.

The crux of the matter revolved around the fact

that the Kai tangata Coal-Hiners' Union 1vhich had registered
under the Act would be able to bind the Company legally to ·
an agreement.

\·Jhat follows?

That the Company has no option but to recognise
the registered Kaitangata Union, and carry on,
either lU1der an industrial agreement or an ~ward
to '\'lhich the Kai tangata Union is a party." 21
11

This course cn1gered the Federationists greatly for they malntained they had 90 per cent of the underground men associated
'\'Ji th ther,1.

They hoped to hold a neeting that afternoon to

consider appropriate action, and to demonstrate to the
122
directors ti1e size and strength of their numbers.
It had
howev"B:' to be postponed till Friday.
On Friday at 2 Ff.! one lm:r1dred and sixty four members
of the Federation Union met to discuss a possible course of
action.

In doing so they brOl).ght the rrtine to a complete

119
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standstill

fol~

o::.l.y

GO

OiJ.t of the

u~;v<:,l

200

noT::i}1g s}:i?t

~
'),
J_c..)

'I'his action was

!:1e11 Y!C:1·l: to the: pit.
to gi ~Tc: t;!e

r:1a~:.aaemej1t

t~·le

spc~cifico.lly

some idea of U:e·; T strenct::.

YJas 11ecessar:;,r due: to the: fact that
D.anaoec to co:!'r,.rincc

dc~s:~g:r·1ed

directo:~s

"c:1C:'

is

Arbitl"ationists had

that they \'/ere sizeable
124

enou.c11 in nu:r:Tbe:r to be acl:nowledoed .::ts the fo!.:'enost lmio;1.
This ca.v.sed a good deal of debate a.rnongst the me:'l, a number
un1~1ill:i.ng

of whom appeared
of C0}1fro!1tation.

to place thenselves in a position

Ridd hovrc:ver vas deterrnined not to back

dovrn.

He C.ema:tccl.ed that tl1e majority of 'Horkers be ackno-vr-

ledged

a~1d

t}1reatened that "if such an agreement is not
125
held to there vill be tl"Ou.ble!"
The Company, as a na:!:'k of :ret<1liation called an
. l
dc..y on Sattn:·;day.
lG-e
~

1-feanwhj.le a deputatio:r1 had been

appointed to l<1y befm:'e the manageme11t the res.olutio::2s of
126
On Eonday howthe meetino of the previous a£te:!:'l10on.
evc:::r no

fu::ct~1CJ::'

developments had

ta~~en

place and the mine

was back to normal work, the men avai ting the dil"ectors)
127
On \1ednesday 9, Robert Lee
response to their proposals.
retur·11c:d to Kaitangc..ta a:nd
Federation Union.
1.

J~,et

the deputation from the

H<2 cor:-unv.nicated to them the resolution of

di:eecto~cs,

that the Company could not alter its decision
128
and t:;1us would not neootiate wi tl! thei:r body.
.1-
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It is

cJca~

tb~t

'.:t<CTe

losi2'10 :cn.J.!-::bc.:::':.'.

\1Ic~ce

cl::"U.YI1l.

by t

t staoc t

Ove:r tl-:;c weekend

FedCl'"'Cl t io:1j_ s t s
a substanti_al nnFtbCl"'

il1to t:l12 fl:C1)j_tJ:'atio:1j_sts 1 ca:Jp.

011 Sa.tL}J"cl3j'

July 6, 16 new members joined, four more on Monday

~1d

five

on 'Iv.esday.

By \-7ednesday the total nlu:lbc:r of ne-:: ::1CL<bc:rs
129
It >:ias a 'irel1 1mo\.rn fact th'3_t the
had l"iscn to 28.
directors wished to negotiate only with this body, and

optimis::-:1 was high as to a good agreement arising from such
talks.
Neanwhile the Federationists prepared for a mass
meeting to be held on Saturday July 12.
gathered at vlilson' s Hall.

At 5 pm, 143 men

This nrunber was a little over

20 do11m on the meeting of the previous week.

Present were

Bob Semple and Howard of the Federation of Labour.

Semple

addressed the men, pointing out the fact that they should
take all other courses of action in the present situation
before calling a strike.

The next step, it was decided,

would be to take a secret ballot amongst all the miners to
ascertain whe-ther the majority were wi.lling to work under
the Arbitration system or not.

It was also resolved that

the books of both unions should be impounded until after such
a ballot.

This was certainly not the "drastic action" hinted
130
at the week previous.
A deputation was dispatched to
Charles Penman, Secretary of the Arbitration Union to put

129
130
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these proposals to him, but they returned empty handed.
The Arbitrationists were by now confident that they had the
support of the majority and felt itunnecessary to accede to
any of the demands made by the Federationists.
That very night in fact the Arbitration Union executive met the various Hine Hanagers and underviewers of the
district and proceeded to negotiate a new agreement.

By the

end of the evening they had completed about half of the
areas at issue, about thirteen or fourteen clauses being
131
discussed. - Their position was strengthening by the day.
By \•7ednesday of the following week a further 40 new members
had been enrolled.

The ground was rapidly being cut from

under the feet of the Federationists.

Negotiations between

the Arbi trationists and Company Ha.nagers continued on Tuesday
night, and good progress was made.

The whole basis of the

support for the Federation stand was on the grounds of the
delay and ineffectiveness of the Arbitration Court in securing
the demands of the workers.

Now before their eyes an Arbi-

tration Union was working out an agreement with the employers
which would give them a substantial increase in wages and
betterment in work conditions.

Negotiations

were finally

concluded on Honday July 21.
The talks had produced substantial gains for all the
mine workers, the best ever attained in Kaitangata.

The hew-

ing rate for coal was now 2s. 3d. per ton, an increase of 3d.
132
Other increases were given in brushing bords (a
per ton.

131
132
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3d. rise).

Dips were now to be worked either on piece or

shift wages (12s. per shift - a ls. increase) at the discre133
Shift wages too were to be
tion of the management.
increased, ls. for 1st class shiftmen who 'Nould now earn
12s. per shift, a similar increase being given to all other
134
classes who were to be paid lls.
Truckers wages rose by
6d. per shift through all ages up till the 17 year wage
135
rate and from there they rose by ls. per shift.
Obviously
this was a well timed move on the part of the Company for
it was bound to draw many of the miners back to the
body.

11

legal 11 /

The Federationists obviousl;y maintained that it was

the frightening strength of their numbers that had forced
this move upon the Directors.

But whatever justification

was made, the fact was, the effect was marked.

The sting

had been taken out of the Federation movement.

The prefe-

rence clause in the ag-..ceement dealt a sound blow to their
cause, for it required that every new worker had to become
136
a menber of the Arbitration Union.
And there was very
little they could do about it.

In a work situation where

there were too many men to fill the places.
• • • those men who
are not members of the union
shall stand dm1m for the next ballot and the
question of which then shall get any place
available 39a11 be decided amongst themselves
1
by lot. 11
11
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Rumours were circulated that the Federationists would walk
off the job over this point, but as even Bob Semple pointed
out, they were in no position to effectively conduct such
action.

They had been check mated.

The agreement came

into force on the first day of August 1912.
By all appearances the miners at Kaitangata on both
sides of the fence, did not want a strike.
grievance.

They had no

As Neade commented, the major fear of the

Arbitrationists vrhen they voted in December 1911 had been
the fact that there were no restraints upon the Federation',s
138
use of the strike weapon.
Apparently many, even, of the
Federationists, ·were quite astonished when Bob Semple stated
139
that he didn't want a strike.
It was obvious that little
'\lfOuld be achieved.

However it appears "the lads" again

wanted to make a name for themselves, despite the obvious
odds.
On Friday morning August 9 1912, 37 horse drivers,
wincbmen and truckers refused to go to work, a similar number
140
refusing to turn up to the 3 pm shift that afternoon.
By
all appearances "it was not the issue, Federation versus
Arbitration" which was the cause of it all.

The origins of

the dispute were more immediate and had in fact begun on
Wednesday of that week.

That morning \'lilliam Neale a young

winc11man refused to work during the 10.45 to 11.15 'crib time'

138
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on principle, and in consequence was dismissed.

In his mind

he felt that if crib time was taken from one man it would be
taken from others.

Apparently a rake of empties had just

been lowered, and another lot of full boxes was hooked on at
141

the bottom.
"Hr Gillanders tdeputy Hine HanagerJ, hearing the
repeated signals, went out to investigate the
cause. The winchr11.an, on being approached said he
would not remove boxes during crib time. Mr
Gillanders warned him of the consequences of
disobeying instructions, but the man was obdurate, 1 LL 2
and so another man was called on to his place- •• "
'
The Manager, evidently, was quite prepared to allow Neale
the five minutes it would have taken him to raise the rake
143

as extra time after normal 'crib' time was over.
The following morning when Neale came to the l'1ine
he was refused entry on the grounds that he had, through
his refusal to work, breached a section of the Coal Hiners
Act which stated •••
every worla11a11 now and hereafter, employed on
any of the works or workings of the mine,
whether on the surface or underground shall be
subject to these rules, and shall obey the
commands and instructions of the l'1anager or
underviewer in charge of the mine or ~~e part
of the mine in which he is working." 1
11

In response to this action his fellow workmen decided
to go on strike the following morning.

This meant that work

throughout the mine '\llas brought to a standstill.

At 2 o'clock

that afternoon more than 60 of these young men gathered and

141
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sent a deputation to the Hine 11anager demanding the re145
These men carne back with the
instaternent of Neale.
conununication from the management that Neale would be
taken on again ~;.rhen and if he apologised for disobeying
146
instructions.
The men then held an hour long meeting at
Wilson's Hall emerging with a resolution that they would
resume work when he was reinstated and when an assurance
147
was given that 'crib' time would not be encroached on.
To this the management declined to occede
148
situation was reached.
No progress was made.

, so a deadlock

On Monday August 11, the

following week, management posted a

notice stating:

"All the Company's employees who, unless through
illness are absent from their work tomorrow
(Tuesday) will be considered to have disobeyed
instructions and will be dismissed from the
Company's employ and paid off on Thursday 15th
inst., at the Company's Office." 149
On the day set, Tuesday, 24 men went do\m to the Mine in
the morning, 26 in the afternoon a mere handful more than
150
the day before.
It was then becoming apparent that the
strike \vas beginning to centre round the rivalry between the
two unions.

That morning a deputation of men had been

sent to the 11anager to inquire as to the position of miners
if they refused to work.

It was made clear that if dismissed,

the men would be regarded by management as if they were totally
new applicants (assuming they wanted to come to worlc) and
145
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that they would therefore, before being reemployed, have
151
to join the Arbitration Union.
This was a cunning move
on the part of the management.

Accordingly the young workers

convened a meeting at which about 110 of the total 320 employ152
ers attended.
1'1any at the meeting wanted the Federation
of Labour to take up the dispute.

It was decided to set
153
up pickets outside the mine and continue the dispute.
Pickets were set up on Hednesday morning and continued
into Thursday, the day on which all the strikers

wer~

paid

off.

The number returning to work was increasing, though
154
not dramatically.
That evening E. J. Howard, of the
F. 0. L. arrived in the tol!m to attempt to sort out the
situation.

By then these men were not employed members of

the Federation.
clear that the F.

Unfortunately Ho'Nard carne too late.

o.

It is

L. was unwilling to take on a dispute

which ultimately would have failed.

Howard advised the men
155
in no uncertain terms to return to work,
To do this they

would have to join the Arbitration Union.

A number went

back to the mine and did so, 20 being told however that there
was no work for them.

The rest refused to compromise and

stated that they would rather leave the district then join
156
the 'blackleg' body. At any rate the strike was over.
On September 6 the agreement made by the Company and
Arbitration Union was transformed into an award.
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Ridds application to plead the case of the Federation Union,
it was still pushed through the legal process.
remained within the system.

Kaitangata

If the conrrnentator of 1886 had

been alive and seen the events in 1912 he could not have
labelled these miners foreigTl stirT·ers.

Vlhat lay behind

the fact that Kaitangata remained within the system was a
home grown phenomenon.

It is clear also that they were \'Tell

aware that now they enjoyed "easy times 11 in the "Antipodes 11 •
But they were also aware of conditions prior to this.
The complexities behind the events of 1912 are vast.And yet there emerge a

nv~ber

of strong indications that

provide suggestions as to the reasons behind the divisions
of the time.

Clearly the age of a mine worker at Kaitangata

played an important part in determining the views he might
hold on the iss.ues so much in the fore in that year.

The

younger workers, truckers especially, had always been a more
militant group within the workforce.

They also exhibited a

greater level of trans:iency as a group.

And yet their role

in the mine was secondary and they were never a dominant
section in the occupational atrata.

The experience and skill

of a miner placed him at the top rung.

Indeed it would

appear that miners as a group, maintaining an artisan type
culture were a stable and relatively permanent section within
the occupational structure.

Such a situation would inevitably

create a more conservative element as ties with the mine,
community and management were established.

The links they

established with long periods of service in the industry
generally enabled such men to be more aware of the nature
and conditions they were operating under, of the past manage-

181
ment and of relations between thertt, as compared to those
they worked u..nder in the present context.
Clearly the Federationists were, on average,
younger than the Arbitrationists, and often were predominated
by the more trans ient elements within the ·workforce.

Of

the young men, truckers, rope-men, winchllen and horse
drivers who went on strike in August 1912, a majority
belonged to the Federation Union, and virtually all of them
157
went on strike.
The older miners however would doubtless
have been more dominant within the Arbitration Union.

These

men in general, had resided in the district for a longer
period of time.

Hany had obviously been through the years

before the Arbitration Union was first formed in 1898.
Indeed of the miners registered in the street directories
in 1912, 38 had been working in the mines prior to 1898.
This of course takes no account of many who doubtless worked
as boys before attaining an age at which they would have
been included in these listings.

The consequent awareness

of the benefits afforded them by the Arbitration system was
marked.

In the words of one old miner at the time:
"After(the Haritime Strike] the Seddon Government
passed the arbitration law, under which after a
good deal of trouble, a union was formed. The
old management combated the union for some time,
but eventually agreed, and things were materially
improved. The Arbitration Court sat here 12 years
ago, and settled wages and hours. Since then
there has been no trouble." 158
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All the miners acknOI'rledged in 1912 that the work conditions
had never been better.

No doubt many had sons and other

relatives who also worked in the mine.

Via these ties an

awareness of the past could well have permeated throughout
much of the workforce.

Nost of the men, particularly the

older ones, had a good deal of respect for men like Carson
the l'1anager or Lee the Managing Director of the Company.
All interviewees acknowledged the fact that the men all held
these officials in high esteem.
up alongside the Carson Brothers.

Nany of the miners had grown
They were also well awar<;:

of what the management had been like before the new Company
took the Hines over, and of the improvements in relations
that had come about when the changeover took place.

In the

words of the same old miner.
u[TheJ old Company were very autocratic in nature
The present Company took the concern over,
and has always treated the men most justly.u 159
Thus they were loathe to join a body advocating disruption
and strike action.
But this past experience went further.

There was a

strong aversion amongst this group, and indeed amongst the
Federationists too, toward strike activity per se.

Not only

did they feel that such action was unnecessary from their
economic point of view, and u..nfair to the management who had
generally treated them well over recent years, but they
appeared to have a natural fear of it.

159

ibid.
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many \Vho felt that the Company might in fact fold under a
strike situation.
Orepuki venture.

They were still heavily in debt over the
But the fear appears also to have gone

back to the events of 1886.

A number still worked in the

mine in 1912 who had gone tln"'ough that dispute.

Albert

Henry Chapmax:l. one of the two dissident miners was still in
160

the Company's employ.

Indeed 22 of the miners who had

been at the mines in 1886 and 1887 still appeared on the
directories in 1912 as miners.

A large proportion of these

had appeared in 1887, and were .presumably amongst those
brought in as strike breakers.

They would not have wanted

an all-out assault on the Company for fear of a similar
disaster to their jobs and livelihood.

This no doubt bred

in them a particular dislike of the militant, aggressive
progrruns of the Federation of Labour.

It is not odd then

to view the surprise amongst the men when Sernple told them
he did not want a strike.
strong.

"

...

The memory of 1886 was still

As our old miner told a press correspondent
[that] strike ended badly for the people here." 161
The inherent conservativeness of the miners at

Kaitangata was the result of many social, occupational,
etlli1ic and religious forces.

But in the minds of the Federa-

tionist miners there were a number of issues.
in joining the F.

o.

Their motivation

1. was probably as much to do with their

160

Interview with Sam Anderson and Fred Johnson,
Kaitangata Eventide Home, JUJ:J.e 1982.

161

o. w.

op. cit.
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fear of the word 'scab' as anything else.

They did

not want a strike, as they were well a'Hare of the generous
treatment they had received from the Company.

In the words

of one Federationist.
[I have] worked in all sorts of mines in New
Zealand in the past 40 years, and [have] never seen
better conditions than what[1.1.e] have." 163
11

Thus when it becarne clear that not only did the 'Red Fed'
leaders like Semple not approve of a strike at Kaitangata,
thus relieving a good deal of their psychological fears,
but also that the old union had managed to secure quickly
a wage rise by negotiation, they were quite willing to defect
back to the institution with which their true sympathies sided.
In reality many had not really been interested in unionism
until that time, and then only their fears of strike action,
and the 'scab' label fo:!."ced them to take sides.
been taken unawares.

They had

Till that time conditions had been

good and the relations between men and Ivlanager quite amicable.
Institutions such as the annual picnic provided a good framework for such friendly association.

In the words of one

man.
As a result of this, farnily men of the place were
content to display little interest in these meetings
of the Union, with the result, it is said, that the
Socialistic element secured control, and appointed
its own executive. 11 164
11

This isolation from the general trends occurring in the
union movement becomes increasingly apparent.
162

ibid.

163

C. 1. July 9 1912 p. 5 C. 3.

164

0.

w.

op. cit.

Nevertheless
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the miners at Kaitangata were not totally cut o.ff.

The new

mili ta..ncy did take root in a section, and more importantly a
younger section of the workforce, particularly those who had
arrived in the district recently.
the

t

bacillus' attacMed.

This was the type of man

These were the men who \Vere pre-

pared, against even the wishes o.f many Federationists to go
out on strike.
For the others they would however, have no truck
with these truckers.

In a way their assertiorrof the right

to form an Arbitration Union was an assertion of independence.
The artisan culture at work again.
ed a man who

The same culture that view-

did not do a full days work "not worth knowing".

But like artisans this was founded both on a respect .for
honest, reasonable of.ficials and a fear .for the maintenance
of the economic and social stability that they had obviously
acquired.

This of course can be related back to many social

and economic forces, such as the stability of the economic
conditions of the industry, and the relatively high levels
of persistence amongst the miners.
loyalty, and pride.

The cornmuni ty unity,

All this, and more, contributed to this,

independant work culture, amongst the miners at Kaitangata.
It was this culture that was the root of their conservatism.
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COHCLUSIOF
The miners of Kaitangata lived, worked and played in
a cor;:ununi ty which appeared to have its
customs.

patterns and

O\'m

They all identified with 'Kaitangata' as an entity,

as it were, in itself, as if it belonged to them.

Such a

spirit seems evident even today, for the people are still
very willing to aid and participate in activities which will
benefit the tow:fl to a degree that sets it apart from .other
com.111uni ties.

Though not as intense as the "persistent

sense of ownership" in the Forest of Dean in England for
example, this loyalty permeated the community members to an
1

extent that it would override any other association.

It is

clear for example that a good proportion of residents in
Kaitangata felt that a strike in 1912 could deal the deathknell blow to the company, and consequently to the industry
2

and to\\Tfl.

Thus as one miner commented, if a strike were
3

called, only a small number \'!ould come out.
extended further, to the ma:"l.agement.

This loyalty

Both 1-Villiam and Fred

Carson were respected and trusted by the men, and Robert Lee
the long serving Managing Director was viewed in a similar
4
manner.
He obviously took an active part in the community.
For instance in 1909 his support and financial assistance in
establishing a hospital was very marked.

A cormnent heard

1

Chris Fisher, 'Free Hiners of the Forest of Dean,
1800- 1841 in, Independant Collier ed., R.
Harrison, p. 37.

2

o. w.

3

0. W. July 17 p. 33 C. 1.

4

Interviev! with Fred Job.nson and Sam Anderson,
Kaitangata Eventide Home, June 1982.

July 5 1912 p. 5

c.

3.
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time and again in 1912 from the miners, both Federationists
and Arbitrationists, was that they had no grievance with
management, and tlTl1S many refused even to enter the realms
of a possibility of a course o£ action that would lead to
confrontation.

The F.O.L. by past records had adopted such a

course of action as a regular policy.

!-'lost miners at

Kaitangata wanted nothing to do with this body as a result.
Indeed management often returned this loyalty in the
form of donations for the Kaitangata Picnic Fund, the. odd
bonus to the workforce in prosperous times, and, particularly
after the turn o£ the century an increased patronage and involvement on financial and other levels in the affairs of
the community.
This comrnuni ty pattern was paralleled by a relatively
closed occupational structure in the mine.
in the mine a definite hierachy of jobs.

There was present
This characteristic

emerges particularly in the relations between the older miners,
who retained a sense of the 'Independant Collier' outlook,
and the younger truckers, horsedrivers and similar service
occupations, who had not acquired the level of skill and proficiency as a miner nor the high value on independa..nce at
\\fork which the older men obviously retained.

This younger

group maintained a lesser level of stability, not conclusive
to an artisan culture, and a higher level of militancy.

It is

apparent that these occupations increased in proportion to the
total workforce as the mine became more mechanised and larger
in size.

This was a process fou..nd in mines all over the world,

and definitely brought about a
As two historians concluded:

11

Subdivision of the labour force".
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"The 'dr<:ruing' of the tubs of coal away
from the face to the pit bottom becwne a
specialised occupation. Yet all this
increasing complexity in mining operations
left the 'VJOrk of the hewer essentially
unchanged • • • 11 5
The miner retained his status and skill throughout, despite
the increasing proportion of the service occupations underground.

Yet a distinct differentiation began to develop

with this specialisation.

In 1886 at Kaitangata, miners

had to truck their ovm coal from the face.

By the turn of

the century ho•Never they had become stationary, at t11e face
all the time.

Other men were not working at these jobs.

These younger Yrorkers on occasion drew a certain an10unt of
antagonism, especially when they did not work up to scratch.
But in addition, they were often prepared to act outside the
prescribed channels and go on strike, a mode of action which
often affronted both the miners values of conununity loyalty
and cooperation, and the artisans' stability and independence
at his woi'kplace.

Kai tangata miners then retained elements

of both 'Independant Collier' and the 'Free Hiner'.
In essence however a basis for this pattern must be
found.

It is clear that the industry at Kaitangata was

established early in comparison to many other mining comJnunities.
enabl~d

Further, its economic, and consequently, social stability
a high level of persistence to be attained amongst the

workforce, in particular miners.

5

Occupational openings in the

Alan Campbell and Fred Reid, 'Independant Collier in
Scotland' in Independant Collier, op. cit. p. 57.
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industry would have been limited as the demand for labour
was always reasonably constant.

This left little room for

the trans ient migratory worker so often associated with
the industry.

i:li th

the exception of the three periods of

instability 1886 - 7, 1892- 5 and 1901- 5, when the level
of trans<:iency did increase, Kaitangata workers maintained
a high level of persistance.

Fluctuations, as compared with

all the other co1mnuni ties and mines studied, were limited.
This enabled a situation in which these artisans of the underground could establish themselves in a relatively permanent "
occupation.

Dernographic patterns such as the male to female

ratio, the level of marriage, the proportion of foreigr1- born
amongst the population all reflect this fact.

It would

appear that Kaitangata was an insulated population.

In such

a situation links with the conmmni ty had time to develop,
loyal ties to foster, and families to increase in nuJ11ber.
Assuming the overall "distinctiveness" of Kaitangata as a
mining community can be

dra~n1

from the demographic patterns

over the years one may say conclusively that during the
crucial period 1906 - 12 Kaitangata fell in the ranking.
The influence on historical events is marked.
of those

miners~.ho

The dominance

had resided in the district for many

years was heightened.

One just needs to look at the figure

of the number of miners who had appeared on directory listings
in 1886 who ·were still listed in 1912.
past in this group was very strong.

The links with the
The prominence of

groups such as the "militant" Australian born miners fell.
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In periods of economic and er:1.ployrncmt retraction, such as
occurJ:.~ed

in 1906 - 7, these trans :·ient, militant men "\vould

just as :readily leave the district as they would return if
there was work available.
These are the predominating factors that characterise
the situation at Kaitangata.

These variables which are so

often overlooked are the keys to the answers of many of the
questions historians ask about this period in the history
of New Zealand workers.

Kaitangata definitely had an almost

accentuated mode of cultural and social interaction within /
the sphere of the con1JIJ.uni ty in the stereotypical forms
generally associated with mining settlements.

Its economic

and demographic stability was the key to this.

The miners

at Kaitangata exhibited independance in 2l: collective sense,
both at the workplace and in the field of worker/employer
relations.

It was almost as if they were operating in an

era of generations gone by.

The small c01mnuni ty with an

intricate history had a unique hold upon those who were part
of it.

As one man from Balclutha once cormnented to me.
"Kaitangata?!

Oh •••• they're all inbred over

Perhaps that is the answer.

there."
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Glossary
Fire-damp

Methane gas (cH ) - explosive on contact
4
with a flame and with the .presence of
oxygen.

After-damp

Hixture of varying quantities of carbon
monoxide (CO) which is poisonous and

Dip Drive

Carbon dioxide (co 2 ) which suffocates.
A tunnel or drive going at a do~Jrnward
angle into a seClJ!l of coal.

Level

A level part of the workings i.e. where
it is not a dip.

Bord

Chamber of coal removed in a seam,
separated by long rectangular pillars
which are left to give roof support.

Robbing

Vlork done removing pillars and allowing
the top to crush dm>rn.

Bratt icing

Frarnes •.vi th heavy hessian material tacked
to it, used to channel air through the
mine.
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